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PREFACE 

The recent energy crisis and the continued escalation of 
fossil-fuel cost, combined with diminishing fuel supplies, 
have highlighted the urgency for improving power plant 
productivity. Increased cost-effective plant productivity 
has a three-fold economic effect for a utility: If 1. Reduction or elimination of the need to construct 

new units; 
2. Reduction in power replacement usage from less 

efficient and/or high fuel cost units; and 
3. Reduced need to purchase power at increased cost 

from other utilities. 
With today's uncertainties in available plant sites, high 
capital cost, high interest rates for new construction, 
licensing delays, and extended construction schedules, any 
.plant improvements that reduce the need for constructing 
additional generating capacity have a substantial economic 
benefit. Considering the size of most U. -S. electric util-
ities, even a small improvement in the productivity of each 
generating station results in a sizeable increase in the 
total system yearly generating capacity. Such a gain in 
production may result in the deferment of new plant con-
struction. 
Performance improvements in low fuel cost units reduce the 
need to operate less efficient plants or plants that burn 
high cost fuel. In addition to prolonging the usable life of 
some of the older units by reducing their .operating schedules, 
the direct saving to a utility in fuel replacement cost is 
sizeable. The replacement power cost for a modern base-load 
unit is often cited as approaching $1 million per day. Any 
improvement project that results in increased operating 
performance of these units can usually be justified as good 
economics. p. 
To improve specific plant systems and hardware performance, it 
is necessary to know accurately the past performance for all 
components which contributed to unavailability-. This requires 
an accurate and detailed data base and an engineering analysis 
to predjiTct future performance of improved designs. Areas , 
where improvements are necessary can often be identified from 



past performance histories and/or discussions with responsible 
plant operations and maintenance personnel. But simply iden-
tifying -prpb'lem areas "is. hot enough to convince utility„ ^ 
management that large expenditures of money are warranted'to 
purchase new equipment or add additional plant personnel. 
Only with "quantitative analysis that develops such classical 
reliability parameters as meantime-to-failure and meantime-
to-repair can the reliability engineer begin to accurately 
rank the contribution of various systems on plant performance. 
Combining this ranking with cost estimates for improvement 
projects, the engineer can identify those areas which have the 
greatest potential cost impact on future plant operation. 
Based on the costs associated with implementing improvement 
projects and the projected return on investment resulting from 
improved plant operation, utility management can dete'rmine the 
economic merits of each project. The productivity improvement 
projects must be weighed, in turn, against other-projects 
available to the corporation to increase operating efficiency. 
Power plant improvement projects must be carefplly evaluated 
to assure that they are cost-effective within the context of 
all possi'Ble investment opportunities. Increased plant avail-
ability must not be sought as an end unto itself- It should 
only be sought where it is a most, economic means of reducing 
overall costs. 
During recent years, several federal and state//agencies, 
individual utilities, utility groups, and various consult-
ants have -developed methods for identifying the key problems 
that cause reduced plant productivity. To some extentnearly 
all the methods are similar in that historical plant data is 
used to calculate/various reliability parameters which allow 
an estimate of plant operating availability. These calcula-
tions, combined with estimated costs of improvement projects, 
allow a benefit/cost analysis to determine the merits of 
specific projects. 

Although generally.similar, reliability methods do have some 
basic differences. These differences are most apparent in how 
and where equipment performance data is obtained. Some 
methods use actual plant equipment failure data gathered from 
plant maintenance and operating reports to predict future 
trends. Other methods rely on statistical methods, trending, 
or equipment manufacturers' predictions to construct a data 
base. In either case, accurate equipment failure data is 
probably the most important single pc/rameter needed to per-
form power plant reliability/availability analyses. 
The Availability Improvement Methodology (AIM) presented in 
this handbook describes a method for calculating the increase 
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-in. plant equivalent availability factor resulting from a pro-
posed improvement;/project. AIM uses the recently developed 
IEEE def in it ions along with other reliability parameters for 
estab3/ishin^'unit ̂ availability and performance. Additionally, 
AIM calculations''are based primarily on data being collected 
,for the Generating Availability Data System (GADS) of the 
National Electric Reliability Council. Several utilities are 
presently collecting equipment outage data on the GADS Per-
formance and Event Report Forms. This data, if properly 
developed, is^sufficient for performing most of the AIM cal-
culations. . Theymore descriptive the GADS data', the more 
detailed the .AI'* calculations become, allowing' for the analysis 
of a,wider rangp? of improvement projects. 

v. <1 'k r. // Once collected,:ahd sorted,'this data is used to construct an 
historical grbs'3, available generation (GAG) profile and to j< 
develop reliability parameters describing past plant opera-j 
tion. Basedj/^onA'assumptions concerning the effect of a'spe-/ 
cific improvement project to increase plant operation, a 
hypo'thet'ical^gross 'available generation (GAG) profile is con-
structed', ,along;'with necessary reliability parameters, and 
compared to'rthe .^historical one. The differences in the his-
torical , and'hypothetical GAG profiles and reliability param-
eters show,'"the ̂ 'resultant increase in plant equivalent avail-
ability fâ .tloir'j'that results from the improvement project under 
study. Al}'!',. definitions, data sheets, and equations needed to 
apply the^metncdblogy are presented in this handbook. In 
order to allow,,;.a utility engineer to fully understand the 
application ofj£the methodology, several examples of the eval-
uation of "various improvement projects are presented. In each 
case, the analysis' consists of using plant data to assess 
future^ operation' after the improvement oroject is implemented. 
Based,!'ori';the r.6,'sult of one of the improvement projects, a benefit/cost'ari'aiysis; is performed to determine the financial 
merits.^cf sucri^ajproject. 

' V . < : 

I* X 1. 
In applyi:hg-'r the' -AIM;' methodology, utility engineers should be • raindful-;that€rGplacement power costs are frequently greater 
for forced'' o'atages than for planned outages. Equivalent 
availability Sin'c lude's both. A cost-effective ranking of 
alternative plant improvement projects must discern between 
those'projects1 which will reduce forced outages and those 
which might.'"reduce planned outages. 

o AV AIM is npti^apprcpriate for assessing the reduction or elimin-
ation ofpthe":<need to construct new units. For this objective, 
it IS n©C€>SSc5 ry to, separate forced and maintenance outages in 
the com-uutations, because the forced outages will be several 



times as -effective, per fraction of time in requiring addi-
tional ires'erves compared with planned maintenance outages. 
As is the case with any analytical procedure, engineering 
judgement.must be exercised with respect to the results of 
purely mathematical calculations. 

0 " 
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1. 0,; INTRODUCTION, OVERVIEW, AND REQUIREMENTS 

As part of its program to help improve electrical power plant 
productivity, the Department of Energy (DOE) has developed a 
methodology 113 for evaluating productivity improvement projects. 
This handbook presents a simplified version of this methodology 
called the Availability Improvement Methodology (AIM), which 
provides a systematic approach for prioritizing plant improve-
ment projects. Also included in this handbook is a description 
of data taking requirements necessary to support the AIM method-
ology, benefit/cost analysis, and root cause analysis for trac-
ing persistent power plant problems. ' 
In applying the AIM methodology, utility engineers should be 
mindful that replacement power costs are frequently greater for 
forced outages than for planned outages. Equivalent availability 
includes both. A cost-effective ranking of alternative plant 
improvement projects must discern between those projects which 
will reduce forced outages and those which might reduce planned 
outages. As is the case with any analytical procedure, engineer-
ing judgement must be exercised with respect to results of purely 
mathematical calculations. 

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE AIM METHODOLOGY 
To:analyze power plant productivity, several measures of per-
formance should be examined. However, a single index widely 
used for base-load plants is the equivalent availability factor 
(EAF). The EAF is essentially equivalent to the percentage of 
time during which a unit was available for operation at its full 
capability. The EAF takes into account those times during which 
the unit was available at less than full rating due to all out-
ages, including forced-partial and scheduled-partial outages. 
The methodology described in this handbook uses the change in 
equivalent availability factor (AEAF) as the performance param-
eter to assess increases in plant productivity resulting from 
corrective actions. The change in equivalent availability 
factor measures the additional megawatt hours of available 
generation divided by the unit's maximum possible generation 
in a given time period. The method calculates the change in 
the unit equivalent availability factor resulting from a planned 
improvement project and considers the impact of the aew improve-
ment project on two major factors: 

° Unit equivalent unavailability factor due to 
component events; and 
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° Unit equivalent unavailability factor due to 
external/economic events. 

A comporient- event is defined to occur when a component under-
goes any of the following: 

° Loss of function capability (i.e., mechanical break-
down, rotational or vibrational problem, operation 
out of spec, etc.); 

° Preventive and routine maintenance; 
° Inspection, surveillance, or testing; 
° Modification. •< 

An event can result in a plant outage, derate, or even non-
curtailment of service. The equivalent availability factor 
considers both maintenance and forced outages. Since the 
power replacement cost of these outages is apt to be differ-
ent, care must be taken in performing the analysis of the 
benefits associated with improvement projects that affect 
various types of outages. 
An external/economic event is defined as an event which 
potentially limits the plant output and which is not com-
ponent-related, such as a unit derated to meet environmental 
emission standards or a unit off-line due to earthquakes, 
floods, or labor problems. 
The methodology considers the effect of concurrent component 
and external./economic events when evaluating an improvement 
project. Examples of concurrent events include a pulverizer 
mill at a coal plant out for maintenance while the unit is 
derated to meet environmental emission standards, or a con-
densate pump and a boiler circulation pump both simultaneously 
out for repair. ° 
The methodology determines the increase in plant equivalent 
availability factor resulting from improvement projects by 
use of the equation: 

AEAF = -AEUF„ — AEUF„ (1) r ih£> 

where 
AEAF = Change in unit equivalent availability factor 

resulting from a given improvement project 
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AEUFp • = Change in unit's equivalent unavailability 
factor due to the improvement project's 

r -. impact on. the unit's component events 
AEUFee = Change in unit's equivalent unavailability 

factor due to the improvement project's impact 
on the unit's external/economic events 

Physically, AEAF is the additional megawatt hours of energy the 
unit will generate divided by the megawatt hours the unit could 
generate in a given time period operating at its gross maximum 
capacity after implementing an improvement project. A AEAF 
equal to .274%* results in a unit producing one more full power 
day of energy per year of operation. 
The methodology requires the collection of detailed plant data 
which'can be developed from properly completed GADS Performance 
and Event,Report Forms. Data such as: 

(; 
° Time to cool down unit before component repairs can 

be initiated; 
° Time servicing is delayed as well as cause of ser-

vicing delay; 
° Work crew size and man-hours spent on component repair; 
° Time component servicing initiated and completed; 

are needed to perform the AIM calculations. This data is refer 
red to in the methodology as the unit historical data. The 
historical data combined with the improvement project are used 
to generate hypothetical plant data, which is assumed to repre-
sent the behavior of the plant following the implementation of 
the improvement project. The methodology then evaluates the 
historical and hypothetical plant data to determine the AEUFp 
and AEUFEE parameters in equation (1). Consequently, the 
methodology provides a productivity improvement prediction 
which is dependent on the unit's historical operating and 
maintenance practices. 

This handbook contains an example of properly completed GADS 
forms and details of how the collected data is applied in the 
methodology's reliability equations. Also described is how a 
root cause analysis can be performed so an improvement project 
can be defined as well as procedures to calculate the cost/ 
benefit ratio for a prospective improvement project. 

AEAF = -i- x 100 = .274% 



The purpose of this handbook is to provide step-by-step 
instructions which permit application of the AIM methodology 
without;the need.to.be a reliability specialist. This is 
accomplished by simplifying the equations and streamlining 
the computations needed to evaluate prospective improvement 
projects.. 
To assist the user in understanding the AIM methodology and 
procedures, the handbook is divided into the following sec-
tions: 

Section 2.0 STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURES IN APPLYING 
THE METHODOLOGY 

The procedures to be followed are outlined in this sec-
tion. ,,The construction of . the unit model and applica-
tion of the unit's historical data for evaluation of 
the productivity improvement projects are explained. 

>J 
• Section 3.0 DEFINITIONS 

All concepts and symbols with their physical interpre-
tations are listed so the user can understand the 
equations presented in the handbook. 

• Section 4.0 DATA COLLECTION 
This section describes the type of data that needs to 
be collected on the GADS data forms and how it should 
be organized for the step-by-step analysis. 

• Section 5.0 EQUATIONS 
An organized listing of the basic reliability equations 
used in the methodology are given. The simplified 
equations are further broken down into tables and 
formulas for easy application in analyzing systems con-
taining parallel components. ^ \ 

• Section 6.0 DETAILED EXAMPLES 
Five examples are shown in this section to illustrate 
the step-by-step calculations and to demonstrate some 
of the various types of problems that can be analyzed, 
by this method. Typical data organizing and handling 
problems are also included. 
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. • a p p e n d i c e s 

To' elaborate on some of the other aspects of the method-
ology, three appendices have been included: 

Appendix A - GADS Cause/Component Codes 
In order to identify recurring problems in simi-

Qlar plant equipment, event types resulting in out-
ages, derates, etc., are reported by cause/component 

!(codes. This appendix presents a detailed listing of 
the GADS cause/component codes for identifying plant 
equipment and outages causes. 

° Appendix B - Root Cause Analysis 
This appendix describes how an investigation can 
be conducted for determining the root cause of an 
event by use of a logic tree approach. 

u ' i 

° Appendix C - Financial and Benefit/Cost Analysis 
The cost analysis aspects of the improvemnt pro-
grams are discussed in order to prioritize the 
improvement programs on a benefit/cost basis. 

1.2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR USE OF METHODOLOGY 

This handbook is written for the user with a hand calculator 
and good background in mathematics, including some algebra. 
In addition, the user should have a good understanding of a 
power plant's operation, maintenance, and outage procedures. 
Immediate and free access to plant and equipment outage data 
is also needed by those wishing to use this methodology. 
It should be emphasized that a background in statistics and 
reliability methods is not necessary to utilize the method-
ology developed in this handbook. The procedural steps of 
the manual have been reduced to such elementary steps that 
the probabilistic-statistical origin of the analysis does not 
need to be understood. Much more important than an under-
standing of statistics is an understanding of a plant's one-
line diagram and how various systems and subsystems inter-
relate during plant operation. 
Although the manual and the procedures do not require a back-
ground in programming or a computer facility for immediate 
application on a plant model, the procedures and equations 
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• are. easily "amenable to automatic data processing. This is 
especially true, and even advisable, if a computerized data 
base", exists for-various outage and maintenance events. 

1.3 DATA' COLLECTION AND STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 

To apply the AIM methodology, failure, repair, and maintenance 
data must be collected at,a fine level of detail. GADS Per-
formance and Event Report Forms are used for this purpose. 
Other data methods may be used, but at least the level of data 
described in the sample GADS data sheets are needed if an 
analysis of the type explained in this handbook is to be con-
ducted. If data is lacking,'estimates may be used based on 
the experience of operating personnel and on engineering judge-
ment. The methodology will provide a systematic procedure for 
ranking alternatives. 
In order for AIM to establish a credible AEAF for an" improve-
ment project, approximately six component events are needed. 
For components that have frequent failures (i.eC), boiler 
tubes) , this amount of data may be*collected in a relatively 
short period of time, such as a year. For components that 
fail less frequently (i.e., boiler circulation pumps), it 
might require several years before a sufficient data base is 
established and AIM can be used to evaluate an improvement 
project. . . . . . . ^ 

V 
The need for large amounts of plant performance data requires 
that the data collection, storage, and retrieval be planned 
in a systematic manner so that the data will eventually be 
available in a credible and usable format. To aid in keep-
ing track of this data, GADS cause/component codes are pre-
sented in Appendix A. This numbering scheme is flexible and 
permits easy identification, storage, and retrieval of data 
and is amenable -to computerized methods where such facilities 
exist. 
Another important aspect of data preparation is storage. 
Plant data is often cvlstributed among operating logs, main-
tenance and repair work" orders, and individual component 
repair records. These are stored in various departments at 
either the plant or headquarters. In time, this data may be 
discarded, lost, or misplaced. Reliability calculations are 
often carried out several years after an event takes place. 
"It is difficult, if not impossible, to separate and correlate 
data months or years after events take place. 
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This process is further aggravated by such plant ever.ts as 
oyej-lappipg and multiple failures and events resulting in 
different;levels of derates. " 
To avoid," or at least minimize, database deterioration and 
to maintain adequately detailed reliable data, it must be 
correlated: and stored in a systematic manner. To do this, 
data should,be systematically recorded on.the GADS Perform-
ance and XEvent Report Forms. Use of these data forms will 
allow (theutility engineer to reconstruct an event years 
after it,'has occurred. •/>, y 

X, ••: 
As ,a last .item to consider in collecting and storing data, 
it should-be pointed out that proper data management is a 
time-consuming process. Collection and preparation of the 
data ccorî ume a majority of the time spent in doing relia-
bility analysis. Once the data is in the proper format, 
evaluation of the reliability equations and determination 
of the [availability factors for a particular improvement 
project],̂ 'can/be carried out in only a few hours. vy 
The successful application of the AIM methodology depends on: 

0 Adequate data^ being available to the detailed level of 
,, analysis required; 
Person (s) dedicated to the task of applying the method-
ology who have a good knowledge of the entire plant's 
operation and history; 
Adequate time available to carry out the data collection, 
processing, and procedural steps of the methodology. 

1.4 PRELIMINARY SCREENING OF PROSPECTIVE IMPROVEMENT 
PROJECTS 

Most plants have a qualitative ranking of the systems and com-
ponents that are causing the majority of their outages. An 
example is given in^references [7] and [8]. This list can be 
used in a preliminary screening of possible improvement projects. 
With this list, the AIM methodology can be used to develop a 
quantitative assessment of the increase in generation that 
results from specific improvement projects. Based on the costs 
associated with implementing various improvement projects, 
utility management can determine the economic merits of each 
project and whether or not such projects should be undertaken. 

s 
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2.0- STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURES FOR THE AIM METHODOLOGY v 

.. ... . 
This .'.section of the handbook describes the' procedures that 
are to be followed in using the AIM methodology. The appli-
cation T ' methodology has been divided into the follow-
ing stii -. 

1 

• STEP/1: Define level of detail for collecting 
component and external/economic event 
data 

• STEP 2: Collect and format historical unit data 
on GADS Performance Report Forms and Event 
Report Forms 

• STEP 3: Define improvement project 
• STEP 4: Develop assumptions for the improvement 

project effect on unit historical GADS 
" data obtained in Step 2 

• STEP 5: Calculate historical equivalent unavail-
ability factors for the component on which 
improvement project is to be evaluated 

• STEP 6: Calculate equivalent unavailability factors 
for component with improvement project imple-

. mented .using assumptions developed in Step 4 
• STEP 7: Evaluate change in unit equivalent availability^ 

factor 
• STEP 8: Evaluate benefit/cost of improvement project 

Each of these steps is described in detail in this section. 

STEP 1: Define Level of Detail for Collecting Component 
and External/Economic Event Data 

A list of systems, components, parts, and even subparts needs 
'-to be developed for the unit. This equipment list defines 
the level of component event data which need to be collected 
for use of the methodology. 

-8-



The GADS cause/component code list included in Appendix A of 
this handbook can be used to establish the level of detail 
for "recording component and external/economic event data. In 
using the GADS cause/component code, events with code numbers 
between 0001-8999 can be treated as component events, while 
events with cause code numbers between 9000 and 9999 can be 
treated as external/economic events. o 
Determining the components for which event data is to be col-
lected defines the elements of the reliability model. There 
is no maximum or minimum number of elements that the method-
ology'-'requires "for its application. In general, the more 
elements in the unit model, the more,detailed improvement 
projects can be evaluated by the methodology. However, 
increasing the number of elements will also increase the' 
time and manpower requirements to apply the methodology'.\, 

STEP 2: Collect and Format*Unit Historical Data on GADS 
Performance Report Forms and Event Report Forms 

As discussed in sectionJ4.0, AIM calculations are based pri-
marily on data contained in the Generating Availability Data 
System (GADS) reporting forms-. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe 
how the GADS Performance Report Forms (PRF's) and Event Report 
Forms (ERF's) should be completed to perform AIM calculations. 
In addition to collecting the GADS event data, the following 

/(information is suggested to be collected in order to allow AIM "to evaluate a wider range of., improvement projects: 

° Unit cool-down time before equipment servicing can be 
initiated 
For example, in a coal plant, if waterwall tube leaks 
are to be repaired, the time required to cool the unit 
down before the work crew can physically enter the 
boiler and initiate repaid? of the waterwall tubes. 

Number of parallel components in systems^within unit 
o This information is needed to analyze improvement 

projects on systems containing parallel components. 
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Number of parallel components needed for the unit to 
achieve gross maximum capacity ^ 
The number of parallel components in a system required 
to be operational at each component ls maximum rated 
capacity for the unit to achieve its gross maximum 
capacity, if known, allows the methodology to compute 
the equivalent meantime-to-event (eM) for a system 
containing parallel components. 

Component's serviceability with unit on-line 
This information can be used by the AIM methodology in 
computing the equivalent meantime-to-event (eM) for 
systems containing parallel components. In general, j 
systems containing parallel components thac are ser-
viceable with the unit on-line have larger equivalent 
meantime-to-events (eM) than systems with parallel 
components that are serviceable only with a unit out-
age. < " 

Unit gross available capacity when' a system or some 
number of .components in a system are out-of-service 
The resultant unit gross available capacity (GAC) due 
to a system not being operational or component(s) in 
a system containing parallelC'components being out-of-
service must be known, assuming all other components 
and systems in the unit are in service and fully 
operational, in order to evaluate an improvement <,j, 
project on such a system. 
For a system containing parallel components, the unit-
gross available capacity should be known as a function 
of the total number of components out-of-service. For 
example, if a unit has three parallel condensate pumps, 
the unit gross available capacity needs to be known if 
one (1) , two (2)t, or three (3) of the condensate pumps 
are out-of-service if an^improvement project on this 
system is to be evaluated. 

O 
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STEP 3 : D e f i n e I m p r o v e m e n t P r o j e c t 0 

The AIM methodology is used to evaluate the effects on plant 
availability of improvement projects. For example, an improve-
ment project to be evaluated could involve adding more redun-
dant components to a system or installing more reliable com-
ponents in a system. Section 6.0 of the handbook shows how 
the methodology can be used to assess the change in plant 
equivalent availability factor by instituting five different 
improvement projects. 

>> ' 

STEP 4: Develop Assumptions on the Effect of the Improvement 
Project on Unit Historical GADS Data Developed in 

? Step 2 , 

With a specific improvement project defined in Step 3, engi-
neering assumptions must be developed showing the effect of 
the improvement ^project on the unit historical event data 
developed in Step 2. (The assumptions developed must consider the impact of the improvement project on all historical data 
collected, which includes: 

" t\ ° U n i t h i s t o r i c a l e q u i p m e n t e v e n t d a t a ; u 

0 Unit historical external/economic^event data; 
Unit "historical gross available capacity over the 
time period event data has been collected. 

These assumptions are then used to generate m Step 6 hypothe-
tical event data for the unit which, when analyzed with the 
unit historical data, determine the effect of the improvement 
project on the unit equivalent availability factor. 

STEP 5: Calculate Historical Equivalent Unavailability 
Factors for the Component ron which Improvement 
Project is to be Evaluated 

Using- the unit historical GADS data collected in Step 2 and ' 
equations described in section 5.0, the historical equiva-
lent unavailability factors are calculated. Only the events f'-'. 
associated with the component(s) on which the improvement- '' 
project is to be determined need to be used to calculate0 tti'ese 
factors. For example, if a pulverizer improvement project 
is to be evaluated, only pulverizer and associated concurrent 

' S'K" U ... " ' O ' « 
o % o (J 
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events need to be analyzed using the GADS data base. The 
EUF parameters calculated in this step are the unit equiva-
lent: unavailability-factor due to a particular component 
(EUFp) " ahd7or external/economic events (EUFEE) It is 
not n o necessary to compute an overall unit n ° EUF to 
apply the AIM methodology. 

J \ " " STEP 6: Calculate Equivalent Unavailability Factors for 
Component with Improvement Project Implemented 
Using Assumptions Developed in Step 4 

Usjing the unit historical GADS data and supplemental data 
collected in Step 2, the assumptions developed in Step 4, and 
the equations described in section 5.0, component and external'/ 
Economic, hypothetical event data is constructed. Section 4.3 
describe^ the construction of " unit hypothetical da£a from unit-
historical data. 

A useful tool ,to aid in the calculation of these hypothetical 
reliability parameters (EUFp and EUFee)0is- the construction 
of a unit hypothetical gross- available creneration (GAG) profile. 
This procedure is described in five examples in sections 6.3 
through 6.7. The hypothetical GAG profile is the unit gross 
available capacity had the improvement proje;ct been implemented 
over the time period for which GADS data hasj been' collected. 

STEP 7: Evaluate Change in Unit Equivalent Availability 
Factor 0 

Inserting the [EUFp) and (EUFee) parameters developed in 
Step 5 and the V / n o ^ / n o EUFp and EUFEE 
parameters from Step 6 into the following"equation: 

^ o 0 o (1 
A E A F = - A E U F P — A E U F £ E " (1) 

where 

1 AEUF„ = EUF — (EUF_ 
F \ F )no 

AEUFEE , = EUFEE - ^ U F ^ J ^ 

gives the- change in the unit equivalent availability factor 
(AEAF) for implementing the improvement project. 



STEP 8: Evaluate Benefit/Cost of Improvement Project 

Using the"AEAF obtained for the improvement project in Step 7, 
the financial and benefit/cost pf implementing the improvement 
project is performed. The procedures and equations for this 
analysis are described in Appendix C. 
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3.0 ' DEFINITIONS 

The terminology adopted for AIM uses utility standard defi-
nitions, such as GADS and IEEE definitions. For parameters 
not defined by IEEE definitions, different words have been 
used to avoid confusion with the standard IEEE definitions. 
This section is composed primarily of Table 1 which contains 
six columns with the following information: 

° An alphabetical list of all the symbols used in the 
methodology (column 1); 

° The parameter characterized by an appropriate symbol 
(column 2); 

° The definition of the parameter including, where 
possible, a physical interpretation of the parameter 
(column 3); 

t. ° The equation(s) used to calculate the parameter or 
the GADS data form from which the parameter can be 
found (column 4); 

° Units of parameters (column 5); 
General • comments regarding the parameters or. assump-
tion on which the equation to calculate the parameter 
is based (column 6). 

Table 1 is intended as a reference for the terminology and 
symbols used in this handbook. It is expected that the 
reader will refer to Table 1 while reading the next three 
sections (4.0 through 6.0). It is suggested that Table 1 
not be read at this time, but only referenced to as unfamil-
iar symbols or terminology arise in the following sections 
of the handbook. 

6 
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TABLE 1 

D E F I N I T I O N S A N D ' E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (continued) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EQUATION(5)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION UNITS ' COMMENTS 

(cs)L 
Crew size with improve-
ment project implemented 

Average crew size assigned to physically 
service component in ith hypothetical 
component event 

Data determined by estimating 
effect of improvement project 
o n (csno)i 

Persons . 

( C S"°)i 
Crew size without 
improvement project 
implemented 

i 
Average crew size assigned to physically 
service component in historical 
component event 

Data read from GADS ERF's for 
event i (card 02 or 03, under 
verbal description) 

Persons 
i 
Data not required by 
GADS, • 

em 
Equivalent meantime-to-
restore with improvement 
project implemented while 
component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity 

1 Megawatt hours lost by unit due to \ 
1 hypothetical component events over 1 
y given period of time / 

n 
E (UND) . ( m ), i=l 1 1 

em = 
Hours (UND)̂  may vary over 

•event i duration if 
there are concurrent 
,events. 

em 
Equivalent meantime-to-
restore with improvement 
project implemented while 
component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity Number of hypothetical 

events occurring with 
component over given 

^ period of time 

1 

Unit Gross 
Maximum 
Capacity 

(n) (GMC) 

em = em^ + eiHj + em^ 

Hours (UND)̂  may vary over 
•event i duration if 
there are concurrent 
,events. 

erti no 
Equivalent meantime-to-
restore before improve-
ment project implemented 
while component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity 

I Megawatt hours lost by unit due to 
1 historical component events over 
\ given period of time i 

En°[uNDnoV (mno\. Hours 
(UNDno)i may vary 

x over 
event i duration if 
there are concurrent 
events. 

erti no 
Equivalent meantime-to-
restore before improve-
ment project implemented 
while component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity Number of historical 

events occurring with 
component over given 

^ time period 

Unit Gross 
Maximum 
Capacity 

> 

( n n o j (GMcj 

e m n o = e m
n 0 l + e m no 2 + e m no 3 

Hours 
(UNDno)i may vary 

x over 
event i duration if 
there are concurrent 
events. 

em^ 

Equivalent meantime for 
unit cool-down with 
improvement project 
implemented while 
component or system 
limiting unit gross -
available capacity 

/ \ Megawatt hours lost by unit while 
cooling down before service on com-

ponent can be initiated due to 
ihypothetical component events over , 
\ given period of time / 

n 
t (UND) . (mi). 
i=l 1 

em. = 1 tn) (GMC) 

Hours (UND)̂  may vary over 
• event i duration if 
there are other 
concurrent events. 

em^ 

Equivalent meantime for 
unit cool-down with 
improvement project 
implemented while 
component or system 
limiting unit gross -
available capacity | Number of hypothetical-

1 events occurring with 
I component over given 
\ time period / 

Unit Gross 
Maximum 

y Capacity 

n 
t (UND) . (mi). 
i=l 1 

em. = 1 tn) (GMC) 

Hours (UND)̂  may vary over 
• event i duration if 
there are other 
concurrent events. 

M l 

Equivalent meantime for 
unit cool-down without 
improvement project 
implemented while 
component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity 

Megawatt hours lost by unit while 
cooling down before service on com-
ponent can be initiated due to his-
torical component events over given 
\ period of time j 

Number of historical \ / 
svents occurring with 1 I Unit Gross 
component over given / I Maximum 

time period ' \ Capacity 

nno 
J, (UND-)i (mn0l). 

e m " ° r ( " n o ) (GMC) 

Hours 

1 ( (. , .pontinued) 



D E F I N I T I O N S A N D ' E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (continued) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYS1CAL MEANING EQUATI ON(S)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION • 

UNITS ' COMMENTS 

emj 

Equivalent meantime ser-
vice delayed after 
improvement project 
implemented while compo-
nent or system limiting 
unit gross available 
capacity 

! Megawatt hours lost by unit due to\ 
I service delays on component due to 
\ hypothetical component events over 
> given period of time 

n 
I (UND). (m,) 
i=l 1 i 

em-

Hours • 
• 

i 
• 

emj 

Equivalent meantime ser-
vice delayed after 
improvement project 
implemented while compo-
nent or system limiting 
unit gross available 
capacity I Number of hypothetical.^ / \ 

1 events occurring with ] 1 Unit Gross 1 
I component over given • j I Maximum j 
' • time period ' ' Capacity ' 

(n) (GMC) . 

Hours • 
• 

i 
• 

N = 

Equivalent meantime ser-
vice delayed before 
improvement project 
implemented while compo-
nent or system limiting 
unit gross available 
capacity 

j Megawatt hours lost by unit due to \ 
I service delays on component due to 1 
I historical events over given period 1 
^ of time 1 

"no 

_ & M i ( H i Hours 
i 

N = 

Equivalent meantime ser-
vice delayed before 
improvement project 
implemented while compo-
nent or system limiting 
unit gross available 
capacity Number of historical \ / . . _ v 

events occurring with 
\ component £ « g x v e „ / C a p a c i t y j 

P n o j 2 (nno) (GMC) 

Hours 
i 

en\j 

Equivalent meantime to 
physioally service by 
work crew after improve-
ment project implemented 
while component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity 

I Megawatt hours lost by unit while work\ 
[ crew physically services component due 1 
I to hypothetical component events over 1 
< given period of time ' 

n 
Z (UND). (m3). 

i=l 1 
Hours en\j 

Equivalent meantime to 
physioally service by 
work crew after improve-
ment project implemented 
while component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity /Number of hypothetical \ /„n1t. ri-n<=<=\ 

events occurring with X c S S . " ] 
3 (n) (GMC) 

Hours 

Equivalent meantime to 
physically service by 
work crew before improve-
ment project implemented 
while component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity 

j Megawatt hours lost by unit while work\ 
( crew physically services component due 1 
\ to historical component events over j 
' given period of time / 

n no 
if, ( ™ D 4 ( " H 

Hours 
Equivalent meantime to 
physically service by 
work crew before improve-
ment project implemented 
while component or system 
limiting unit gross 
available capacity I Number of historical \ / v 

(events occurring with Maximum 
\ component over given j \ Capacity 

time period \ r J 1 

^'"nojj - ( n n o ) (GMcp-

Hours 

1 i 

(...continued) 



D E F I N I T I O N S A N D ' E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (continued) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EQUATI0N(S)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION UNITS ' COMMENTS 

eM 
Equivalent meantime-to-
event for component or 
system after improvement 
project implemented at 
unit 

funit hypothetical sfervice hours^ 
^ 'in given time period ) 

Number of hypothetical events for \ 
component or system which result I 

in a reduction in unit gross available 
^ capacity in a given time period J 

Single component system 
em = M^ 

System containing parallel 
components repairable with 
unit on-line 

"(r'l) "I"1' m<n"r) 

System containing parallel 
components repairable only 
with unit outage 

eM = M. I (j"1,! 

j=r j! 

Hours 

i 
t 

Formulas for parallel 
components assume 
identical parallel 
components in system. 
Table for these 
values given in 
section 5.1.1. 

eM no 

Equivalent meantime-to- ' 
event for component or 
system before improvement 
project implemented at 
unit 

[Unit historical service hours in] 
\ given time period / 

/ Number of historical events for \ 
component or system which result 

in a reduction in unit gross available 
l capacity in a given time period 
\ / 

Single component system 
= Mi n° 1no 

System containing parallel 
components repairable with 
unit on-line 

"'no |n' | „ j n'no" t no Mi m__ 
^ = j=r"«A 3 no no 

" n i - " M H ^ - " ' Vno"1/ 
System containing parallel 
components repairable only 
with unit outage 

"'no (j-l). 
eM = M. Z 

n° j=r 3' J no 

Hours 

-j 

. ,nno"rnc) 
no 

Formulas for parallel 
components assume 
identical parallel 
components in system. 
Tables for these 
values given in 
section 5.1.1. 

i i 
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D E F I N I T I O N S A N D E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (Continued) -

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EQUATION(S)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION COMMENTS 

EUF EE 

Unit equivalent unavail-
ability factor due to 
external/economic events 
with improvement project 
implemented 

/Megawatt hours lost by unit due 1 
Ito hypothetical external/economic 
Vvents in given period of time / 

IMegawatt hours unit could have 
generated in given period of 
time if continuously operated 
ât its gross maximum capacity j 

100 EUF EE x 100 
(PH) (GMC) 

Percent IAJ 

EUF EE. 
Unit equivalent unavail-
ability factor due to 
axternal/economic events 
without improvement 
project implemented 

I Megawatt hours lost by unit due 
I to historical external/economic 
\events in given period of time 

( n4o 

I Megawatt hours unit Could have 
I generated in given period of 
I time if operated continuously 
V at its gross maximum capacity 

x 100 
Z 
i=l 

EUF. EE_ (PH) (GMC) X 10 0 

Percent 
(%) 

00 I A EUF EE 

Change in unit equivalent 
unavailability factor due 
to external/economic 
events following imple-
mentation of improvement 
project 

Change in megawatt hours lost by 
unit due to external/economic 

events following implementation 
of improvement project over 

\ given period of time 
Megawatt hours unit could have 
generated in given period of 
time if operated continuously 
at its gross maximum capacity 

x 100 AEUF _ = EUF EE /EUF EE 
Percent 

(%) 

EUF, 
Unit equivalent unavail-
ability factor due to 
component events with 
improvement project 
implemented 

Megawatt hours lost by unit duel 
to hypothetical component 

^events in given period of time ) 
Megawatt hours unit could have 
generated in given period of 
time if operated continuously 

^ at its gross maximum capacity 

x 100 EUF_ em \ SH 
— — x 100 eM PH 

Percent U) 

EUF_ 
no 

Unit equivalent unavail-
ability factor due to 
component events without 
improvement project 
implemented 

I \ 
Megawatt hours lost by unit due 

to historical component 
\ events in given period of time i x 100 

SH„ 
EUF, 

Megawatt hours unit could have 
generated in given period of 
time if operated continuously 
at its gross maximum capacity 

eMr PH 
x 100 

Percent 

[.. .continued) 



D E F I N I T I O N S A N D ' E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (continued) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EOUATIONCS)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION • UNITS .COMMENTS 

A EAF Change in unit equivalent 
availability factor 

Change in unit equivalent availability 
factor following implementation of im-
provement project. Physically, AEAF is 
100 times the additional megawatt hours 
of energy.the unit-is available to gen-
erate, divided by the megawatt hours the 
unit could generate in a given time 
period operating at its gross maximum 
capacity after implementing improvement 

6 EAF = 

6EAF = 

-AEUFp - AEUFEE 

' Additional megawatt \ 
hours unit is available\ 
to generate following 
implementation of 

improvement project in I 
y time period PH j 

Percent 
U) 

1 

100 

EAF defined as: 

GAG 
E)VF - x 100 

•PH X GMC 

6 EAF = 

6EAF = 
(PH) (GMC) 

Percent 
U) 

1 

100 

fiEUFp 
Change in unit equivalent 
unavailability factor dus^ 
to component events 
following implementation 
of improvement project 

Change in megawatt hours lost by 
unit due to component events 
following implementation of 
improvement project over 

y given period of time j 
x 100 AEUFp = euff - euff 

no 
Percent 

'Megawatt hours unit could have \ 
generated in given period of I 
time if operated continuously 1 

» at its gross maximum capacity ' 

x 100 AEUFp = euff - euff 
no U) 

GAC^ Gross available capacity 
with improvement project 
implemented 

Unit gross available capacity as a 
result of i ^ hypothetical event 

Determined by estimating 
effect of improvement project 
to (GACno)^ 

Megawatts 
IMW) 

Unit gross available 
capacity equals unit 
GDC modified for 
equipment limitation 
at time of event 

( G A C - ) i 
Gross available capacity 
without improvement 
project implemented 

Unit gross available capacity as a 
of itn historical event 

result Read from GADS ERF (card 01, 
columns 54-57) for event i 

Megawatts 
(MW) 

Unit gross available 
capacity equals unit 
GDC modified for 
equipment limitation 
at time of event 

( g a c 4 

Unit gross available 
capacity as a result of 
external/economic event 
with improvement project -
implemented 

Unit gross available capacity as a 
of hypothetical external/economic 
event i 

result Determined by estimating effect of improvement project 

" ( G R C E En°)i 

Megawatts 
(MW) 

( G A C - n o \ 

Unit gross available 
capacity as a result of 
external/economic event 
without improvement 
project implemented 

Unit gross available capacity as a result 
of historical external/economic event i 

Read from GADS ERF (card 01, 
columns 54-57) for event i 

Megawatts 
(MW) 

GAG Gross available 
generation 

The gross energy that could have been 
generated by unit in given time period 
if operated continuously at its gross 
available capacity 

GAG GAC x PH Megawatts 
(MW) 

1 i 

\\ 

...continued) 
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D E F I N I T I O N S A N D E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (Continued) -

M 

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EQUATION(S)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION UNITS 'COMMENTS 

GDC 
u 

Gross dependable capacity Unit gross maximum capacity modified for 
ambient limitations for specified period 
of time 

Recorded on GADS PRF (card 
01, columns 18-21)' Megawatts 

(MW) 

GDC 

GMC 

Shadowed unit gross 
dependable capacity 

Either (a) unit gross dependable capacity 
in event i if no other concurrent events 
occurring in unit (excluding noncurtail-
ing events) or (b) unit'GAC as a result 
of other concurrent events in unit 

GDC*. = GDC (no concurrent 
events in unit) 

GDC*. = Min. (GAC)>; (concurrent 1 J 
events j with event i) 

Megawatts 
(MW) 

Gross maximum capacity Maximum capacity a unit can suslain over 
given period of time 

Recorded on GADS PRF (card 
01, columns 14-17) Megawatts 

(MW) 

Meantime-to-event for 
single component with 
improvement project 
implemented 

System operational time with improvement) 
project implemented in given period of I 

I time / SH Hours 
[Number of hypothetical eVents for) 
\ component in given time period / 

Meantime-to-event for 
single component without 
improvement project 
implemented 

[System operation time without improve-
I ment project implemented in given 
\ period of time 

(Number of historical events for ] component in given time period J 

SH. = r, no .Hours 

Meantime-to-restore 
single component with 
improvement project 
implemented 

Average time to restore single component 
with improvement project implemented 1 n 

— I n i=i 
(m.) + (m-) 1 i £ • 

+ (m3) 

Hours 

(ml Meantime-to-restore 
single component without 
improvement project 
implemented 

Average time to restore single component 
without improvement project implemented (m) no 

nno 
E 
i=l 

M 4 ( " 3 4 

Hours 

[.. .continued) 



D E F I N I T I O N S A N D ' E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (continued) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EQUATI0N(S)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION UNITS COMMENTS 

H 
Time fo:- unit cool-down 
with^xmprovement project 
implemented 

Time for unit cool-down in i ^ component 
hypothetical event 

Data determined by estimating 
impact of improvement project 
on (mn ) 

i 

Hours - " 

( • • 4 

Time for unit cool-down 
without improvement 
project implemented 

Time for unit cool-down'.in i ^ component 
historical event 

Data read from verbal des-
cription for event i on GADS 
ERF (card 02 or 03, under 
verbal description) 

i 
Hours 

Data not required 
•by GADS 

( " 4 
Time component service 
delayed with improvement 
project implemented 

Time component service delayed in i t h 

hypothetical event 
Data determined by estimating 
impact of improvement project 
on (m-j 1 'no ̂  

Hours 

( • > 4 
Time component service 
delayed without improve-
ment project implemented 

Time component service delayed in i t h 

historical event 
Data read from verbal descrip-
tion for event i on GADS ERF 
(card 02 or 03, under verbal 
description) 

Hours Data not required by 
GADS 

N i 

Time to physically ser-
vice component with 
improvement project 
implemented 

Time to physically service component 
in i t h hypothetical event i W i 

H ; = ^ 
Hours 

( • • 4 

Time to physically ser-
vice component without 
improvement project 
implemented 

Time to physically service component 
in i t h historical event , x ( t m hno'i 

P - ) i = (csno). 
Hours 

rf 
Number of components in 
system with improvement 
project implemented 

Total number of parallel components in 
system with improvement project 
implemented 

Data found from unit design 
information 

n' no Number of components in 
system without improve-
ment project implemented 

Total number of parallel components in 
system without improvement project 
implemented 

Data found from unit design• 
information 

nno 

C 

Number of component 
events without improve-
ment project implemented 

Number of historical events for a 
component or system in given period of 
of tir.ie 

Data determined from GADS 
ERF for unit 

1 i 
(...continued) 
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D E F I N I T I O N S A N D E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (Continued) 

WM 

-

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EQUATION(S)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION UNITS COMMENTS 

O (H. Number of historical 
external/economic events 
without improvement 
project implemented 

Number of historical external/economic 
events in given period of time 

Data determined from GADS 
ERF for unit 

Number of component 
events with improvement 
project implemented 

Number of hypothetical events for a 
component or system in given perid of 
time 

Data determined by estimating 
effect of improvement project 
on GADS ERF's for unit 

EE 

PH 

I 
t o 

I V 

no 

SH 

Number of external/ 
economic events with 
improvement project Q-
implemented 

Number of hypothetical external/ 
economic events in a given period of 
time 

Data determined by estimating 
effect of improvement project 
on GADS ERF's for unit 

Period hours Hours in a given period time Determined from GADS PRF for 
unit (card 02, columns 54-57) Hours 

Number of components in a 
system required for unit 
to achieve its gross 
maximum capacity with -
improvement project 
implemented 

Number of parallel components in a 
system required in operation for unit 
to achieve its gross maximum capacity 
with improvement project implemented 

Data found from unit design 
information 

Number of components in a 
system required for unit 
to achieve its gross 
maximum capacity without 
improvement project 
implemented 

Number of parallel components in a 
system required in operation for unit to 
achieve its gross maximum capacity 
without improvement project implemented 

Data found from unit design 
information 

Unit service hours with 
improvement project 
implemented 

Hours generator is synchronized in a 
given period of time with improvement 
project implemented SH = SHno + ASH Hours 

SH no 

mrnrsnihimr-"-

Unit service hours with-
out improvement project 
implemented 

Hours generator is synchronized in a 
given period of time without improve-
ment project implemented <> 

Determined from GADS PRF for 
unit (card 02, columns 14-17) Hours 

[.. .continued) 



D E F I N I T I O N S A N D ' E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (continued) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EQUATION(S)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION UNITS ' COMMENTS 

ASH 
Change in time generator 
synchronized following 
implementation of improve-
ment project 

Change in hours generator is synchro-
nized in-given period o£ time based on 
implementation of improvement project 

Determined by estimating 
effect of improvement project 
on SH no 

Hours 

o 

Time hypothetical 
external/economic event 
initiated 

o 

Time (month-day-hour-minute) ifcl1 
hypothetical external/economic event 
initiated 

Data determined by estimating 
effect of improvement project 

" e-Ox 
Month, day-1 
hour-minute 

* 

N 4 
Time historical external/ 
economic event initiated 

Time(month-day-hour-minute) i t h his-
torical external/economic event 
initiated 

Data read from GADS ERF for 
event i (card 01, columns 
18-25) 

Month-clay • 
hour-minute 

(H4 
Time hypothetical 
external/economic event 
terminated 

Time (month-day-hour-minute) 
hypothetical external/economic event 
terminated 

Data determined by estimating 
effect" of improvement project 
on / ti \ 

I n o )i 

Month-day-
hour-minute 

NO, 
I'Time historical external/ 
economic event terminated 

Time (month-day-hour-minute) i*"*1 
historical external/economic event 
terminated 

Data read from GADS ERF for 
event i (card 01, columns 
46-53) 

Month-day-
hour-minutf 

-V 

('4 
Man-hours spent to ser-
vice component in 
hypothe' l".'-'il event i 

V J 
Man-hours spent to service component 
in i ^ hypothetical event i 

Data determined by estimating 
effect of improvement project Man-Hours 

i'-Mi 
Man-hours spent to ser-
vice component in 
historical event i 

Man-hours spent to service component in 
ith historical event 

Data read from GADS ERF for 
event i (card 02, columns 
44-47) 

Man-Hours 

(UND)^ 
Unit derating in event i 
following implementation 
of improvement project 

Reduction in unit gross available 
capacity due to itn hypothetical event (UND) i = GDC*^ - GACi Megawatts 

(MW) 
Can vary over 
duration of event i 

T) 
i f 

" /J 

1 i 

(...continued) 
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D E F I N I T I O N S A N D ' E Q U A T I O N S F O R P A R A M E T E R S U S E D I N H A N D B O O K (continued) 

SYMBOL - PARAMETER DEFINITION/PHYSICAL MEANING EOUATION(S)/DATA FORMAT 
LOCATION 

r, 

UNITS COMMENTS 

Unit derating in event i 
without improvement 
project implemented 

Reduction in unit gross available 
capacity-due to ith historical event (UMDno)1 = G D C i -(« cno) A Megawatts 

(MW) 
Can vary over 
duration of event i 

• t 

( ^ E E j i 

s® 

Unit derating in external; 
economic event i following 
implementation of 
improvement project 

o 

Reduction in unit gross-available 
capacity due to i hypothetical 
external/economic event 

(UNDEE)1 = GDC\ -(GACEE). Megawatts 
(MW) 

Can vary over 
duration of event i 

(UNDEKno). 

c 

Unit derating in external/ 
sconomic event i without 
.mprovement project 
implemented 

Reduction in unit gross available 
capacity due to ifcfi historical 
external/economic event 

(uNDEEno)..= GDC*. - ( f f l C ^ Megawatts. 
(MW) 

Can vary over 
duration of event i 

t> >> 
I 



4.0 : HISTORICAL DATA COLLECTION AND CONSTRUCTION OF 
UNIT"HYPOTHETICAL- DATA 

This section of the handbook describes the data collection 
requirements of the AIM methodology. AIM calculations are 
based primarily on the data contained on the Generating 
Availability (Data System IGADS) reporting forms. Several 
utilities are presently collecting equipment outage data on 
the GADS Performance and Event Report Forms. If properly 
developed, this data base is sufficient for performing most 
of the AIM calculations discussed in this handbook. 

4.1 GADS PERFORMANCE REPORT FORM (PRF) 

The GADS Performance Report Form (Figure 1) consists of three 
cards used to provide an overall summary of the operating 
results of a unit. Card 01 is used to identify the unit, the 
report period, the gross and0net maximum capacity, and gross and net dependable capacity during the reporting period. The 
difference between the maximum and dependable capacities 
entered on card 01-j accounts for any seasonal derates that the 
unit might be experiencing. Also entered on card 01 are the 
gross and net actual generation (MWHR) of the unit during the 
reporting "period'and"the unit starting characteristics. The 
AIM methodology is based on the calculation of the change in 
equivalent availability factor as a result of various improve 
ment projects and requires that the unit's gross maximum and 
gross dependable capacities be known during the period that 
serves as the AIM data base. 

Card 02 of the PRF describes unit time information and lists 
the hours the unit operated in various modes, such as unit 
service hours, reserve shutdown, etc., during the reporting 
period. This data is a compilation of the GADS Event Report 
Forms and is used in the AIM methodology to establish the 
unit Service Hours (SH) and the Period Hours (PH) over which 
an improvement project is evaluated. 
Card 03 of the PRF describes the primary and secondary fuel 
used in the operation of the unit. The data contained in 
this card is not used in performing AIM calculations and is, 
therefore, not included in this handbook. This data could, 
however, become important in performing benefit/cost analysis 
(Appendix C) associated with the various improvement projects 
that are evaluated by the AIM methodology. 
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P E R F O R M A N C E REPORT FORM 

UNIT NAME 
REPORTED BY 

UTILITY NAME 
PHONE NO DATE. 

This Performance Report Form may be used for reporting either Quarterly or Monthly Performance Data 
0> (See "Report Period"—Column 11 and 12.) 

A—UNIT IDENTIFICATION 
Data Card 
Coda Utility Coda Unit Coda Yaar 

Report / E n t e r if: /En te r if: Report 
Period * Monthly l o u a r t e r l u Revision C o d e 

i 2 3 10 

Monthly 'Quar te r ly 01 = Jan. X1 =1/1-3/31 02 = Fed. X2 = i/1-6/30 f X3 = 7/1-9/30 12 = Dec. X4 = 10/1-12/31 
0-Original Report 1-9-Revisions 

B 
Gross Maximum Capacity 

14 17 
Nat Maximum Capacity 

" 

— UNITGENERATION PERFORMANCE* 
Grass D e p e n d a b l s Capaci ty Gross (MWHR) Actual Generat ion 

21 

29 

Nat Dependable Capaci ty 

32 TT" J6 

22 
Nat (MWHR) Actual Generat ion 

id 

~3T~ 

• Gross Data Preferred • If Gross un-available. reoort Net Data • If both Gross and Net Data avail-able, reoort ootn. 

• 
Typical Unit 
Loading Charac ter i s t ics 

1 — 3ase Leaded Minor LoacS-Foilowing 2—Psnoaic Stanuo ** Lcac-Follow Daily Reaucea Loac Nigntly 3—Weeicly Startuo Load-Follow Oaily Reduce Load Nigntly 4—Daily Startuo Load-rollow Daily Off-iine Nigntly -5—Startuo cniefly to meet Daily Psaxs 5—Other. Descnbe in Columns 54-73 

C—UNIT STARTING CHARACTERISTICS 
N u m b e r of j Attempted 

Unit S ta r t s 
f Actual 
{ Unit S ta r t s 

I -
=o 

VERBAL DESCRIPTION <H «6 v»as u s e d in Column 44) 

KEY PUNCH — Duplicate C o l u m n s 1-13 Card 01 

D—UNIT TIME INFORMATION 
Unit Service 
Hours 

Reserve S h u t d o w n 
Hours 

o 
Pumping Hours 

Synchronous 
Condens ing Hours AVAILABLE HOURS 

+ 
J 

+ = 

P l a n n e d Ou tage 
H o u r s (P0) 

la zi 
Unplanned Ou tage 
Hours U1 + U2 + U3l 

23 2b 
M a i n t e n a n c e O u t a g e 
Hours (M0) 

id 29 
Extens ion of 
S c h e d u l e d O u t a g e s (SE) 

+ + + = 

• 27 IS 41 42 46 *9 
% 

\ 30 vid Yv 
UNAVAILABLE HOURS 

50 3J 
PERIOD HOURS 

V 
57 

> 0 2 
79 SO 

ii 
"ii 
si 

Figure 1 
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4.2 - GADS EVENT REPORT FORM (ERF) 

The GADS- Event Report Form (Figure 2) provides a detailed 
summary for each event that results in lost generation or 
noncurtailing outages due to equipment failures and/or 
external/economic events. This card must be properly filled 
out for each plant event and entered into a da,ta base. After 
accumulating sufficient numbers of plant events that resulted 
in lost .generation or noncurtailing ..equipment repairs, the 
data base can be used in the AIM methodology to evaluate 
various improvement projects. ' 

c> , 1 

ERF card 01 describes the event number and ,,event type. As 
specified by the GADS instructions, event types indicate 
such operating occurrences as unplanned outages, plant-
deratings, and reserve shutdown for the unit for which data 
is being reported. Additionally, card 101 reports the time, 
an event started (columns 18-25) and the time an event ended 
(columns 46-53), as well asoany changes in the event type. The end of event as specified by GADS and used"in the AIM 
calculations is that time at which the unit is synchronized 
to the system for outages and reserve shutdowns or the time 
at which the unit is actually or potentially increased in 
unit available capacity for derating events. AIM uses the 
difference of the start of event time and the end of event 
to calculate the actual hours over which the event lasted^-.^ 
Also on GADS ERF 01 is the gross available capacity as a 
result of- event (columns 58-61) for events that .result in ao plant derating. .. AIM uses the gross available capacity as a 
result of an event in evaluating the effect of a proposed 
improvement project on such an event. This number should 
be the capacity that results from the event reported on the 
ERF if it acted independent of other events that might be 
occurring in the unit. It is not the gross capacity that is 
read from the station meter when the event is occurring as 
several concurrent events could also be acting to reduce the 
output of the unit. 
Card 02 of the ERF describes the primary cause of the event. 
Columns 18̂ -21 are used to list the system/component cause 
code (Appendix A) and are used in the AIM methodology to 
extract potential improvement /projects from the data base. 
It is important that the correct cause code be used to des-' 
cribe each event and, if necessary, the cause of event 
should be further described in the verbal section of this 
card, if possible. 



UNIT NAME 
REPORTED BY 

EVENT REPORT FORM 
UTILITY NAME. 
PHONE NO DATE. 

> 

Datacard Coda Utility C o d a 

A - EVENT IDENTIFICATION 
Unit C o d a 

Year Event 
Started 

Event Types 

Event N u m b e r Repor t Revision C o d a 0-Cnginal Peport 1-9-Revisions 

3 iS 
Evant Typa 

"75 "iff 

PO—Planned Outage 
SE—extens ion of P 0 or MO 
f Unplanned Outage • 

111 — Immediate J 
U2—Oelayed V 
U3—Postponed 

MO—Maintenance Outage 
RS—Reserve Shutdown 
NC—Non-Curtailing Outage 

PO—Planned Derating 
f— Unplanned Derating 

D1—Immediate 
02—Delayed 
D3—Postponed 
D4—Deferred 

B — EVENT MAGNITUDE Al lowable* Event Typa C h a n g e s 

S t a r t ol Even t Month Dav Hour Minute 
Time: C h a n g e In Event Type Even t Typa 
Month Day Hour Minute C h a n g e d To: 

"75 "ir "33 "jX 35 

TO | PO SE U1 U2-U3 M C IRS 
PO i ̂—i ves 1 ves 1 no no Ives SE 1 no no I no 2yes U1 i ves no Î J no ves Ives U2-U3 
M O 

.jyes i yes "O .LY .ESJ ves Ivesl no no 'vesT no 
jea lyes Fves as 1 ves 

"O .LY .ESJ ves Ivesl no no 'vesT no ves 
Time: C h a n g e In Event Type Event T y p e 
Month Day Hour Minute C h a n g e d To: mm 

End of Even t 
Month Day Hour Minute 

3« 

(Report for Derat ions Cniy} 
G r o s s Available Caoac i ty MWe Net Available Opswiity MW* 

As R«sui! ;o# Evefll 

-is 

Aa Result of Event 

i _ l US 
KEY PUNCH - D u p l i c a t e C o l u m n s 1-17 Card 01 

C—PRIMARY CAUSE OF EVENT 
S y s t e m / C o m p o n e n t C a u s a C o d e .(See .Appendix ty Time: Work S ta r t ed Time: Work C o m p l e t e d 

Mcmti Day Hour, Minute Month Day Hour Minute. • 

18 II 
Event Contr ibut ion C o d e 1-Pnmary Cause of Event 

23 jS 
Prob lem Alart • 

•4a 41 
Man Hours Worked o n 
This S y s t e m / C o m p o n e n t 

Enter X only if cause is 
tftougftt to oe generic 

VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

"3T 

sr ;a ~T5 30 
KEY P U N C H - D u p l i c a t e C o l u m n s 1-17 Card 01 
S y s t e m / C o m p o n e n t C a u s a C o d a (Sea Appencix A) 
— aeoea t from Col. 18-21 Card02 VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

X i i i i 3 zi 
i ! ! 1 ! 

Q rr TS 
* IEEE S tanda rd d o e s not r acogn iza t rans i t ions ' .aoI Derat ings f rom/to o ther Evant Typas 

* * G r o s s Data Prefe r red 
Figure 2 



In order to' evaluate prospective improvement projects, the 
data base must include a detailed description of the events 
that occurred during -past outages. The verbal description 
on" card "02" Icolumns 48-78) and card 03 .{columns 24-78) should 
be used to fully account for the details of each outage event 
giving information such as how long was spent waiting for 
spare parts, delays due to lack of service crews, the size of 
the service crew, and any other information that would indi-
cate why an outage was delayed or extended. Optionally, a 
utility may choose to record the verbal detail of an outage 
on additional data cards for their own use. 

Also reported on the ERF card 02 is the time work started on 
the repair and the time the work was completed. Entered in 
these columns should be the time the repair crew actually 
began servicing and the time the repair work was completed 
and the unit could be returned to power if only this event 
was occurring. Any delays in making the repair or returning 
the unit to its gross maximum capacity should be explained in 
the verbal description on cards 02 and 03 or shown on card 01 
by a change in event type (columns 26-45). The man-hours 
worked on the system/component (columns 44-47 of card 02) 
should also be completed. 

4.3 CONSTRUCTION OF UNIT HYPOTHETICAL DATA 

The unit hypothetical data is constructed by considering the 
impact of the improvement project to be evaluated on the past 
performance of the unit. In order to determine the impact of 
the improvement project on past unit events, each event con-
tained in the data that would be altered (eliminated, short-
ened, fewer lost megawatts, etc.) must be studied in detail. 
For example, if a pulverizer improvement project is considered 
the historical data should be examined for all pulverizer 
events that would be impacted by the improvement project. 
Since^ the GADS Event Report Forms use a primary cause of event 
system/component cause code (card 02, columns 18-21), this 
number could be used to retrieve from the historical data 
various pulverizer events that resulted in plant outages and 
deratings. Once retrieved, each event should be analyzed to 
see how the unit would have actually performed had the unit 
had the improvement project during the event (hypothetical 
data). This data, along with the historical data (no improve-
ment project), forms the basis for the AIM calculations. ~ 

Prior to performing any AIM calculations, the reader should 
be fully cognizant of the GADS data reporting procedures 
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(reference 6). With properly entered GADS data for each 
plant event, an historical data base can be created that 
allows for irriost AIM calculations. Based on the GADS data, 
both the historical and hypothetical operation of the unit 
can be determined and various plant improvement projects 
can be evaluated by the methods discussed in this handbook. 

-30-
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5 . 0 EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATION OF AEAF 

This section provides a step-by-step listing of the equations 
that the .methodology uses to calculate the change in unit equiv-
alent availability factor that could be achieved by implement-
ing an improvement project at a power plant. The basis of the 
equations presented in this section is provided in references 
[1], [ 2] , [3] and [4] and has not been included in this sec-
tion. Reliability, productivity, and availability terms used 
in this development are based on recently published IEEE defi-^ 
nitions presented in reference [5]. 

t 
The fundamental equation the methodology uses to evaluate the 
change in equivalent availability factor'from an improvement 
project is given by: 

AEAF = -AEUFp — AEUFEE , (1) 
where 

AEAF = Change in unit equivalent availability factor 
following implementation of improvement project 

AEUFp = Change in unit equivalent unavailability 
factor due to component events following 
implementation of improvement project 

AEUFEE = Change in unit equivalent unavailability 
factor due to external/economic events 
following implemention of improvement 
project 

The remainder of this section is divided into two subsections 
as follows: 

° Subsection 5.1 — discusses the AEUFp calculation; 
° Subsection 5.2 — discusses the AEUFEE calculation. 

5.1 AEUFp CALCULATION 

The AEUFp in equation (1) is found using the equation: 

o 
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: AEUFp- = .EUFp — EUFp \(2) 

where 
EUFp = Unit equivalent unavailability factor 

due to component events with improvement 
project implemented 

EUFp = Unit equivalent unavailability factor 
n o due to component events without improve-

ment project implemented 
Subsection 5.1 has been divided into two parts labeled: 

° EUFp Calculation (5.1.1); and 
° EUF-p Calculation (5.1.2). no 

5 . 1 . 1 EUFp Calculation 
O EUFp in equation (2) is found by the equation: 

SH 
E U F F ' = - x 1 0 0 - ' • • ( 3 ) PH 

where 

em = Equivalent meantime-to-restore when component 
or system is limiting the unit GAC after 
improvement project implemented 

eM = Equivalent meantime-to-event for system or 
component after improvement project imple-

//' mented 
SH = Unit service hours with improvement project 

implemented in time period PH 

PH = Period hours 

em Calculation 
The evaluation of em in equation (3) is found by the equation: 
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em _ — 
where 

em^ " = 

em„ = 

em^ + eiIi2 (4) 

Equivalent meantime for unit cool-down when 
component or system is limiting the unit GAC 
after improvement project implemented 
Equivalent meantime component service delayed 
when component or system is limiting the unit 
GAC after improvement project implemented 

em^ = Equivalent meantime to physically service 
component by work crew when component or 
system is limiting the unit GAC after improve-
ment project implemented 

The parameters em^, eir̂  , and enu in equation (4) are given 
by the following equations: 

em, 

n 
Z (UND)'i ( m ! ^ 

i=l 
(n) (GMC) 

(5) 

em. 

n 
Z (UND)i ( m 2 ) i=l i 

(n) (GMC) 
( 6 ) 

n 

em-

where 
n 

(UND)±= 

Z (UND)± (m3 ) 
i=l 

(n) (GMC) 
(7) 

Number of hypothetical events for given 
component or system in time period PH 
Unit derating, difference between unit shadowed 
gross dependable capacity and unit gross avail-
able capacity as a result of ith event with 
improvement project implemented 
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GMC = Unit gross maximum capacity 
(itii)." = Time for-unit cool-down in it*1 event "with 

improvement project implemented 
= Time component service delayed in it*1 event 

1 after improvement project implemented 
(m3). = Time to physically service component in it*1 

event after improvement project implemented x 

The (m̂ ). , (m2). r an<^ (m3). parameters in equations (5) , (6) , 
and 1 ^ 1 (7) are found as follows: 

• (mi)^ Calculation 

(m, ) data (time for unit cooldown) is determined by 1 i estimating the errect or the improvement pro^e 
on historical event i /m^ ] data. [mi \ data is 
recorded on the GADS \ n c 7 1 \ n oJi ERF's 
cards 02 or 03, under verbal description. 

(rri2) Calculation i 
(m2)- data (time for service delay) is determined by 

estimating the effect of the improvement project 
on historical event i fmo \ data. f \ data is 
recorded on the GADS \ n°/i \ 2noJi ERF's 
cards 02 or 03, under verbal description. 

(1113 K Calculation 

Ni 
where 

(^h) j 
( c s ) i 

(8 ) 

n = Number of hypothetical events for given 
component or system in time period PH 
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Ni Man-hours spent to service component in î *1 
hypo'thetical event. This data is determined 
by estimating the effect of the improvement 
project on historical event i data. 

(cs)-ĵ  — Average work crew size during i*-*1 hypotheti-
cal event. This data is determined by esti-
mating the effect of the improvement project 
on historical event data. 

The (UND)^ parameter in equations (5), (6), and (7) is given 
by; 

(UND)± 
where 

GDCi 

GACi 

= GDC,- — GAC-; (9) 

Shadowed gross dependable capacity, either 
(a) unit gross dependable capacity in event 
i if no other concurrent events (excluding 
noncurtailing events) are occurring in the 
unit, or (b) the unit gross available capa-
city as a result of other concurrent events 
in -the unit • • • 
Gross available capacity as a result of li"t'1 
hypothetical event. GAC^ is determinedjby 
estimating the effect of the improvement 
project on ^GAC for the i t h historical 
event at the unit. [GACno).. is read from the GADS ERF's 
for event i (card 01, columns 54-57) 

In applying the (UND)^ calculated from equation (9), (UND)^ 
is never allowed to be negative. If GACi > GDCĵ , then 
(UND)i is taken as zero in equations (5), (6), and 
(7) . 

il 
If concurrent events occur during event i which have a GAC 
resulting from their occurrence different than that of event 
i, (UND)i can vary over the duration of event i. An example 
calculation of (UND)̂  and the resultant em is given beloW. 
for this situation. H •* , v I ^ vj o : 

a 



Example Calculation of [UND)^ and Resultant em 

•"Assume -the-following: 

• Unit- GMC = GDC = 400 MW 

Event ,no. i starts at 1000 hours and results in a reduc-
tion in the unit load to a gross available capacity of 
300 MW 

The'O(UND).̂  for this situation with no other event occur-
ring would be calculated as 

o 

(UND)£ = 400 - 300 = 100 MW (10) 

However, if another event occurs .while event no. i is in 
progress, then (UND)^ has to be further modified. Assume 

' While event no. i is in progress, another event — 
event no. i+1 — starts at 1400. Event no. i+1 acting 
alone, would result in a reduction in the unit load 
to a gross available capacity of 350 MW. The (UND)i 

.. during the. time event no. i and event no. i+l are 
acting concurrently (1400 to 1700) would be calcu-
lated as 

(UND)£ = 350 ~ 300 = 50 MW (11) 

° Further assume — 
An event no. i+2 starts at 1700 hours, which if 
acting alone would result in a reduction in the 
unit load to a gross available capcity of 250 MW. 

Since the gross available capacity for event no. i+2 
acting alone is below the gross available capacity 
of event no. i, the unit derate for event no. i 
acting concurrent with event no. i+2 becomes zero. 

° Finally assume — 
Work finished in event no. i at 2000 hours, and 
event no. i is considered •to be completed at this 
time. 



/ 4 00-

350-

< 300-CL 
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Event nos. i+1 and i+2 are still assumed to 
. • : be " in-progress . 

I For this complex example, the unit actually had three differ-
ent derates over the duration of event no. i (Figure 3). The 
different values of UND-̂  and their associated duration are 
shown in Table 2. 

X EVENT NO. i 

<< EVENT NO. i + 1 

|< -EVENT NO. ±+: 

ACTUAL UNIT GAG PROFILE 

• 4 hours- 3 hours 

, ( 

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 

T IME, HOURS 

Figure 3 
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' TABLE 2 
c 

(UND).£ AND DURATION ,FOR EVENT NO. i IN EXAMPLE 

Duration (UND)± 

4 hours 

3 hours 

3 hours 

100 MW 

50 MW # 
it • -

* ' s, 
0 MW 

Using the^data in Table 2, an equivalent meantime-to-restore 
parameter can be computed for the component associated with 
this one event (n=l) using equations (4) - (7) as follows: 

100 (4) + 50 (3) + 0(3) 
- em '= (1) (400) = •1.37 h o u r s • (12) 

eM Calculation 
o 

The eM calculation in equation (3) has been divided into' three 
cases: 

1. Single component systems; <= 
2. Parallel component systems serviceable with unit on-

line; and o 
3. Parallel component systems serviceable only with unit 

outage. r 

1. Single Component Systems 
f 

For a system'consisting of a single component/ eM is found 
by the following equation: 
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.. eM 
where 

M, 

Mn (13 ) 

= Meantime-to-event for single component with 
improvement project implemented. 

M^ in equation (13) is given by the equation: 
SH 

M1 
where 

SH 

n 
/ . X r 

= r n (14) 

= Unit service hours with improvement project 
implemented in time period -PH 

= Number of hypothetical events for given 
component or system in time period PH 

= , Number of components in system required oper-
•'-ational for unit to maintain its gross maximum 
capacity with improvement project implemented. 
In the-single component system, r = 1. 

2. Parallel Component System Serviceable with Unit On-Line 
For a system consisting of parallel components where the sys-
tem's components are serviceable with the unit on-line, eM is 
found using the equation-: 

eM 

where 

0 
M. m' n'-u 

n 
(15) 

M. r-1 n'- r m 

n = Total number of parallel components in system 
with improvement project implemented 

= Number of components required operational for 
unit to maintain its gross maximum capacity 
with improvement project implemented 
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M^-. -- = -Meantime-to-event for single component in 
system with improvement project implemented 

m . = Meantime-to-restore single component in 
system with improvement project implemented 

n* I 
ji (n' - j) ! 

U 

(n' -1) 1 
(r-1) I <n'-r)< 

The parameter M^ in equation (15) is found using equation 
(14), while the quantity m in equation (15) is given by: 

m 
1 n 
— £ n i = 1 

+ m (16) 

If the data is not available to separately determine (m^j 
and , in equation (16) , m can be \ )"-

determined as follows: • • 
J.J. l-Ilfci UdUd X o UUl. 
fm \ , and fm \ , i 
{ 2ji " { 3Ji d 

m 
where 

m • 

1 n 
£ m • 

n i=l 
^=(17) 

Duration of hypothetical event i, which 
is determined by estimating"the effect of the~ 
improvement project on historical event i 
/„ \ data. j m ^ data is determined from 
\ \ n 0/ i GADS E R F ' S by subtracting 
the time work completed in event i (card 02, 
columns 32-39) from start of event %.ime (card ( 
01, columns 18-25) . )) 

Table 3 gives formulas for eM'for different combinations of 
systems containing serviceable parallel components using <> 
equation (15). Formulas have been developed for systems with 
total number of components (n1) ranging between one (1) and 

\r 
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TABLE 3 
EQUIVALENT MEANTIME-TO-EVENT FOR COMPONENTS REPAIRABLE 

WITH UNIT ON-LINE 
[Equations (15) or (31)] 

n'= Total number of parallel components 
r — Xumber of components required for unit to maintain its gross maximum capacity 

* 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 

1 " l 

\ a 

2 
H l 2 

i 2 m 

M 1 

2 

3 

H ^ V + 

m 

« 1 3 

3 m 2 

Hi + HL. 
2 6 m 

Hi 
3 

4 

M j + 3 M ^ 2 + 

" 2 m -

S - 2 + 4 ™ i 

V V 
T ~ + + 

2 3 m 

H I 3 

1 2 m 2 

M 1 +
 M l 2 

3 1 2 m 
Hi 

4 

V * 

" " 
* 

5 

A 

M l M i 2 

+ 

+ M l 4 

5 m 2 2 0 m 3 

M 1 M l 2 

- r + + 

« 1 3 

3 0 m 2 

M 1 + « 1 2 

4 2 0 m 
Hi 

5 

X 

h 

£ \ M l . « 1 2 ^ 

3 4 m + 

" I 3 , 
1 0 m 2 6 0 m 3 

M l + M i 2
 + 

4 1 0 m 

" I 3 

6 0 m 2 

M 1 , H l 2 

5 3 0 m 

" i 

6 

7 \ 
V 

M l 3 H X
2 

4 + 2 0 m 

M i 3 M i 4 

2 0 m 2 1 4 0 m -

M x + « i L 

5 1 5 m 

4 2 m ' 2 

M 1 +
 M l 2 

6 4 2 m 

M 
j i 

7 

<1 a 

8 

o < J \ , \ 

& 
o \ 

5 1 0 m 

^ 3 M i 4 

3 5 m 2 2 8 0 m * 

M 1 M l 2 
— + — + 

6 2 1 m 

M l 3 

1 6 8 m 2 

» 1 +
 H l 2 

7 5 6 m 

V f , 

B 

9 
* 

1 

M i " l 2 

6 + 1 4 m + 

1 1 3
 + « 1 4 

> S a 2 5 0 4 m 3 

7 " 2 « m 

" ! 3 

2 5 2 m 2 

M 1 , M l 2 

8 X ? n T " / • , 9 

1 0 9 

> 1 
- 4 — — + 
7 5 6 m 

' I 3 , " I 4 

4 m 2 8 4 0 m 3 

^•i M i 2 ' 
— + = — ' + 
8 3 6 m 

u 3 
M 1 

3 6 0 m 2 

. 

" l , M l 2 

9 9 0 m 

Hi 4 < 
i) » ** > 

NOTE: When applying Table 3 without unit improvement project implemented, the 
parameter M-j_ should be replaced with M^ ; m with m ;r with r ; and 
n' with nno* 
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ten (10), and the number of components required for unit to 
achieve its gross -maximum capacity (r) varying fro/ri n'-3 to 
n"1, except'when n' is less than four (4). When n1 is less 
than four (4), Table 3 includes formulas for values of r 
ranging from one (1) to n'. 

3. Parallel Component System Serviceable only with Unit 
Outage 

For a system consisting of parallel components where the 
system's components are serviceable only with a unit outage, 
eM is given by the equation: 

n' (i-1) i eM = M., ^ JJ !_ (18) 
j=r ji 1 

where 
M, = Meantime-to-event for single component in 

system with improvement project implemented. 
M^ is found by using equation (14) 

n' = Total number of parallel components in system 
with improvement project implemented 

r = Number of components required operational for 
unit to maintain its gross maximum capacity 
with improvement project implemented. 

o Table 4 gives formulas for different combinations of sys-
tems with parallel components serviceable only with a unit 
outage using equation (18). Formulas have been developed 
for systems with the total number of parallel components 
(n') ranging between one (1) and ten (10), and the number, 
of components needed for the unit to maintain its gross 
maximum capacity (r) varying from one (1) to less than, 
or equal to, n'. 

PH and SH Calculation 
0 

The period hours (PH) is by definition the same with and 
without the improvement project implemented. The period 
hours can be determined from GADS PRF's for the unit by -
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TABLE 4 
EQUIVALENT MEANTIME-TO-EVENT 

FOR COMPONENTS REPAIRABLE ONLY WITH UNIT OUTAGE 
IEquations (18) or I34)] 

n'= Total number of parallel components 
r = Number of components required, for unit to maintain its gross maximum capacity 

NOTE: When applying Table i.- without improvement project implemented, the 
parameter Mj should be replaced with M^ ; r with rno; and n'with n.'QO. 

O 
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summing the period hours given on each PRF (card 02, columns 
54-57) . rUsually the.PH parameter in equation 13) is 
determined'by the time period over which historical com-
ponent event data has been collected. 
The unit service hours following implementation of the 
improvement project (SH) is defined as the hours the 
generation is synchronized following implementation of the 
improvement project over the time period PH. SH can be 
found by the equation: 

SH 

where 

= SH. no ASH no (19) 

SH •no 
ASH no 

= Historical service hours in time period PH 
= Change in unit service hours had improvement 

project been implemented in unit in time 
period PH 

SHno is given in the GADS PRF (card 02, columns 14-17). It 
is determined by summing the unit service hours given on 
each PRF over the time period under study. 
ASHno is determined by estimating the impact of the improve-
ment project on" the unit historical'unit service hours. When 
an improvement project is implemented on a component, which 
from the historical data collected in the GADS ERF's only 
resulted in unit derates, then the improvement project will 
result in no increase in the unit service hours for this 
type of improvement projects In this situation: 

ASH = 0 (20) 

When an improvement project is implemented on a component 
which has resulted in unit outage hours and the improvement 
project reduces these outage hours, then the increase in 
service hours is found as: 

Monconcurrent out- n n o N o n c o n c u r r e n t out-
n age hours caused age hours caused 

ASH = E by component with by component based 
i=l improvement project i=l o n historical data 

implemented 
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The nonconcurrent outage hours associated with a component 
-are' defined as the hours over the given time period that, 
had the component been returned "to service, the unit would 
become available to produce power. 
A component's nonconcurrent outage hours based on .historical 
data can be determined directly from the GADS ERF's . If 
an event has a Ul, U2, U3, or U4 designation for its event 
type (card 01, columns 16-17) and no other unit event has a 
U1-U4 designation concurrent with this event, then the com-
ponent's outage hours are taken to be nonconcurrent. 
A component's nonconcurrent outage hours with an improvement 
project implemented are found by estimating the improve-
ment's effect on the noncurrent outage hours based on the 
historical GADS data described above. 

5.1.2 EUFp Calculation rno 

EUFp^^ in equation (2) is found by the equation: 

[ emno \ SHno EUFp. = — X 100 (22) - no- • ̂  e M n o J pH 

where 
eir̂  = Equivalent meantime-to-restore when compo-

° nent or system is limiting unit GAC before 
improvement project implemented 

eMno = Equivalent meantime-to-event for system 
or component before improvement project 
implemented 

SHno = Unit service hours without improvement 
project implemented in time period PH ,, 

PH = Period hours 
'D 

emno Calculation f^ 

The evaluation of (emno) in equation (22) is found by the 
equation: 
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(eni \ = (em A + [em \ + (em \ (23) ; [ no J, . { Mo) 1 [ noj2 | noj3 

where 
j em j = Equivalent meantime for unit cool-down 
\ /1 when component or system limiting unit 

GAC before improvement project imple-
mented 

/emnoj = Equivalent meantime component service 
V /2 delayed when component or system limit-

ing unit GAC before improvement project 
implemented 

fan ] = Equivalent meantime to physically service 
\ J3 component by work crew when component or 

system limiting .unit GAC before improve-
ment project implemented 

The parameters /emno]1f /emno| , and /emnoj in equation (23) 
are given by V / V / I / the equations: 

nno 
S ( U N DnoV ffflno,) 

= J2 - — li <24> 
(nno) (GMC) V 1 jj 

n no 
Z fUNDno 

n o '2 
em__ \ = i-1 (25) 

(nno) (GMC) 

I em ] 
I noh 

no 
Z UNDno 

i=l V 

,13 

where 
(nno) (GMC) ( 2 6 ) 

n n Q = Number of historical events for given 
component or system in time period PH 
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^UNDnoj± = Unit derating in i ^ event before 
.improvement project implemented 

GMC = Gross maximum capacity 

h ! 
(mn03)i 

= Time for unit cool-down in i ^ event 
without improvement project imple-
mented 

= Time component service delayed in î *1 
event before improvement project 
implemented 

= Time to physically service component 
in ith event before improvement 
project implemented 

The /mno \ , /mno ^ , and /mno ^ parameters in equations 
{ 1)i \ 2 J i [ 3 J i (24), (25), and (26) are 

found as follows: 

m n o j ̂  Calculation 

data is obtained from the unit historical GADS 
ERF's for event i (cards 02 or 03, under verbal 
description) 

m \ Calculation 
n°2 . ' l 

|m n | data is obtained from the unit historical GADS 
I 2Ji ERF's for event i (cards 02 or 03, under verbal 

description) 

M i 
Calculation 

" g)± 
(<=snoj. 

(27) 
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K o ) , Man-hours spent to service component in 
ith historical event. This data is 
read from the GADS ERF for event i 
(card 02, columns 44-47) 
Average work crew size during i his-
torical event. This data is read from 
the GADS F.RF1 s for event i (cards 02 
or 03, under verbal description) / 

The [ UND J parameter in equations (24), (25), and (26) is 
\ /i given by: 

GDC*± - (GACnoh (28) 

= Shadowed unit gross dependable capacity, 
either (a) unit gross dependable capacity 
in event i if no other concurrent events 
(excluding noncurtailing events) are occur-
ring in the unit, or (b) the unit gross 
available capacity if concurrent events 
are occurring at the unit 

' th = Gross available capacity as result of i 
historical event. This data is read from 
the GADS ERF's for event i (card 01, 
columns 54-57) 

In applying the fuNDnQVj calculated from equation (28),. (uNDno V 
is never allowedV /i to be negative. If (GACno^ > G D C , 1 

then /uNDnri^ is taken as zero in equations (24) , 
( 2 5 ) c

 noJi and (26). 
If concurrent events occur during event i which have a GAC 
resulting from their occurrence different than that of 
event'-S., (uND \ c a n v a rY over the duration of event i. 

" I n o/i The calculation of emno when (u^p \ is 
not constant over event 4 follows the same pro-\̂  n oj i 
cedure as described in the example calculation of 
i(UND)^ , given in section 5.1.1. 
i) 

a 

( U N D n oyx 
where 

GDC < 

(GACT V "no/x 
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w 

eMjjQ Calculation / 

The parameter eMno in equation (22) depends upon the number of components in the system and whether the components 
are serviceable with the unit on-line or serviceable only 
with a unit outage. 

• Single Component Systems 
For a system consisting of a single component, eMno is found by the equation: 

eMno' - MX (29) no 
where 

M^ = Meantime-to-event for single component 
n o without improvement project implemented 

Mi in equation (29) is given by the equation: (f no 
(SH) no 

Mlno = rno (30) u u nno 
where 

(SH)no = Unit service hours, without improvement 
project implemented, in time period E>H 

nno = Number of,historical events for given 
component or system in time period PH 

rno = Number of components required operational 
for unit to maintain its gross maximum 
capacity without improvement project 
implemented. In the single component 
system, r n o = 1 . , 

Parallel Component System Serviceable with Unit On-Line 

For a system consisting of parallel components where the 
system1s components are serviceable with the unit on-
line, eMno is found using the equation: 

o 
•53 
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n" no i n ' no 
Z 

no In* 

3=r \ j / no 

n' -i 
u 3 f \ no M^ '™ » M -no eM = (31) no 

n' I n , n°" 1 •M1
(rno-D ^m ^ 'n'no"rno' no I j 1 I no I rno_1 / n o V j 

where 

n'no = Total number of parallel components in 
system without improvement project 
implemented \\ 

r = Number of components required operational 
for unit to maintain its gross maximum 
capacity without improvement project 
implemented 

M-̂  = Meantime-to-event for single component in 
no system without improvement project imple-

mented 

|mno.J = Meantime-to-restore single component in 
system without improvement project 
implemented 

n'no1 no 
j! (n'no-j)i 

no- 1). (n,no"1)! 

^no" 1 1 1 <n,no-rno)l 

The parameter M^ in equation (31) is found using,equation 
(30), while n o the quantity/m ^in equation (31) is 
given by: \ j 
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N . n no 

. n 
no 

• S 
i=l 

* • ( v 3 ) . (32) 

If the data is not available from the GADS ERF's for 
event i to determine f m \ t (m ' (m 
equation (32), m n o [ ^ J { no2 J ^ no3J v' 
can be determined 1 i i 
as follows: 

m no nno 

n 
no 
E 

i=l 
m no (33) 

where 

m n o^ is determined from GADS ERF's for event i by 
/i subtracting the time work completed in event i 

(card 02, columns 32-3 9) from start of event time 
(card 01, columns 18-25). 

-Table 3 gives formulas for eMno for different combinations of systems containing serviceable parallel components 
using equation (31). Formulas have been developed for 
systems with total number of components (n'no) ranging between one (1) and ten (10) and the number of components 
required for unit to achieve its gross maximum capacity 
(rnQ) varying from n'no-3 to n'noir except when n'no is 

less than four (4). When n'no is 
less than four (4) , Table 3 includes formulas for values 
of r n o ranging from one (1) to n'no. 

• Parallel Component Systems Serviceable Only with Unit 
Outage 

For a system consisting of parallel components where the 
system's components are serviceable only with a unit 
outage, eM is given by the equation: 

V. 
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n' 
. ' - • n o (j-D! eMno Mx. ' E (34) 

110 i=r j1 
J no 

where 

M^ — Meantime-to-event for single component in 
n o system without improvement project imple-

mented. M^ is found by using equation 
" (30) n o 

o 
n'no = Total number of parallel components in 

system without improvement project imple-
mented 

rno = Number of components required operational 
for unit to maintain its gross maximum 
capacity without improvement project 
implemented 

Table 4 gives formulas for different combinations of .systems 
with parallel components serviceable only with a unit outage 
using equation (34). Formulas have been developed for sys-
tems with the total number of parallel components (n'n0) 
ranging between one (1) and ten (10), and the number of 
components needed for the unit to maintain its gross maximum 
capacity (rno) varying from one (1) to less than, or equal 
to, n n o . 

PH and (SH)nr. Calculation 

The time period (PH) is by definition the same with and with-
out the improvement project implemented. Thus, the PH param-
eter in equation (22) is determined by the time period over 
which historical GADS component event data has been collected. 
The time period PH is most easily found by summing up all the 
time periods given on the GADS PRF's (card 02, columns 54-57). 
The unit service hours without implementation of the improve-
ment project (SH)no is defined as the hours the generator is 
synchronized without implementation of the improvement project^ 
over the time period PH. (SH)no can be found by summing up 
the unit service hours on the GADS PRF's)(card 02, columns 
14-17). over the time period PH. 
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5.2 AEUFee CALCULATION 

AEUFee in equation {!) is found using the equation: 

AEUFEE 

where 
E U FEE 

EUF EE no 

E U F E E — EUF EE no (35) 

Unit equivalent unavailability factor due 
to external/economic events with improve-
ment project implemented 
Unit equivalent unavailability factor due 
to external/economic events without 
improvement project implemented 

Subsection 5.2 has been divided into two parts, labeled: 
° EUFee Calculation (5.2.1); and 
° EUFT Calculation (5.2.2). 

D 

5.2.1 EUF e e Calculation 

EUFee in equation (35) is found by the equation: 
nT 'EE 
E 

i=l 
EUF 

where 
PH 

( S ^ - M J ( » 4 
EE -

(PH) (GMC) 

f 
= Period hours 

x 100 (36) 

n E E = Number of hypothetical external/economic 
events 
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K B I . 

(FC°EE )I 

Time i hypothetical external/economic 
event terminated. This time is determined 
by estimating the effect of the improve-
ment project on the time historical external/ 
economic event i terminated /ti__ \ . < 

( E E n o J i 

Time i ^ hypothetical external/economic 
event initiated. This time is determined 
by estimating the effect of the improvement 
project on the time historical external/ 
economic event i initiated ( t Q . 1 E Eno k 

GMC = Unit gross maximum capacity 

(UND) i = GDC*^ — (GACej.^ (37) 
"0 

GDC I = Shadowed unit gross dependable capacity, 
either (a) unit gross dependable capacity 
in event i if no other concurrent events 
(excluding noncurtailing events) are occur-

/') ring in the unit, or (b) the unit gross 
\ I available capacity if, concurrent events are 

occurring at the unit 

i'GACEE ]." = Gross available capacity as a result of i t h 

\ j hypothetical external/economic event. /GACEE } 
is determined by estimating the effectx / 
of the improvement project on IGACEEno)• f o r 

G the i"th historical external/ \ z 1 

economic event. 

In applying equation (36) , the quantity (UNDEE)I is never 
allowed to be negative. If the (UNDEE)^ is negative, 
then it is changed to zero before applying equation 
( 3 6 ) . 

If concurrent events occur during external/economic event i 
which have a GAC resulting from these events different than 
that of event i, the (UNDEE)- c a n vary over the duration of 
event i. An example 1 calculation of EUFEE f°r £his 
situation is included below. 0 

0 
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Example Calculation of ^UNDEEj^ 

Assume the following: 
° Period hours (PH) = 1000 hours 
° Unit GMC = GDC = 400 MW 
° External/economic event no.i starts at 0800, which 

results in a reduction in unit load to 250 MW. 

The ^UND E E^ for this situation is calculated as follows: 

^UND E E y ± = 400 - 250 = 150 MW (38) 

Further assume: 
° An event no.i+1 starts at 1300 hours while event no. i 

is still in progress which, if acting alone, would 
result in the unit load reduction to a gross available 
capacity of 350 MW. 

The jUNDEEVfor the period of time event no.i+lis acting con 
\ 1 current with event no.i. would be calculated as 

follows:' • ^^ 
° ° n 

^UNDee^ = 350 - 250 = 100 MW (39) 

Further assume: 
« O ° An event no.i+2starts at 1900 hours which, if acting 

alone, would result in a reduction in the unit load 
to a gross available capacity of 200 MW. 

° D 

Since the gross available capacity forrthe time period event 
n&.i+2and event no. i are acting concurrently is below the 
gross available capacity as a result of event no. i, the,^ ~ 
(UNDee)^becomes zero. 

Finally assume: o 
° Event no. i completed at 2200 hours with event nos. i+1 

and i+2 still in' progress. 



For this example, the unit actually had three different 
.derates over the duration of event no. i'. The ^UNDEEV 
and the associated duration of each derate are V v 
shown in Table 5. The unit gross available capacity versus 
time for -this example is shown in Figure 4. 

•EVENT NO. i 

-EVENT NO. i + 1 

ACTUAL UNIT GAG PROFILE 

^ 5 hours- •6 hours 

0800 1300 
T I M E , HOURS 

<EVENT N O . i + 2 > 

1900 

Figure 4 
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TABLE 5 
^UNDEEJ. AND DURATION FOR EVENT NO. i IN EXAMPLE 

Duration ( U N DEE) ± 

5 hours 150 MW 

6 hours 100 MW 

3 hours 0 MW 

Using the data in Table 5, the(EUFEE). parameter can be com- ° 
puted for the unit from this single 1 external/economic event 
(nEE=l) using equation (36) as follows: 

' • 150 (5) •+ 100(6) + 0 (3) 
E U F e e . = x 100 - .338% (40) 1 (1000) (400) 

5.2.2 EUF E E n Q Calculation 

EUFEEno in equation (35) is found by the equation: 

EUF EE 

n E Eno 
I 

i=l J^^no). - ( t ° E B M Q ( ™ D « E n 4 
no x 100 (41) 

(PH) (GMC) 
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where 
PH" " ~ = Period hours 
ngg = Number of historical external./economic 

no events 

h-Bno), 
Time i*-*1 historical external/economic 
event terminated. This data is recorded 
on GADS ERF's (card 01, columns 46-53) 
for event i 

tQ \ = Time i historical external/economic 
no Ji event initiated. This data is recorded 

on GADS ERF's (card 01, columns 18-25) 
for event i 

(uNDEEno). = GDC* -(GAC E E n o). 

GDC'i = Shadowed unit gross dependable capacity, 
either (a) unit gross dependable capacity 
in historical event i if no other concur-
rent events (excluding noncurtailing events) 
are occurring at the unit, or (b) the unit 
gross available capacity if concurrent events 
are occurring at the unit 

^GACEEnoY = Gross available capacity as a result of i"1-*1 
historical external/economic event i. 
/GACEE \ is read from the GADS ERF's for 
\ no Ji event i (card 01, columns 54-57) 

In applying equation (41), the quantity UNDEE j is not 
allowed to become negative. If /UNDEE H no/i j_s cal-
culated as negative, then it is \ n°J changed to zero 
before applying equation (41). 
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6 . 0 EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF THE AIM METHODOLOGY 

In order to provide the reader with a better understanding 
of how the AIM methodology is used, five different examples 
are worked in detail. Each example illustrates the evalua-
tion of a different improvement project using the equations 
and methods previously described in this handbook. Speci-
fically, the change in unit equivalent availability factor 
(AEAF) is evaluated for the following examples: 
1. The addition of component redundancy in a parallel 

system; 
2. The addition of more reliabile components and/or 

systems; 
3. Improved logistics support and spare parts control; 
4. Improved maintenance manpower control; 
5. Improved preventive maintenance scheduling. 

To simplify the analysis, the five examples are all based on 
the same data which is taken from a fictitious 4 00 MW coal-
fired plant over a period of a month. During the month of 
operation studied in this example, the unit experienced 
several power outages from pulverizer and boiler waterwall 
failures (equipment events). Additionally, the unit under-
went several load reductions in order not to exceed stack 
emissions and other operating environmental limitations 
(external/economic events). The data is presented on GADS 
Performance and Event Report Forms. To further the reader's 
understanding of the operation of the plant and to realize 
how the data is used in evaluating various improvement projects, 
a historical gross available generation profile (Figure 14) is 
developed from the GADS data sheets. 

6.1 DISCUSSION OF THE SAMPLE DATA 

Section 4.0 of this handbook gives a brief discussion of 
how equipment failure data and plant data are collected 
and entered on the various GADS reporting forms. As pre-
viously mentioned, the GADS Performance Report Form (PRF) 
describes the unit's generation performance, starting 
characteristics, and available and unavailable hours over 
the reporting period. GADS Event Report Forms (ERF's) are 
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used to describe various events that result in loss genera-
tion due -to system/component failures. In addition, these 
"forms are'used to . indicate changes in the" generating status 
of the unit from such events as reserve shutdown, planned 
and extended outages, and noncurtailing outages. Prior to 
performing the calculations described in this section of 
the handbook, a reader should be fully familiar with the 
data reporting instructions for the Generating Availability 
Data System. 

6.1.1 Explanation of GADS Performance Report Form 

The GADS Performance Report Form (PRF) provides an overall 
summary of the operating results of a unit. The reporting 
consists of gross and net actual generation, available and 
unavailable operating hours, successful and unsuccessful 
starts, and fuel consumption, quality and type. For the 
example illustrated in this section of the handbook, the 
Performance Report Form given in Figure 5 identifies the 
plant as a base-loaded unit, lists the gross maximum and 
gross dependable capacity as 400 MWe (i.e., no seasonal 
derate), shows that one start was attempted, 265,100 gross 
megawatt hours actual generation, and summarizes the avail-
able hours as 694, the unavailable hours as 50, and the 
period hours as.744 .. The latter information (i.e., unit 
time information) is a summary of information contained in 
the GADS Event Forms for the period of plant operation under 
consideration. 

6.1.2 Explanation of the GADS Event Report Forms 

The GADS Event Report Forms (ERF's) provide a detailed sum-
mary for each event that results in lost generation due to 
equipment failures, operational errors, and/or external events. 
For this example, each event is described on Event Report Forms 
1 through 9 in Figures 6 through 14. Included on these forms 
is a verbal description of delays in servicing resulting from 
lack of service crews and lack of available spare parts. Addi-
tionally, the size of the repair crew is noted to allow for 
the determination of the actual time spent on the repair (man-
hours worked reported on ERF card 02 divided by size of repair 
crew reported on card 03). This type of information is needed 
to evaluate the various improvement projects illustrated in 
this section of the handbook. 
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I lillilllMilMfl 

PERFORMANCE REPORT FORM 

UNIT NAME Bay side #4 
REPORTED BY . T o h n nnp. HPSIIU Knginppr 

UTILITY NAME Trident Power Company 
PHONE NO (3 01) 267-8128 DATE 2/1 /79 

This Performance Report Form may be used for reporting either Quarterly or Monthly Performance Data. 
(See "Report Period"—Column 11 and 12.) 

a—uni t ident i f icat ion 
Data Card 
Cod* Utility Cod* Unit Cod* Y«ar 

Report 
Period 

^ Enter If: j Enter if: 
Monthly 'Quarterly 
01 = Jan. X1 =1/1-3/31 
02 = Feb. X2 = 4/1-6/30 

f X3 = 7/1-9/30 
12 = Dec. X4 = 10/1-12/31 

Report 
Revision Cod* 

0 
0-Original Report 
1-9-Revisions 

b —unit genera t ion p e r f o r m a n c e * 
Gross Maximum Capacity Gross Dependable Capacity Gross (MWHR) Actual Generation 

0 4 0 0 
1* 1} 

Net Maximum Capacity 

0 1 0 0 0 2 6 5 1 0 0 
IS i i 22 " 28 

Nat Dependable Capacity Nat (MWHR) Actual Generation 

TT TS 

* Grass Data 
Preferred 

• If Gross un-
available. reoort 
Net Data 

• If both Gross and 
Nat Data avail-
able. report both. 

c — Typical Unit 
Loading Characteristics 
f ~ j 1—Base Loaded 
I Minor Load-Following 
' j ; 2—Penodic Startup 

Lcao-Follow Daily 
Reduced Lead Nigntly 

3—Weeicly Startuo 
Load-Follow Daily 
Reduce Load Nigntly 

4—Daily Startuo 
Load-Follow Dai'v 
Otl-line Nigntly'--' 

5—Stanuo cniefly to 
meet Daily Paaas 

6—Other. Descnbe in 
Columns 54-78 

unit s t a r t i n g c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
Number of ( ' ' Actual 

Unit Starts 
O

. 
0 1 3 : 0 0 1 

VERBAL DESCRIPTION Of *6 was used in Column 44) 

rs 

KEY PUNCH —Duplicate Column* 1-13 Cart 01 

d—unit time in fo rmat ion 
Unit Service Reserve Shutdown Synchronous 
Hours Hours Pumping Hours Condensing Hours AVAILABLE HOURS 

0 6 9 4 + • 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 . 0 0 = 0 6 9 4 
',4 i ; \6 21 2J 25 i5 3 0 13 

Planned Outag* Unplanned Outag* Maintenance Outage Extension of 
Hours tP0) Hours U1 + U2 t U3 • Hours (M0) Scheduled Outages (SE) UNAVAILABLE HOURS 

0 0 0 0 + 0 0 5 0 + 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0 as 0 0 5 0 
37 J6 41 *i 45 4 6 4 9 5 0 37 J6 41 *i 45 4 6 4 9 

PERIOD HOURS 

37 J6 41 *i 45 4 6 4 9 

0 7 
5* 57 

0 2 
fS a3 

Figure 5 
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IT R E P O R T F O K i Y i - 1 

UTILITY NAMF Trident Power Company 
REPORTED 8Y John DnP f PHONE NO (301) 267-8178 DATE 1 / 2 / 7 9 

Data Card 
Coda" Utility Coda 

a - even t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Unit Coda 

Year Event 
Started 

Event Types 

-9 1- 0 
— r — 0 1." 0 s 0 

Evant Number 

0 0 0 -1 
Report Revision Coda 

0-Onginaf Report 
1-9-Revisions 0 "i? 

7 Is 1 i5 
Event Typa 

t 1 
{\ti i 

PO—Planned Outage PD—Planned Derating 
SE— Extension of PO or MO f— Unplanned Derating 
f Unplanned Outage D1— Immediate 

U1—Immediate J 02—Delayed 
U2—Delayed » D3—Postponed 
U3—Postponed D4—Deferred 

MO—Maintenance Outage 
RS— Reserve Shutdown 
NC—Non-Curtailing Outage 

b — e v e n t m a g n i t u d e Allowable* Event Typa Changes 

Start of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 0 2 0 8 0 0 

T7me: Change in Evant Type 
Month Day Hour Minute 

Event Typa 
Changed To: 

TT "35 

PO I SE U1 IU2-U3IM0 fRS 

p 0 I J ves i ves I no I no I ves 
SE I no I 

U2-U3 i yes 
Md I ves 
RS 

j ves I no I no lyes l ves I no no Ives Ives 
ves Ives j no 
no 'ves~ "Q Ives 

Time: Change In Event Type Event Typa 
Month Day Hour Minute Changed To: 

End of Evant 
Month Day Hour Minute 

36 

(Report for Deratings Onty) 
Gross Available Capacity MWa Nat Available Capacity MWe 
As Result ol Event * * As Result of Event 

0 1 0 3 2 4 0 0 

0 3 0 0 
57 ""33 

KEY PUNCH-Duplicate Columns 1-17 Card 01 

c—pr imary cause o f e v e n t 
System/Component Cause Code 
;See Appendix k ) 

Time: Work Started 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 3 1 0 X X ii 
Event Contribution Code 

~ 1-Primary Cause of Event 

VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

0 1 0 3 0 8 0 0 

Time: Work Completed 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 0 3 2|4 0 0 

Problem Aiart 
Man Hours Worked on 
This System/Component 

Enter X only if cause is 
thought to be generic 

0 0 1 6 

B 
— £8 

LU
 L T A 1 B !R 0 K E N 

2 4 H R D E L 1 N 0 S E R 0 2 
—5? 53 

KEY PUNCH-Duplicate Columns 1-17 Card 01 

Syslem/Comoonent Causa Coda (See Appendix A) 
- »eoeat from Col. 1B-21 Card 02 VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

0 3 1 0 XIX V I ! O E !c R iw 8 H R rIE L. . ,, 

P A il IR D E L i !L ,!A c 
O I 1 
K ! IS P A R E P T 

R |E p A I -R C R !W ; 2 |M | E N 0 
T. 

3 

* IEEE Standard does not recognize transitions to/of Deratings from/to other Event Types 
r * Gross Data Prafarrad „ . , Figure 6 
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E Y E K T H E P O U Y i-Ofiiu-

UNIT NAME Bayside #4 
REPORTED BY John nnP. WPOTH Fnginp^r 

UTILITY N / A M P Trident Powpr rYimp^ny 
PHONE NO (301) 267-8128 DATE 1/3/7Q 

a - e v e n t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Data Card 
Code- Utility Coda Unit Coda 

Year Evant 
Started 

Event Types 

- 1 - 0 1 0 i: o 
— t — 

0 
Evant Number 

0 0 0 2 
n 14 

S tan of Event 
Month Dav Hour 

fi«port Revision Coda 0-Onginal Report 
1-9-Revisions 0 15 

7 9 3 10 
Evant Type 

D 
16 
1 - n 

PO—Planned Outage 
SE— Extension ot PO or MO 
f Unplanned Outage 

U1 — Immediate! 
U2— Delayed » 
U3—Postooned 

MO—Maintenance Outage 
RS—Reserve Shutdown 
NC—Non-Curtailing Outage 

PD—Planned Derating 
{— Unplanned Derating 

D1—Immediate 
D2—Delayed 
D3—Postponed 
D4—Deferred 

b - e v e n t m a g n i t u d e Allowable* Event Typa Changes 

Minute 

0 1 0 3 2 0 0 0 

Time: Change in Evant Typa 
Month Day Hour Minute 

Event Type 
Changed To: 

"!5~ -33 -jr- "35 

FROM-v^ 
PO SE | U1 U2-U3 MO |RS 

i 
PO l" -Jves !ves 1 no 1 no Ives 
SE i no i ^ ^ j v e s l no 1 no Ives 
U1 i ves 1 no no Ives Ives 
U2-U3 1 yes | no_ 1 yes_ 
Mfl j ves 1 ves"tves~" 

"̂ n̂̂ es iy es 
no 
no 1 ves RS 1ves i no 'ves 

"̂ n̂̂ es iy es 
no 
no 1 ves 

Time: Change in Event Typa 
Month Day Hour Minute 

Event Typa 
Changed To: 

End of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

-Z3 51 
0 1 0 0 8 0 0 

(Report for Deratings Only} 
Gross Available Capacity MWa Nat Available Capacity MWe 
As Result of Evant * * As Result of Event 

0 3 2 5 . | 0 1 
54 57 56 61 7S 43 

KEY PUNCH-Duplicate Columns 1-17 Card 01 j 

c —primary cause o f event 
System/Component Cause Code Time: Work Started Time: Wor* Completed 
(See Appendix A , Month Day Hour Minute Month Day Hour Minute 

9 6 0 °X X 2* 
Event Contribution Code 

VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

Problem Alert 

46 
Man Hours Worked on 
This System/Component 

Enter X only if cause is 
thought to De genenc 

p 3 0 0 R c 0 A ! L Q U A L I 
T Y R A T E D 

"75 3o 

KEY PUNCH-Duplicate Columns 1-17 Card01 
Syslem/Component Causa Code (See Appendix A ) 
— Repeat from Col. 18-21 Card 02 VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

K 1 i i i i •a a 
i 

i 
1 i i ! : ( , I ! ! i i 

3 
3 aS 

* IEEE Standard does not racoon ize transitions to/of Deratings from/to other Event Types 
* * Gross Data Preferred Figure 7 
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EVEHT REPORT F O R M - 3 
lUNIT NAME Bayside #4 
REPORTED BY John Doe, Result Engineer 

U T I L I T Y N A M F Trident Power Company 
P H O N E N O ? P D A T F 1 / 6 / 7 9 

Data Card 
Coda' Utility Cod* 

-9 
1 -

Event Number 

0 0 

a - e v e n t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Event Types 

PO—Planned Outage PO—Planned Derating -Urslt Cod* 
Year Event 
Started 

II. 
A- 0 0 7 9 

0 0 0 -3 
Report Revision Cod* 

0-Onginal Report 
1-9-RevtsiOns 

~io 
Event Typ* 

0 D 1 iS T 

SE—Extension ol PO or MO f— Unplanned Derating 
f Unplanned Outage D1—Immediate 
U1 — Immediate J D2—Delayed 
U2—Delayed ' V D3—Postponed 
U3—Postponed D4—Deferred 

MO— Maintenance Outage 
RS—Reserve Shutdown 
NC—Non-Curtailing Outage 

b — e v e n t m a g n i t u d e Al lowable* Event Typ* Changes 

Start of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 0 6 1 2 0 0 

Time: Chang* In Event Typ* Event T y p * 
Month Day Hour Minute Changed To: 

-33 "33 35 

^ TO I PO 1 SE 1 U1 IU2-U3 MO | RS 
FRO* r-J 1 I I t 
PO ves f vesI no no Ives 
SE I no ives1 no no lyes U1 i ves no | \ J no Ives Ives U2-U3 
MO 

. | y « I ves no_ 
yes" 

I yes i "̂ ives h'es lyesl no pOyes 
HS 1 ves no < ves 1 no v e s ^ " ^ 

T im* : Change in Event Typ* Event Typ* 
Month Oay Hour Minute Changed To: 

End of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

36 
0 1 0 7 2 2 0 0 

(Report for Derating* Only) 
Gross Available Capacity M W * Net Available Capacity M W * 
As Result of Event * * As Result of Event 

0 3 0 0 3/ "79 53 

KEY PUNCH-Dupl icate Columns 1-17 Card 01 

c - p r i m a r y cause o f e v e n t 
System/Component Cause C o d * 
(See Aooenoi* A } 

Time: Work Started Time: Work Completed 
Month Day Hour Minute Montn Day Hour Minute 

0 3 0 |0 |X X 0 1 0 6|l |2 0 0 o|i 0 7 2 2 0 0 
Event Contribution Code 

, 1-Pnmary Cause of Event 
Problem Alert 

Enter X only if cause is 
thought to be generic 

Man Hours Worked on 
This System/Component 

0 0 0 6 
VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

M — u 0 
0 R A ! -i N S U «L A T 

I 0 N F A| I L t M | A T / £ 0 2 
7$ 33 

KEY PUNCH-Dupl icate Columns 1-17 Card 01 

System/Component Cause Code iSee Aopendix A ) 
— Seoeat from Col. 18-21 Card 02 VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

0 3 
—rS 

0 0 -1 X ! X | ID Ei F E C! T j !R E P 1 A I R C T? 
R i E W| 1| j M I'A j N | J P A R T D E L A ! Y = 2 8 

H R S j j_ 3 
3 3<S 

* IEEE Standard does not r»eogniz* transitions levof D*ratlngs from/to o!h*r Event Types 

* * Gross Data Prel*rr»d Figure 8 
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EVENT REPORT FORM- 4 
U N I T N A M E Bayside #4 
REPORTED BY John Doe, Result Engineer 

U T I L I T Y N A M F Trident Power Company 
P H O N E N O N M ) 2 6 7—fl128 D A T E 1 / F I / 7 9 

a - e v e n t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Data Card 

- Coda" . Utility Coda Unit Coda 
Year Event 
Started 

Event Types 

9 7 1 0 0 11 0 0 7 19 
< J •J 5 a 3 id 

Event Number Report Revision Coda Event Typa 

0 0 0 4 0 
0-Onginal Report 
1-9-Revisions D 1 

IS 

PO—Planned Outage 
SE— Extension of PO or MO 
f ~ Unplanned Outage 

U1 —Immediate J 
U2— Delayed V 
U3—Postponed 

MO— Maintenance Outage 
RS—Reserve Shutdown 
NC—Non-Curtailing Outage 

PD—Planned Derating 
f— Unplanned Derating 

•1—Immediate 
D2—Delayed 
03—Postponed 
04—Deferred 

b — e v e n t magni tude Al lowable* Event Typa Changes 

Start of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 0 6 1 8 0 0 

Time: Change in Event Type 
Montn Day Hour Minute 

Event Typa 
Changed To: 

TS" "33 35 

U1 |U2-U3 M0 j RS 

U1 
U2-U3 
MO 

I ^ V J ves ivssl no 
no i ^ i y e s l no I ves I no 1 ̂-vl 

I no Ives 
I no lyes 

no tves Ives 
RS 

yes I no_ ves lyes 
ves I no 

yes I ^ lyes lyes jesl no jS-̂Jyes ves T no fveâ ^ 
Time: Change In Event Type Event Type 
Month Day Hour Minute Changed To: 

End of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 0 7 o|o 36 
(Report for Deratings Onty) 

Gross Available Capacity M W e Net Available Capacity MWe 

4 3 JO 

As Result of Event As Result of Event 

0 54 3 0 0 37 S7 el 15 SO 
KEY PUNCH-Dupl ica te Columns 1-17 Card 01 

c - p r i m a r y cause o f event 
System/Component Causa Coda (See Appendix A ) 
0 3 0 1 ° ,1X1X1 

I I 23 

Time: Work Started Time: Worit Completed 
Month Day Hour Minute Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 0 7 0 8 0 0 0 1 0 7 1 3 0 0 

Event Contribution Code 
1.Primary Cause of Event 

Problem Alert n Man Hours Worked on 
This System/Component 

Enter X only if cause is 
I _J thought to Pe genenc 0 |o 1 |o 

VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

M — u 0 T 0 |R C I f i R E 1 
H R |d e L A V L A C K S E 0 2 

79 40 
KEY PUNCH-Oupl icate Columns 1-17 Card 01 
System/Component Causa Coda (Sea AopefWix A ) 
— Repeat from Col. 18-21 Card 02 • VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

0 
•i 

3 0 0 n (XD< R v! i c El C R E W R F P A 
— ^ 

R c R E W 2 ! m! E N 
! I 

"75 
0 3 

* IEEE Standard does not recognize transition^ tcKof Deratings from/to other Event Typas 
Gross Data Preferred F i g u r e 9 
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EVENT REPORT FORM - 5 
t fNtT NAMF Bayside #4 t )TII ITY NAME Trident Power Company 
R E P O R T E D B Y John Doe, Result Engineer P H O N E N O ( 3 0 1 ) 2 6 7 - 8 1 2 8 D A T E 1 / 7 / 7 Q 

Data Card - . 
•Coda" . Utility Coda 

a - e v e n t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Unit Coda 

Yaar Event 
Started 

Event Types 

9 7 1 0 0 1 0 0 7 9 
Event Number 

•0 0 0 5 
Report Revision Coda 

0-Original Reoort 
1-9-Revisions 

Evant Typa 

0 
15 

D 1 

PO—Ptanneo Outage 
SE— Extension of PO or MO 
f Unplanned Outage 

UI—Immediate J 
U2—Delayed ' 
U3—Postponed 

MO—Maintenance Outage 
RS—Reserve Shutdown 
NC—Non-Curtailing Outage 

PD—Planned Derating 
f— Unplanned Derating 

D1—Immediate 
02— Delayed 
03—Postponed 
04—deferred 

b ~ e v e n t magn i tude Allowable* Event Typa Changes 

Start of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 0 7 1 3 0 0' 

Time: Change in Event Type Event Typa 
Month' Day Hour Minute Changed To: 

25 33 

Time: Change In Event Type 
Month Day Hour Minute 

3* 35 

Event Type 
Changed To 

1 

FRO?*—. 
j PO SE UI U2-U3 MO | RS i 

PO ves ves no no ives 
SE I no ves no 1 no 
U1 I ves no I "̂ vj no ves Tves 
U2-U3 
MO 

iyes ] no_ I yes I yes yes J yes no 
_yes jes Ives 

RS Ives no vesT no ves 
jes Ives 

End of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 0 CO
 

0 8 0 0 

(Report for Deratings Onty) 
Gross Available Capacity MWe 
As Result of Event * * 

Net Available Capacity MWe 
As Result of Event 

0 2 0 1 0 
3* 57 58 Si 

1 
-Tt-^JSS 

KEY PUNCH-Dupl icate Columns 1-17 Card 01 

c — p r i m a r y cause o f even t 
System/Component Cause Coda Time: Work Started Time: Work Completed 

9 6 0 O X X 1 1 j P C X 

Event Contribution Code 
1-Primary Cause of Event 

~it 
VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

Problem Alert 

Enter X only if cause is 
thought to oe generic 

Man Hours Worked on 
This System/Component 

p — 3 0 0 R C 0 A ! L Q | U I A L I ' '5! 
T Y R E L A T E D 0 I 2 

73 5o 

KEY PUNCH-Dupl icate Columns 1-17 Card 01 
System/Component Causa Code (See Aooendix - A ) 
— Repeat trow Col. 18-21 Card 02 • VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

t x * J 
! 
! 1 i 

e | 
i 
i . 

I 0 3 
?9 So 

* IEEE Standard does not recognize transitions tcvof Derating* from/to other Event Types 
* * Gross Data Piaferred c Figure 10 
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EVENT REPORT FORM - 6 
tJNITNAMF Bayside #4 imiiTYNAMP Trident Power Company 
R E P O R T E D BY John Doe. Result Engineer P H O N E N O H'ni) ?fi7-R1?R DATE 3 /] 2/7Q 

Data Card 
-Coda Utility Coda 

a - event i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Unit Coda 

rYear Grant 
Vi.r' Stanad 

Event Types 

9 7 1 0 0 1|0 0 6/ 9 
i i J ! O a a ;o 

Event Number Report Revision Code Event Typ« 

0 0 0 6 0 0-Onginal Reoort 
1-9-Revisions D 1 

PO— Planned Outage PD—Planned Derating • l 
SE—Extension of P0 or MO f— Unolanned Derating 
f— Unplanned Outage 01 —Immediate 

U1—Immediate! " 02—Delayed 
U2—Delayed V 03—Postponed 
U3—postponed 04—Deferred 

MO—Maintenance Outage 
RS—Reserve Shutdown 
NC—Non-Curtailing Outage 

b - event magn i tude Al lowable* Event Type Changes 

Start of Event 
Montn Oav Hour Minute 

0 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 

Time: Change in Event Type Event Type 
Montn Day Hour Minute Changed To: 

1S "32 3s 

TOI PO SE U1 JU2-U3 M 0 |RS 
1 

PO ves :ves 1 no no Ives 
S£ 1 no \ t ves 1 no no 
U1 i ves no -vj no 1 ves Ives 
U2-U3 
MO 

,yes 
1 ves 

no 
ves 

yes, \ 
j e s 1 no 

A®? Ives 
Jses 

RS Ives no ves T no I ves 

Ives 
Jses 

Time: Change in Event Type Event Type 
Month Day Hour Minute Changed To: 

End of Event 
Montn Day Hour Minute i 

0 1 1 1 2 0 0 

(Report for Deratings Only) 
Gross Available Capacity M W e 
As Resuit of Event * * 

Nat Available Capacity MWe 
As Result of Event 

0 0 0 0 0 1 
3 5 

KEY PUNCH-Dupl ica te Columns 1-17 Card 01 ^ 

c—primary cause o f even t 
System/Component Cause Code 
(See Appendix A . 1 0 0 0 X X 

Time: Work Started 
Montn Day Hour Minute 

it 
Event Contribution Code 

l-Pnmary Cause of Event 

23 

0 1 1 3 0 8 0 0 

Time: Work Completed 
Month Oay Hour Minute 

0 1 1 4 1 2 0 0 

Problem Alert 

40 
Man Hours Worked on 
This System/Component 

UEnter X only if cause is 
thought to oe generic 

0 1 1 2 
VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

•E 3 R 0 S I 0 N !c |R A | CY r 
1 0 H R S E R V I C E D E 

T? 3o 

KEY PUNCH-Dupl ica te Columns 1-17 Card 01 
System/Component Cause Code (See Appendix A ) 
— Repeat from Col. 18-21 Card02 VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

1 rj 0 0 0 ~ — X L A IY II !A c k ! 0 F C R F wj 
R E P j A I R c | R - | E !W ]S I z E !M E In | 
1|2 H — R C 0 0 !I IDJO !w \u ii 0 | 3 

* IESE Standard does not recogni2e transitions !c*of Deratings fromrto other Event Types 
Gross Data Preferred 0 ^ Figure 11 
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EVENT REPORT FORM - 7 
UNIT NAME Bayside #4 
R E P O R T E D B Y 

UTILITY NAME . Trident Power Company 
John Doe, Result Engineer P H O N E N O f^ni) 

a - e v e n t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Data Card 

-Coda" . Utility Coda Unit Coda 
Year Event 
Started 

Event Types 

1 0 0 0 0 7 M-
Event Number 

0 0 0 7 
11 

Start of Event 

11 

Month Dav Hour 

Resort Revision Code 0-Onginal Report 1-9-Revisions 0 "i? 

Even! Tyo» 

i6—:"TT- .. 

PO—Planned Outage PD—Planned Derating 
SE— Extension of PO or M 3 f~~ Unplanned Derating 
f ~ Unplanned Outage D1 —Immediate 

U1—Immediate J 02—Delayed 
U2—Delayed V D3—Postponed 
U3—pQstooned 04—Deferred 

MO—Maintenance Outage 
' RS—Reserve Shutdown 

NC—Non-Curtailing Outage 

b — e v e n t mag n i tu d e • A l lowable* Event Type Changes 

Minute 

0 i 1 2 1 2 0 0 
Time: Change in Event t y p e 
Month Day Hour Minute 

Severn Type 
Changed To: 

"33 "33 55 

R ^ O W v 
PO SE U2-U3 MO | RS 

I 
PO \ ves ives no no Ives 
SE no \ J ves no no 
U1 ves no i " \ J no ves Tyes 
U2-U3 
MO 

yes 
ves 

no. 
ves 

lyes, 
lyes^ no 

p " Ives 
RS ves no i ves no ves 

Time: Change In Event Type Event Type 
Month Day Hour Minute Changed To: 

36 

.End of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

45 

O
 1 1 2 1 E 0 0 

Gross Available Capacity M W e 
As Result ol Event * * 

(Report for Oerafings Only) 
Net Available Capacity M W e 
Aa Result of Event 

0 3 0 0 
i* 57 

I/ 
"33"" Tg 55 

KEY P U N C H - O u p l i c a t a Co lumns 1-17 Card 01 

c — p r i m a r y cause o f e v e n t 
System/Component Causa Code 
(See Aocendix A ) 

0 |3 |1 |0 IXIXI ia 15 23 

Time: Worlc Started Time: Work Completed 
Month Day Hour Minute Month Day Hour Minute 

ta it 

Event Contribution Code 

0 1 1|2 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 6 0 0 

1-Primary Cause of Event 
Problem Alert 

Enter X only if cause is 
thought to be genenc 

<40 4< 
Man Hours Worked on 
TJtis System/Component 

0 0 0 8 
V E R B A L DESCRIPT ION 

R TS E P A I R A | . R 0 L L E R 

C R E W| S | I I Z E 2 M N 
ao 

KEY P U N C H - O u p l i c a t e C o l u m n s 1-17 Card01 

System/Component Cause Code (See Appendix A ) 
— "epeat from Col. 18-21 Card 02 V E R B A L D E S C R I P T I O N 

'9 I X X A B | N 0 R ! M A L L w E A R —J? 
1 ! ,! I i 1 

0 
"TT 

* IEEE Standard does not recognua transitions lorfof Derat ing* frorruto other Event Types 
Gross Data Preferred Figure 12 
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EVEHT REPORT FORM - 3 
U N I T N A M E _ Bayside #4 UTILITY NAMF Trident. Power Company 
REPORTED BY John P O P , T?PRH11- Tincr-ir̂ m- PHONE NO (301) 267-8128 DATF 1/14/79 

Dai * Card 
-Code- Utility Cod* 

a - e v e n t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Unit Cod* 

Year Event 
Started 

Event Types 

9 
I 

7 
2 1 0 0 5 1 6 0 0 7 9 

Event Number Report Revision Code Event Type 

0 0 
0-Onginal Report / 

0 0 0 8 0 1-9-Revisions I)' <1 Ta TJ 

PC—Planned Outage 
SE— Extension of PO or MO 
f • Unolanned Outage 

U l—Immedia te / 
U2—Oe'ayed V 
U3—Postponed 

„ , , MO—Maintenance Outage 
••-V RS—Reserve Shutdown.. . 

Nc—Non-Curtailing Outage 

PO—Planned Derating 
f— Unplanned Derating 
01—Immediate 
02—Delayed 
03—Postponed 04—Deferred 

b — e v e n t m a g n i t u d e Al lowable* Event Type Changes 

Start ol Event 
Month Oav Hour Minute 

0 1 1 4 1 2 |o 0 

Time: Change in Event Type 
Month Day Hour Minute 

Event Type 
Changed To: 

Time: Change in Event Type 
Month Day Hour Minute T 

3* " is 

Event Type 
Changed To: 

P0 SE 1 Ul U2-U3 MO JRS 
1 l 

PO ves I ves no no Ives 
SE no Ives no > no 'yes 
UI i ves no no ves lyes 
U2-U3 | yes 
MO lyes 

n o -yes iyes j 
lyes 1 no 

yes lyes 

RS I ves i no 1 yes 1 no ves 

End at Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 l|5 1 9 0 0 

(Report tor Deratings Only) 
Gross Available Capacity M W e Net Available Capacity M W e 
As Result of Event * * As Result of Event 

0 3 0 0 
T 0 1 

SB 

KEY P U N C H -Dupl icate Columns 1-17 Card 0 n 

"c—primary cause o f e v e n t 
System/Component Cause Code 
(SeeAppendix A^,. 

0 3 if(o ix X 
Time: Work Started o Time: Work Completed 
Morrtn Day Hour Minute Month Day Hour Minute 

1 

23 0 10 2* 0 1' "32— 11511 
o 0 0 y 

Event Contribution Code 
1-?V!mary Cause of Event 

VERBAL DESCRIPT ION 

Problem Alert 

(• 

Man Hours Worked on 
This System/Component 

Enter X only if cause is 
thought to Oe generic 0 0 1 2 

B E L T C .B ! R £ A | K 2 |l ••— 
H R S E R, V I c E D E L A Y 0 2 

1 5 

KEY P U N C H - D u p l l c a t e Co lumns 1-17 Card 01 
System/Component Cause C o d * <See Appendix A ). 
— Repeat from Col. 18-21 Card 02 VERBAL DESCRIPTION 

0 3' 1 0 'i 0 < L A [ C K ! w 0 R K !»C R E * W 13 
6 H R D. E L A | Y ! 

; 
«=C 
—I ^ 1 C1 r?K 1 P A I R 

<> 

T s 52 
R E P C | R E W '3 i 1 M E N! , r. 0 3 

* IEEE Standard does not recognize transitions to/of Deratings Irom/to other Event Types 11 

* * Gross Data Preferred " Figure 13 
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EVEHT REPORT F O R M - 3 
UNIT NAME Bavside #4 UTILITY N A M F Trident Power Company 
REPORTED BY .TnT-m n ^ ppci,H Fnrjin^r PHONE NO (301) 267-8128 DATE 1/15/79 

Data Card -Coda' Utility C o d a ' 

a - e v e n t i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Unit Coda 

Year Event 
Started 

Event Types 

9 
i 
7 

: 
.,1 0 0 

; 
1 i 0 0 7 

i 
9 

Event Number 

0 0 0 9 
fiaport Revision Coda 

0-Onqmal Report 
1-9-Revtsions 

Event Typa 

0 
IS 

D 1 -nr 

PO—Planned Outage 
SE —Extension of POor MO 
f UnolannedOutage 

U1—ImmeOiate J 
U2—Delayed ^ 
U3—Postponed 

MO—Maintenance Outage 
RS—Reserve Shutdown 
NC—Non-Curtailing Outag" 

PD —Planned Derating 
f - Unplanned Derating 

D1 — Immediate 
02—Delayed 
03—Postponed 
D4—Deferred 

b - e v e n t m a g n i t u d e A l lowable* Event Type Changes 

Start of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 .1 0 0 

Time: Change in Event Type 
Month Day Hour Minute 

Event Typa 
Changed To: 

1 5 "TT "33 "32 Js 

^ T O PO SE I UI IU2-U3 M 0 | RS 
FR 1 1 I 
PO X ves jves1 no no 'ves 
SE no ^ — j ves1 no no .lyes 
U1 ves no l ^ - J no ves ives 
U2-U3 yes no iyes i 

iyes i no 
^es lyes 

MO yes ves 
i yes i 
iyes i no Wes 

RS ves no ives I no ves 

Time: Change in Event Type Event Type 
Month Day Hour Minute Changed To: 

End of Event 
Month Day Hour Minute 

0 1 1 6 0 7 0 0 

(Report for Deratings Only) 
Gross Available Capacity M W e Net Available Capacity M W e 
As Result of Event * * As Rasuit of Event 

0 3 0 | 0 
b* 57 ao 61 

0 
~5S 

KEY P U N C H - Dupl icate C o l u m n s 1-17 Card 01 

c — p r i m a r y cause o f e v e n t 
System/Component Cause Code 
(See Appendix A ) 

Time: Worit Started Time: Work Completed 
Month Day Hour Minute Month Oay Hour Minute 

9 I 6 | 6 I O IXlXl 21 
Event Contribution Code 

[T] — 
VERBAL DESCRIPT ION 

24 "33"" 

Problem Alert n Man Hours Worked on 
This System/Component 

Enter X only if cause is 
I _J thought to oe generic 

u N I T1 D E R | A T E D 

To 
KEY P U N C H - D u p l i c a t e C o l u m n s 1-17 Card 01-

System/Component Causa Code (See Aopendix A / 
— Sepeat from Col. 18-21 Card 02 • V E R B A L DESCRIPT ION 

~Js 
L k 

• | \ / 
i i i ! 1 1 1 rt 

0 3 
r3 5o 

* IEEE Standard does not recognize transitions l a o f Oaratings Irom/to otner Event Typas 
* * Gross Data Preferred ... Fiqure 14 
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6.1".2.1 Event Number 1 (GADS Event Report Form-1) 

TKe first "event described on the GADS Event Report Form-1 
(ERF-1), shown in Figure 6, is a belt failure in the "A" 
pulverizer (ERF-1, card 02) resulting in a plant derate to 
300 MW (ERF-1/ card 01). This event is initiated on 1/2/79 
at 0800 (card 01). As explained on cards 02 and 03, (.the 
servicing of the pulverizer is not initiated until 1/3/79 
at 0800 — a 24-hour delay due to lack of a service crew. 
The average crew size making the repair is two, working 16 
man-hours to make the repair. 
The combination of man-hours worked on the component (16 
hours) and the size of the repair crew (2 men) indicate the 
repair was made in eight hours, but the component service 

(--was not completed until 1/3/79 - 2400 (card 02) — 16 hours 
'•̂ f-t.er the service was initiated. The 8-hour delay in ser-
vicing is described on card 03 and is attributed to the lack 
of spare parts. Servicing of the pulverizer is completed 
on 1/3/79'at 2400 (card 02), at which time this event is 
considered ended. 

6.1.2.2 Event Number 2 (ERF-2) 

The second event is described on ERF-2, shown in Figure 7. 
Prior to completing "the pulverizer repair described in ERF-1, 
the unit has its power limited to 325 MW (ERF-2, card 01) in 
order to meet S02 stack emission limitations (car;d 02) . This 
restriction starts at 1/3/79 at 2000 and is lifted on 1/4/79 
at 0800 (card 01), at which time the unit has its gross avail-
able capacity increased to its gross maximum capacity of 400 MW. 

6.1.2.3 Event Number 3 (ERF-3) 

The third event is a motor failure in the "A" pulverizer 
(ERF-3, card 02), snown in Figure 8, occurring on 1/6/79 -
1200 and resulting in the load again being reduced to 300 MW 
(card 01). Servicing begins immediately (card 02). Althouqh 
it takes only six man-hours to physically make the repair 
(cards 02 and 03), the servicing is not completed until 1/7/79 
- 2200 due to lack of spare parts (cards 02 and 03). 
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6.1.2.4 Event Number 4 (ERF-4) 

During the-Servicing of.the motor of "A" pulverizer (event 
no. 3 reported on ERF-3), "C" pulverizer also experiences 
a motor failure on 1/6/79 at 1800 (ERF-4, card 01), as shown 
in Figure" 9. The unit gross available capacity as a result 
of this event is 300 MW (card 01). This event combined with 
event no. 2 actually limits the unit to 200 MW, but the GADS 
data is reported as if event no. 4 is acting as an independ-
ent plant event. Servicing is not initiated until 1/7/79 -
0800 (card 02) — 14 hours after the event began due to lack 
of a work crew. Servicing takes five hours, making the com-
ponent ready for operation on 1/7/79 at 1300 hours (card 02). 
Noting the times of this event, it is seen that this event 
overlaps with event no. 3, the motor failure in "A" pulver-
izer. 

6.1.2.5 Event Number 5 (ERF-5) 

At the completion of the repair to "C" pulverizer on 1/7/79 -
1300, the unit could be increased in power from 200 to 300 MW. 
However, as described on ERF-5 (Figure 10, the unit is limited 
to 200 MW from 1/7/79 - 1300 to 1/8/79 - 0800 (card 01) in 
order to meet SO2 stack emission limitations (card 02). At 
the completion of this event, 1/8/79 - 0800, the unit is 
returned -to - its full- 400 MW gross maximum capacity. 

6.1.2.6 Event Number 6 (ERF-6) 

Event no. 6, described on Figure 1"1, consists of a waterwall 
tube failure in a boiler causing the plant to come off line. 
This event is initiated on 1/1^/79 at 1000 hours (card 01) 
and necessitates a 12-hour cool-down prior to initiating 
service. Although servicing could begin on 1/12/79 at 2200, 
it is not begun until 1/13/79 - 0800 (card 02) due to a 10-
hour delay because of the lack of a work crew (cards 02 and 
03). Servicing is completed in 28 hours at 1/14/79 - 1200 
(card 02) at which time the unit is synchronized. 

6.1.2.7,, Event Number 7 (ERF-7) 

During the boiler tube failure, the "A" pulverizer, as shown 
in Figure 12 is taken out of service on 1/12/79 - 1200 hours 
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(ERF-7, card 01) to repair the rollers. Servicing is initiated 
immediately and completed in four hours by a repair crew of two 
-men" working' eight man-hours (card 02) . The "pulverizer is 
returned to service on 1/12/79 at 1600 hours. The gross avail-
able capacity resulting from this piece of equipment being out 
of service is reported as 300 MW (card 01) as this is the 
reduced output for this type of failure. However, the unit is 
actually at zero power due to the continuing boiler tube fail-
ure (ERF-6). 

6.1.2.8 Event Number 8 (ERF-8) 

On 1/14/79 - 1200 as the unit is being loaded from the boiler 
tube failure, the belt "C" pulverizer fails, resulting in the 
gross available capacity being limited to 300 MW (ERF-8, card 
01), as described in Figure 13. Start of servicing is delayed 
21 hours until 1/15/79 - 0900 due to lack of a work crew (cards 
02 and 03). Although servicing takes only four hours (cards 02 
and 03), it is not completed until 1/15/79 - 1900 (card 02) due 
to a 6-hour delay for lack of spare parts. 

6.1.2.9 Event Number 9 (ERF-9) 

Concurrent with event no. 8/ described on ERF-8) is a reduc-
tion in power due to theritî i- limits (ERF-9) , shown on Figure 
14. This reddction in powdir starts on 1/15/79 - 1600 and 
lasts until 1/16/79 - 0700; cjj: which time the unit is returned 
to its gross maximum capad | 400 MW and runs at 400 MW for 
the remainder of the month. 

6.1.3 Summary of the Event Rppcn?b 

Table 6 shows a summary fc»f tti§ G/UJH r!!!|t(,H- tjftfed Ifl) ilj-tl̂  
events that are used in t^e fp|.|^wihg 
necessary to prepare thifj .-i(j 
that follow, it is inb:.(« mifjbj' f 
developing both the histqtigd^ ^f$ Hy| 
parameters and in prepat̂ fjej tfis j".|HT?oj 
unit power profile§, 

Hmiu 
•M ' 
I 

I, ATM 0fl1-J| ipfp 
tMgdl M UHMyMUbiUbv 
Httg Win eiiirityp̂ ifê rt" 
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TABLE 6 

- CHRONOLOGICAL BREAKDOWN.OF EXAMPLE OUTAGE DATA 

EVENT NO. 
( E R F ' S ) CAUSE OF EVENT 

MAJOR ELEMENTS OF 
EVENT DURATION 

START 
T IME 

END 
TIME HOURS 

GROSS AVAILABLE 
CAPACITY AS A 

RESULT OF EVENT 

1 Pulverizer mill 
"A" belt failure 

Service delay 

Parts delay 

Repair 

1/2/79 
0800 

1/3/79 
0800 

- 1/3/79 
1600 

1/3/79 
0800 

1/3/79 
1600 

1/3/79 
2400 

24 

8 

8 

300 MW 

300 MW 

300 MW 

1 Pulverizer mill 
"A" belt failure 

Service delay 

Parts delay 

Repair 

1/2/79 
0800 

1/3/79 
0800 

- 1/3/79 
1600 

1/3/79 
0800 

1/3/79 
1600 

1/3/79 
2400 

40 

300 MW 

300 MW 

300 MW 

2 S02 stack emission 
derate 

v 
External/economic 
outage 

1/3/79 
2000 

1/4/79 
0800 12 325 MW 

3 Pulverizer mill 
"A" motor failure 

Parts delay 

Repair 

1/6/79 
1200 

1/7/79 
1600 

1/7/79 
1600 

1/7/79 
* 2200 

2B 

6 

300 MW 

300 MW 

3 Pulverizer mill 
"A" motor failure 

Parts delay 

Repair 

1/6/79 
1200 

1/7/79 
1600 

1/7/79 
1600 

1/7/79 
* 2200 

34 

300 MW 

300 MW 

4 Pulverizer mill 
"C" motor failure 

Service delay 

Repair 

1/6/79 
1800 

1/7/79 
0800 

1/7/79 
0800 

1/7/79 
1300 

14 

5 

300 MW 

300 MW 

4 Pulverizer mill 
"C" motor failure 

Service delay 

Repair 

1/6/79 
1800 

1/7/79 
0800 

1/7/79 
0800 

1/7/79 
1300 

19 

300 MW 

300 MW 

5 SO2 stack emission 
derate -

External/economic 
outage 

1/7/79 
1300 

1/8/79 
0800 19 200 MW 

6 Boiler tube leak CooIdown 

Service delay 

Repair 

1/12/79 
1000 

1/12/79 
2200 

1/13/79 
0800 

1/12/79 
2200 

1/13/79 
0800 

1/14/79 
1200 

12 

10 

28 

50 

0 MW 

0 MW 

0 MW 

7 Pulverizer mill 
"A" roller 

Repair 1/12/79 
1200 

1/12/79 
1500 4 300 MW 

8 Pulverizer mill 
"C" belt failure 

Service delay 

Parts delay 

Repair 

1/14/79 
1200 

. 1/15/79 
0900 

1/15/79 
1500 

1/15/79 
0900 

1/15/79 
1500 

1/15/79 
1900 

21 

6 

4 v 

300 MW 

300 MW 

300 MW 

8 Pulverizer mill 
"C" belt failure 

Service delay 

Parts delay 

Repair 

1/14/79 
1200 

. 1/15/79 
0900 

1/15/79 
1500 

1/15/79 
0900 

1/15/79 
1500 

1/15/79 
1900 

31 

300 MW 

300 MW 

300 MW 

9 Thermal limit 
derate 

Externa1/economic 
outage 

1/15/79 
1600 

1/16/79 
0700 15 300 MW 
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6 .1.4 Construction of the Unit Historical GAG Profile 

From the data given in Event Report Forms 1 through 9, a com-
plete GAG profile for the unit can be constructed as shown in 
Figure 15. This figure accurately describes the operation of 
the plant over the one-month period 1/1/79 to 1/31/79 used 
for this example. Each event is shown on this figure, both 
by number and the time it occurred and ended. As specified 
by GADS instructions, outages and reserve shutdowns end with 
the synchronization of the unit to the system, except when a 
change in event type occurs. For the example given, no 
changes in event types are reported. In this example, the 
deratings are ended when the work to repair the equipment is, 
completed (card 02, columns 32-39). Should the unit not be 
returned to its 400 MW gross maximum capacity at this time, 
either another event has begun or a concurrent event is con-
tinuing to keep the unit at a reduced power level. 
The construction of Figure 15 - Unit Historical GAG Profile 
is not needed for performing the evaluations of improvement 
projects described in this handbook. It is shown only to 
allow a greater understanding of the data and events that 
are used in the examples presented in following sections. 
Additionally, the unit historical GAG profile can be used to 
fill out card 02 (Unit Time Information) of the Performance 
Report Form. 

a 
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e> Q 
U N I T G A C - MW 

Ti H-U3 
0 
(D 
U1 

nz 
»—i C/J -H O 
O > 
CD 
TO O 
CO 
CO 
> 

< > 

3> CO r-m 
CD 
m 
zz. 
m 
•xt 0=» 
O 2: 
CD 

cn 

O 
TI 

rn 

o > 
DATE TIME 

1 / 1 / 7 9 0 0 0 0 

o 
o 

(O O 
o 

1 / 2 / 7 9 0 8 0 0 -

1 / 3 / 7 9 2 0 0 0 -

1 / 3 / 7 9 2 4 0 0 -

1 / 4 / 7 9 0 8 0 0 -

1 / 6 / 7 9 1 2 0 0 

l / S / 7 9 1 8 0 0 

1 / 7 / 7 9 1 3 0 0 

o 
1 / 7 / 7 9 2 2 0 0 

1 / 8 / 7 9 0 8 0 0 

1 / 1 2 / 7 9 1 0 0 0 

1 / 1 2 / 7 9 1 2 0 Q - -

1 / 1 2 / 7 9 1 6 0 0 

EVENT NO. 1 <, i __ 
> EVENT NO. 2 

J 

i 

EVENT NO. 3 <s « 
r v 

EVENT NO. 5 <{ 

« « 

> EVENT NO. H 

r-r 
> EVENT N o . 7 

J> EVENT NO. 6 

1 / 1 4 / 7 9 1 2 0 0 

1 / 1 5 / 7 9 1 6 0 0 

1 / 1 5 / 7 9 1 9 0 0 

1 / 1 6 / 7 9 0 7 0 0 -

EVENT NO. 8 

EVENT NO. 9 

1 / 3 1 / 7 9 2 4 0 0 



6.2 CALCULATION OF HISTORICAL UNIT EQUIVALENT 
UNAVAILABILITY .FACTOR DUE TO PULVERIZERS 

In sections 6.3 through 6.7, five examples are presented to 
illustrate the methodology's approach for evaluating various 
types of improvement projects with the unit's pulverizer mill 
Common to each project is the component and external/economic 
equivalent unavailability factors prior to implementation 
of the improvement project. This section describes the cal-
culation of EUFp and EUFEE using the data shown in GADS 
Event Report n o n o Forms 1-9 and the GADS Per-
formance Report Form. n 
In addition to the GADS data, the following general type of 
information describing the pulverizer mills is necessary to 
evaluate the various improvement projects illustrated in the 
following sections: 

° Number of parallel pulverizer mills = 4 
° Number needed to achieve gross maximum capacity = 4 
° Pulverizer mills are serviceable with the unit on-line 
° Unit gross maximum capacity if 

1.pulverizer.mill out of service = 300 MW 
2 pulverizer mills out of service = 200 MW 
3 pulverizer mills out of service = 100 MW 
4 pulverizer mills out of service = 0 MW 

° Unit experiences no seasonal derates. Consequently, 
the GMC equals GDC for the unit. ,,.„ 
\\ * . fy* 

This data is usually available from plant operating personnel 
and from plant design information and is used'in the AIM 
methodology to establish how the unit performs after improve-
ment projects are undertaken. 

6.2.1 EUF p, Calculation rno 

Equation (22) in section 5.1.2 shows that: 
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o 

, e^no SHno EUFp = — — x 100 . (22) 
no [ *Mno I PH 

where 
i • 

EUFp = Equivalent unavailability factor due to 
n o pulverizer mill events with no improvement 

project using data in ERF's 1-9 
emno ~ Equivalent meantime-to-restore when pulver-

izer mills controlling unit GAC with no 
improvement project based on data in 
ERF's 1-9 

eMno = Equivalent meantime-to-event for pulverizer 
mills with no improvement project based on 
data in ERF's 1-9 

SHno b = Unit service hours based on historical data 
(i.e., no improvement project) in the GADS 
Performance Report Form (PRF) 

PH = Period hours given'in the PRF 

Since the event data used in this analysis covers the month 
of January (which has 31 days), the period hours are given by: 

24 hours PH = 31 days x = 744 hours (42) day 

During this time period, the unit failed to have its generator 
synchronized for 50 hours — as shown on the Performance Report 
Form. Consequently, the unit service hours can be calculated 
as: 11 •> 

SHno = 744 - 50 = 694 hours (43) 

The parameter emno in equation (22) is determined by adding 
equations (24) through (26) in section 5.1.2 together, which 
gives: 
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n no 
• £ • . 0 D n o 
i=1 • , )i 

emno ~ (44) 

where 

n = 5, number of historical events for pulverizer 
mills (ERF's 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8) 

^UNDnoj^ = Unit derating in i t h historical event 

mno )i = ( inno1
 + mno2

 + ^03)' duration of i t h event 

Table 7 gives, values of (UNDno). and (mno). for the five events 
listed on ERF's 1, 3, 4, 7, 1 and 8 1 that resulted from 
pulverizer failures. 
Event no. 1 shown in Table 7 has been broken into two parts. 
The first part of event no. 1 is a nonconcurrent event and 
lasts for 36 hours (0800 - 1/2/79 to 2000 -1/3/79). The unit 
derating is 100 MW during this time period. From 2000 - 1/3/79 
to 2400 - 1/3/79, event no. 1 overlaps with external/economic 
event no. 2. Since event no. 2 (if acting alone) would limit 
the unit to 325 MW, the unit derating charged to event no. 1 
is the difference between these events or 25 MW. 1 If event 
.no. 2 had resulted in a larger derate than 100 MW, then the 
i'/event no. 1 UND during this 4-hour time period would have been 
reduced to zero. 
The outage duration for event no. 3 in Table 6 is affected by 
overlapping external/economic event no. 5. The time duration 
of event no. 3 can be broken into two parts as was done for 
event no. 1. fThecfirst part of event no. 3 extends from the 
start of event no. 3 (1200 - 1/6/79) to the start of event no. 
5 (1300 - 1/7/79), during which the unit is derated 100 MW. The 
second part of event no. 3 extends from the start of event no. 
5 to the end of event no. 3 (2200 - 1/7/79). Since event ho. 5 
results in a greater unit derate than event no. 3, the unit 
derate during this latter period is taken to be zero/ 

0 
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TABLE 7 

| u N D n n 1. AND 

FOR PULVERIZER MILL EVENTS LISTED ON ERF'S 
VALUES OF ^ UNDno^ AND |mn0j. 

Event 
i 

1 
1 
3 
3 
4 
7 
•8 
8 

( U N Dno )d 
(MW) 

100 
25 

100 
0 

100 

0 
100 

0 

( m n o)i 
(Hours) 

36 
4 
25 
9 

19 
4 

28 
3 

Event no. 4, which also overlaps event no. 3, doesn't limit 
the event no. 3 unit derate (UND3) since 'it is also a pul-
verizer mill event whose derate effect is directly additive 
to that of event no. fB. ,If event no. 4 had been a nonaddi-
tive pulverizer mill'-Ainit derate, then UND3 would have to 
be modified for the time period after which event no. 4 
starts. A nonadditive unit derate is defined to occur if 
the sum of the derates caused by multiple component events 
doesn't equal the total derate the unit undergoes. 

The event no. 4 outage duration is found by taking the dir-
ference between the time^event no. 4 starts (1800 - 1/6/79) 
to when event no. 4 terrcj^ates (1300 - 1/7/79). The unit 
is derated 100 MW as a ̂ ejiilt of this event during this 
time period 1 ,, .. 

o 
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Event no. 7 which lasts for four hours, from 1200 - 1712/79 
to 1600 -,1712/79, is entirely shadowed by event no. 6 — a 
waterwall tube leak' repair. Consequently, the UND assigned 
to this event is zero. 
Event no. S, which starts at 1200 - 1/14/79, controls the 
unit load until external/economic event no. 9 begins at 
1600 - 1/15/79. Consequently, the outage duration over 
which the unit derating is 100 MW is 28 hours. The final 
three hours of event no. 8 results in no unit derating 
because event no. 8 and event "no. 9 both limit the unit 
load to 300 MW. 
Putting the values of (UNDno). and (mno). in Table 7 into 
equation (44), along with the value of nn, and the unit GMC, gives: 

(100) (36) + (25) (4) + (100) (25) + (0) (9) 
+ (100) (19) + (0) (4) + (100) (28) + (0) (8) em 

(5) (400) 

5.45 hours (45) 

Because the pulverizer mills in the unit are repairable with 
the unit on-line, eMno in equation (22) is found by using 
the formulas given in Table 3, section 5.1.1. If the pul-
verizer mills had not been repairable with the unit on-line, 
the eMno would have been found using the formulas given in Table 4 of section 5.1.1. Since the unit has four pulverizer 
mills (section 6.2) and four are required for the unit to 
achieve gross dependable capacity, Table 4 is entered with 
values of r n o = n n o = 4 JA Therefore, eMno is given by: 

" Mlno 1 
e > W = — : — " <46> 

where 



M^ » T h e m u a ^ t i a c - t o - c v e n t for a s i n g l e c o m p o n e n t 
no without iniprcven.ent ;,iro j <-c t i rnpl L-nieri ted , 

w h i c h is found from c o u a t i o n (29) m sectior. 
5.1.2. 

This e q u a t i o n ia repeated below for c o n v e n i e n c e : 

SH n o 
- 'no ° (29) no no 

" n o 
where 

CJ 

r a o = <1; n u m b e r of p u l v e r i z e r m i l l s required 
o p e r a t i o n a l for unit to m a i n t a i n its G M C 

Sll n o = 691 hours c a l c u l a t e d from e q u a t i o n (-13) ; 
n u m b e r of service h o u r s in time period 
(month of January) 

i) 

n n o = 5; n u m b e r of p u l v e r i z e r e v e n t s in time 
period (month of J a n u a r y ) 

Putting the v a l u e s of r n o , S H n o , and n n o into e q u a t i o n (29) 
gives: " 

(4) (694) j) 
Mi = = 555.2 hours (47) 

no 5 

Inserting the values of M^ found in equation (47) into equa-
tion (46) gives: n o 

555.2 eMno = — ° = 138.8 hours (48) 

Finally, putting the results of equations (42), (43), (45), 
and (48) into equation (22) gives: 

EUFp = 5- 4 5 / 694 | x 100* = . 3.66% (49) 
n o 138.8 744 
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Equation (.J?) implies thai if all the p u l v e r i z e r mill e v e n t s 
could,-be el i m n a t o d at the, unit, the unit e q u i v a l e n t a v a i l -
ability factor would be increased by 3.66V or p h y s i c a l l y that 
the unit would produce 13.35 more full j>ower days of energy 
per year. The exact equivalent a v a i l a b i l i t y factor increase 
the unit vi11 obtain depends on the p a r t i c u l a r improvement 
project and how it affects both the p u l v e r i z e r mill e v e n t s 
as well as the other concurrent e v e n t s . This c a l c u l a t i o n is 
described for five improvement p r o j e c t s in s e c t i o n s 6.3 
through 6.7. 

6.3 E X A M P L E 1: EFFECT ON UNIT KOUI VA1,!\';T A V A I L A B I L I T Y 
FACTOR, OF A D D I T I O N A L C O M P O N E N T REDUNDANCY,, 
IN SYSTEMS W I T H P A R A L L E L C O M P O N E N T S 

Define J improvement Project. 

The data listed .previously in s e c t i o n 6.2 shows the u n i t c o n -
tains four pulverizer mills w i t h all four needed in o p e r a t i o n 
for the unit to achieve its g r o s s m a x i m u m capacity (400 M W ) . 
The improvement project evaluated in this section is the 
addition of a fifth pulverizer in the u n i t . Since all the 
pulverizer e v e n t s have been a t t r i b u t e d to p r o b l e m s w i t h the 
p u l v e r i z e r mills, this i m p r o v e m e n t project will p r e d i c t the 
future AEAF of the unit if it o p e r a t e s with five p u l v e r i z e r 
mills. 

DcveloptfAssumptions of I m p r o v e m e n t Project Effect on 
Unit H i s t o r i c a l Data , 

The following assumptions 1 are m a d e regarding the impact of 
the fifth p u l v e r i z e r on. the u n i t ' s h i s t o r i c a l p u l v e r i z e r 
mill event da,ta in order to c o n s t r u c t c o r r e s p o n d i n g h y p o t h e -
tical data. 

1. Unit gross a v a i l a b l e capacity for future o p e r a t i o n with 
the fifth p u l v e r i z e r added (hypothetical d a t a ) c o r r e s -
ponding to past historical o p e r a t i o n : 

When 1 
W h e n 2 
W h e n 3 
W h e n 4 
W h e n 5 

p u l v e r i z e r mill out of s e r v i c e 
p u l v e r i z e r v m i l l s out of service 

fLj 

p u l v e r i z e r m i l l s out of service -
p u l v e r i z e r mills out of s e r v i c e 
p u l v e r i z e r mills out of s e r v i c e 

4 00 M W ; 
300 M W : 
200 M W : 
100 M W : 
0 M W . 

o 
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2. Unit external/economic unavailability factor is not 
affected by this, improvement project. Consequently, 
for- this improvement project 

AEUF EE 0 % (50) 

Evaluate AEAF for Improvement Project 
To quantify the effect of the improvement project of the 
fifth pulverizer mill, a hypothetical pulverizer mill equiv-
alent unavailability factor needs to be determined if five 
pulverizer mills are in the unit. This section describes 
the calculation of EUFp using the above assumptions. 

The AEAF for the improvement project .is then found by com-
bining the hypothetical pulverizer mill equivalent unavail-
ability factor' with the historical pulverizer mill equiva-
lent unavailability factor obtained in section 6.2. 

6.3.1 EUFp Calculation 

Recalling from equation (3) in section 5.1.1, 

EUFp = Unit equivalent unavailability factor due to 
pulverizer mill events with improvement project 
implemented 

x 100 (3) 

where 

Equivalent meantime-to-restore when pulverizer 
mills controlling unit GAC with improvement 
project implemented 

eM Equivalent:! meantime-to-event for pulverizer 
mills with^improvement project implemented 

SH Unit service hours with five pulverizer mills 
installed 

PH Period hours 
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Since the hypothetical event data has been constructed over 
the month of January, the time period is given by equation 
'(4 2) , which', is: 

PH - = 744 hours (42) 

The unit service hours with five pulverizer mills installed 
is found using equation (19) in section 5.1.1., which is: 

i 
SHnn + ASH (19) 

694 hours; historical service hours in month of 
January [from equation (43)] 
Change in unit service hours had five pulverizer 
mills been installed in unit in time period 
(month of January) 

SH 

where 
SH no 

ASH = 

When an improvement project is implemented on a component, 
which has historically only resulted in unit derates, then 
the improvement project will result in no increase in the 
unit service hours. Thus for this improvement project, 

ASH = 0 (51) 

Putting equations (43) and (51) into equation (19) gives: 

SH = 694 hours (52) 
Since this improvement project involves no change in unit 
maintenance or operation practices, the methodology suggests 
the use of the following assumption: 

em' = emno ° (53) 

Putting equation (45) into equation (53) gives: 

em = 5.45 hours (54) 

Because the pulverizer mills in the unit are repairable with 
the unit on-line, eM in equation (3) is found by using the 
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formulas given in Table 3 of section 5.1.1. Since the unit 
has. five.-pulverizer mills and four are required for the unit 
"to achieve"its GMC, Table 3 is entered with values of r = 4 
and n = 5. Therefore, eM is found by the formula: 

eM = 1 + 1 

4 20m 

where 

(55) 

M^ = Meantime-to-event for single component based on 
historical data in ERF's 1-9 (M-i = Mn ) ±no 

m. = Meantime-to-restore single component in system 
based on historical data in ERF's 1-9 (m = m n o) 

Table 8 qives the values of (m)± for the five oulverizer 
mill events listed in the GADS ERF's. 

TABLE 

• — 

8 
VALUES OF (m)£ FOR PULVERIZER MILL 

EVENTS LISTED IN GADS ERF's 

Event i 
( - ) i 

(Numbers correspond 
to GADS ERF's) 

(Hours) 

1 40 
3 34 
4 

\ 7 
19 4 

\ 7 4 
8 31 

The parameter M^ in equation (55) is found using equation 
(14) in section 5.1.1, which is repeated below as: 
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y, 

SH 
M1 : r ~ T - • (14) n 

where 
r = 4 ; number of pulverizer mills required opera-

tional for unit to achieve its gross maximum 
capacity 

SH. = 694 hours from equation (52) ; number of unit 
service hours in time period 

n = 5; number of pulverizer events in time period 

Putting the values of r, SH, and n into equation (14) gives: 
(4) (694) M-i = = 555.2 hours (56) A 5 

The parameter irir in equation (55) is found using equation 
(17) in section 5.1.1, which is: 

n 
m 

where 

n i=l 
£ % (17) 

m = Meantime-to-restore single component in system 
based on unit -historical data, hours 

mi Meantime-to-restore single component in i*-*1 
pulverizer mill event, hours 

Putting the values of n and m.i given in Table 8 into 
equation (17). gives: 

40 + 34 + 19 + 4 + 31 _ , 0 
m = = 25.6 hours (57) 

0 
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Inserting equations (56) and (57) into equation (55) gives: 

" 555.2 - (555.2)2 eM • + (20) (25.6) 

= 138.8 + 602.0 = 740.8 hours (58) 

Finally, coinbining equations (42), (52), (54), and (58) into 
equation (3) gives: 

5.45 I 694 \ i\ EUFp = I x 100 = .69 % 1V/ (59) 
(740.8) 1 744 

Combining the unit equivalent unavailability factor consider-
ing the addition of the fifth pulverizer, EUFp in' equation - (59), 
with the equivalent unavailability factor without the fifth 
pulverizer, EUFp obtained in equation (49), gives the A EUFp 
for adding a n o fifth pulverizer: 

AEUFp = .69 - 3.66 = -2.97% \{ (60) 

6.3.2 AEAF Calculation 
The AEAF from the improvement project of adding the fifth pul-
verizer is found by equation (1) as: 

AEAF = -AEUFp - AEUF E E ( 1 ) 

Inserting AEUFp in equation (60) and the AuEE in equation 
(50) into equation (1) gives: n 

I 

AEAF = 2 . 9 7 + 0 = 2.97% - • (61) 

Physically, equation (61) implies that installing a fifth pul-
verizer at the unit would result in the unit producing 10.8 
more full power days of energy per year of operation. A 
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technique for determining the economics of understanding such '' 
an improvement project is outlined in Appendix C of the hand-
book. 
Figure 16 shows the historical GAG profile and hypothetical 
GAG profile for the unit with the addition of the fifth pul-
verizer improvement project. The hypothetical GAG profile 
has been constructed by adding 100 MW to the unit's histori-
cal GAG profile wherever the pulverizer mills were controlling 
the unit load. 
This graphical procedure is not exact because it implies that 
the spare pulverizer never fails when used. The7''AEAF calcu-
lated from the graphical profile is 3.02, which is slightly 
higher .than that given in equation (61) . The difference 
between these AEAF's is that equation (61) accounts for fail-
ures of the spare pulverizer while the graphical profile does 
not. It is not necessary to construct this hypothetical pro-
file in applying the methodology. However, this profile has 
been added to give better insight into the reader to under-
stand how this improvement changes the unit's productivity. 

6.4 EXAMPLE 2: EFFECT ON UNIT EQUIVALENT AVAILABILITY 
FACTOR FOR INSTALLING MORE RELIABLE 
COMPONENTS WITHIN THE UNIT 

• V 

Define Improvement Project 
The unit described in sections 6.0 and 6.1 has a system con-
taining pulverizer mills. Since a number of the pulverizer 
mill events that resulted in loss of unit power involved belt 
failures, the improvement project evaluated in this section 
involves the installation of more reliable belts. .The AEAF 
of the unit predicted by the methodology for this improvement 
project is illustrated below. 

Develop Assumptions of Improvement Project Effect on Unit 
Historical Data 
The following assumptions are made regarding the impact of 
more reliable pulverizer mill belts on the unit historical 
pulverizer mill event data in order to construct the corres-
ponding hypothetical data. 
1. The new, more reliabile belts have such a low failure rate 

that it can be assumed that all hypothetical events cor-
responding to historical pulverizer mill events due to 
belt failures are eliminated by the improvement project. 
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2. • Unit external/economic unavailability factor is not 
.-affected by this improvement project. Consequently, 

- ' for. this improvement project: 
AEUFee = 0% ~ (62) 

Construct and Format Hypothetical Unit Data Based on 
Improvement Project and Stated Assumptions 
The use of the more reliable belts in the pulverizer mills 
eliminates those derates that resulted from belt failures. 
Each of the pulverizer mill events that resulted from belt 
failures (ERF's 1 and 8) must be carefully studied in light 
of the above two assumptions to determine the hypothetical 
unit event data; i.e., how the unit would have operated had 
the pulverizer belts not failed. 
Historical events (ERF's 3, 4, and 7) are not affected by 
the improvement project and are, therefore, unchanged by the 
hypothetical pulverizer mill events. Hypothetical external/ 
economic data (ERF's 2, 5, and 9) also have not been changed 
from the historical external/economic event data since the 
improvement project doesn't affect external/economic event 
data. Only historical events reported on ERF's 1 and 8 are 
affected by this improvement project, and both events are 
eliminated. 
Figure 17- is a plot of the historical GAG profile developed 
in section 6.1 and the hypothetical GAG profile for this 
example constructed by eliminating Event Report Forms and 
8. The shaded area represents the difference between the 
hypothetical GAG profile resulting from improving the relia-
bility of the pulverizer belts and the piWious historical 
GAG profile. 

Evaluate AEAF for Improvement Project 
To evaluate the improvement project of more reliable pulver-
izer mill belts, the unit pulverizer mill and equivalent 
unavailability factor need to be determined. This section 
describes the calculation of EUFp. The AEAF for the improve-
ment project is then found by combining the pulverizer mill 
hypothetical equivalent unavailability factor with the pul-
verizer mill historical equivalent unavailability factor 
previously obtained in section 6.2. 
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6.4.1 EUFp Calculation 
„ 

•-Recalling-from equation (3) in section 5.1.1-.that the unavail-
ability factor due to pulverizer belt failures can be found 
from: 

. em EUF„ = F i e M 
\ SH — x 100 (3) PH 1 

Since the hypothetical event data has been constructed over 
the month of January, the time period is given by equation 
(42), which is 

PH = 744 hours (42) 

The unit service hours with more reliable pulverizer mill 
/belts installed is found using equation (19) in section 
5.1.1, which 

SH = SHĵ o + ASH (19) 
where 

SHno = 6 94 hours;"historical service hours in month 
of January [from equation (43)] 

ASH = Change in unit service hours following instal-
lation of more reliable pulverizer mill belts 
in time period (month of January) 

Since the pulverizer mills only resulted in unit derates, 
this improvement project will result in no increase in unit 
service hours. Thus, for this improvement project: 

ASH = 0 (63) 
Putting equations (43) and (63) into equation (19) gives: 

SH = 694 hours (64) 
u 

The parameter em is obtained by using equation (4) in section 
5.1.1 which, when equations (5), (6), and (7) are inserted, 
becomes: 

o -93- / o 
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n 
E (UND)± (m)± 

,- , .'em' =:•' _ — - . ... (65) 
(n) (GMC) 

where 
n = 3 ; number of hypothetical events for pulverizer 

mills remaining after improvement project 
Table 9 gives values of (UND)^ and (iri)̂  for the three events 
that remain after the improvement project has beer/ instituted, 
Table 9 hasjbeen constructed directly from Table'7. 

i. 

i) 

• i h 

TABLE 9 

VALUES OF (UND)± AND (m)i FOR PULVERIZER MILL 
HYPOTHETICAL EVENTS LISTED ON ERF'S 

GADS ERFt o i/ (UND)± (m)i 
Event i o (MW) (Hours) 

•1 - • 

<! 

(Eliminated) 
3 100 25 
3 0 9 
4 100 19 
7 0 4 
8 (Eliminated) 

Putting the values of (UND)j_ and (m)̂  in Table 9 into equation 
(65), along with the value of n and theunit GMC, gives: ^ 

D r 
A 

(100) (25) + (0) (9) + (100) (19) + (0) (4) 
em = (3) (400) 

3.67 hours (66) 
o 
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A: 

Because the pulverizer mills in the unit are repairable with 
the. unit"on-line7 -eM-in equation (J1) is found by using the 
formula's given in Table" 3 (section 5.1.1). Since'the unit 
has four pulverizer mills and four are required for the unit 
to achieve its GMC, Table 3 is entered with values of r = 4 
and n = 4. Therefore, eM is found by -the formula: 

Mi " " 0 
eM — v, (6 7) 4 

The parameter M^ in equation (6 7) is found using equation 
(14) in section 5.1.1, which is repeated below as: 

SH 
M1 = r — o (14) n " 

1,1 
Putting the values of r, SH, and n into equation (14) gives: 

(4;) (694) M-i = 1 925.3 hours ^ (6 8) 3 f ) ; 

Inserting equation (6 8) into equation (6 7) gives': " 

925.3 
e M = = 231.3 hours - (69) 

Finally, combining equations (42) , ̂  (64 ) , (66), and (69) into 
equation ̂ ,(3) gives: *''/.. 

3.6-7 / 6 94 EUFp = I x 100 = 1.48% (70) " £ 231.3 I 744 1 
u o Combining EUFp in equation (70) with the historical-value 0 

/EUFp. \ obtained in equation (49) gives the AEUFp for adding 
V c.no/ more reliable pulverizer mill belts as: 

o 
<.< 

:AEUFp = 1.48 - 3.66 = -2.18% (71) " ̂  
o ' 

O v! 
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6.4.2 AEAF Calculation 

The AEAF from the improvement project of adding more reliable 
pulverizer belts is found by equation (1) as: 

AEAF = - A E U F p — AEUF E E ( 1 j 

Inserting AEUFp found in equation (71) and the AUEE given in 
equation (62) into equation (1) gives: 

i) ( 

AEAF =" 2.18 + 0 = 2.18% (72) 

Physically, equation (72) implies that installing more reli-
able pulverizer mill belts at the unit would result in the 
unit producing 7.9 more full power days of energy per year 
of operation. A technique for determining the economics of 
undertaking'such an improvement project is outlined in 
Appendix C of the handbook. 

6.5 EXAMPLE 3: EFFECT ON UNIT EQUIVALENT AVAILABILITY 
• - ,. ' FACTOR FOR IMPROVED LOGISTICS SUPPORT 

AND SPARE PARTS CONTROL 

Define Improvement Project 
The unit described in sections 6.0 and 6.1 has a system con-
taining four pulverizer mills. The historical outage data 
shows,'several of the pulverizer mill events involved delays 
while1 servicing due to lack of spare parts. The improvement 
project evaluated in this section is to increase the unit 
spare parts inventory of pulverizer mill parts to such con 
extent that future delays from lack of spare parts are essen-
tially eliminated. The AEAF of the unit predicted by AIM for 
this improvement project is illustrated by the calculations 
below. 

Develop Assumptions of Improvement Project Effect 
on Unit Historical Data 
The following assumptions are made regarding the impact of 
an increased pulverizer mill spare parts inventory on the 
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unit historical pulverizer mill event data in order to con-
struct corresponding hypothetical data: 
I! All" spare part "delays for hypothetical events correspond-

ing to historical pulverizer mill events are eliminated 
by the improvement project. 

2. Unit external/economic unavailability factor is not 
affected by this improvement project. Consequently, 
for this improvement project: 

AEUF-v = Q% (73) 

Construct and Format Hypothetical Unit Data Based on 
Improvement Project and Stated Assumptions 

The addition of a spare parts inventory has the effect to 
reduce the outage time of those derates from pulverizer mill 
failures that were extended due to lack of spare parts. Of 
the five pulverizer mill events described on the GADS ERF's 
1, 3, 4,7, and 8, three were extended due to lack of spare 
parts; namely, event no. 1 (8 hours), event no. 3 (28 hours), 
and event no. 8 (6 hours). The data for these three events 
must be carefully studied in light of the above assumptions 
to determine the hypothetical unit event data; i.e., how the 
servicing of the pulverizer mills would have occurred had an 
adequate spare parts inventory existed at the unit. The hypo-
thetical data for this improvement project shows that histori-
cal events 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 are unaffected, while histori-
cal events 1, 3, and 8 are shortened by the times of the 
previous spare parts delays stated above. 

Figure 18 is a plot of the historical GAG profile developed 
in section 6.1 and the hypothetical GAG profile for this 
example as constructed from the hypothetical data. The 
shaded area represents the difference between the hypotheti-
cal GAG profile and the historical GAG profile. 

Evaluate AEAF for Improvement Project 

To evaluate the improvement project of improved spare parts 
inventory, the unit pulverizer mill equivalent unavailability 
factor needs to be determined. This section describes the 
calculation of EUFp from the hypothetical data developed 
above. The AEAF for the improvement project is then found by 
combining the hypothetical equivalent unavailability factor 
with the unit historical equivalent unavailability factor 
obtained in section 6.2. 
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6.5.1 EUFp Calculation 

Recalling from equation (3) in section 5.1.1: 

e&i \ SH EUFp = — x 100 (3) r 1 eM PH 

Since the hypothetical event data has been constructed over 
the month of January, the time period is given by equation 
(42), which is: 

PH = 744 hours (42) 
I 

The unit service hours with improved spare parts inventory 
is similar to that given in Examples 1 and 2. Consequently, 
for this improvement project SH is given by equation (52) 
in Example 1 as: r ,, , 

SH = 694 hours > (52) 

The parameter em in equation (3) is found by adding equations \ 
(5) through-(7) in section 5.1.1, which was given as equation 
(65) in Example 2: 

n 
j (UND)± (mJi 
i=l em = (65) (n) (GMC) • 

• 

where 
n = 5 ; number of hypothetical events for pulverizer 

mills with continuous maintenance in time period 
PH 

Table 10 gives values of (UND)ĵ  and (m) ̂  for the five pulveri-
zer mill events listed. Table 10 is constructed from the data 
in ERF's 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8. The construction of the data in 
Table 10 can most easily be understood from Figure 18 and 
Table 7. 
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TABLE 10 

VALUES OF (UND)i AND (m)i FOR PULVERIZER MILL 
HYPOTHETICAL EVENTS FOR EXAMPLE 3 

Event (UND)^ (m)i 
i (MW) (Hours) 

1 100 32 

3 ir/o 6 
If 

4 100 19 
7 0 4 
8 100 25 

Event no. 1 with no spare parts delay would be reduced by 
eight hours and no longer be concurrent with the external/ . 
economic event no. 2. Thus, event no. 1 would be initiated at 
the same historical time (0800 1/2/79) but extend only to 
1600 1/3/79, which is a duration of 32 hours. The unit 
derating in this time period is not affected by the improve-
ment project and is shown as 100 MW. !l 

Event no. 3 with no spare parts delay would be reduced by 
28 hours and no longer be concurrent with either pulverizer 
mill event no. 4 or the external/economic event no. 5. Thus 
event no. 3 is shown in Figure 4 as beginning at 1200 - 1/6/79 
and terminating at 1800-1/6/79. ' This 6-hour outage duration 
is developed by subtracting the spare part delay (28 hours) 
from the outage repair time for historical event no. 3 (34 hrs.). 

Event nos. 4 and 7 are not affected by the improvement project 
as there are no spare parts delay in these events. The UNDi 
and mj. for these two events are the same as given for the 
historical event/nos. 4 and 7 in Table 7. 
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Event no. 8 with no spare parts delay is reduced by six 
hours and,., consequently, is no longer concurrent with the 
•"external/economic event no. 9. Thus, event "no. 8 is shown 
as beginning at 1200 1/14779 and terminating at 1300 
1/15/79. The entire outage duration for this event is 25 
hours during which time the unit is derated 100 MW. 
It should be understood that had the improvement project 
not made event nos. 1, 3, and 8 nonconcurrent, the UND-j_ 
would have to been evaluated considering overlapping effects. 
In this situation, UNDj[ would not necessarily have been con-
stant over each event duration as shown in Table 10. 
Putting the values of (UND)^ and (m)^ in Table 10 into equa-
tion (6 5), along with the value of n and the unit GMC, 
gives: -> 

(100) (32) + (100) (6) + (100) (19) + (0) (4)+ (100) (25) 
e m . = (5) (400) 

4.1 hours (74) 

Because the pulverizer mills in the unit are repairable with 
the unit on-line, eM in equation (3) is found by using the 
formulas given in Table 3 (section 5.1.1). Since the unit 
has four "pulverizer "mills and four are required for the unit 
to achieve its GMC, Table 3 is entered with values of r = 4 
and n' = 4. Therefore, eM is found by the formula: 

Mi 
eM — (75) 4 

The parameter M^ in equation (75) is found using equation 
(14) in section 5.1.1, which is repeated below as: 

SH 
M1 = r — (14) 

Putting the values of r, SH, and n into equation (14) gives: 

(4) (694) Mi = = 555.2 hours (76) 
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Inserting equation (76) into equation (75) gives: 

'555.2 
e M = = 138.8 hours (77) 

Finally, combining equations (42), (52), (74), and (77) into 
equation (3) gives: 

EUFp = 
4.1 , 

(138.8) 
694 x 100 = 2.76% (78) 
744 

Combining EUFp in equation (78) with the EUFp in equation 
(49) gives the AEUF resulting from n o 

eliminating delays in servicing the mills by adding a pulver-
izer mill spare parts inventory as: 

AEUFp = 2.76 - 3.66 = -.90% ' (79) 

6.5.2 AEAF Calculation 

The AEAF from the improvement project of increasing pulverizer 
mill spare parts inventory is found by equation (1) as: 

AEAF = -AEUFp — A E U F e e (1) 

Inserting AEUFp found in equation (79) and the AEUFEE given 
in equation (73) into equation (1) gives: 

AEAF = .90 + 0 = .90% (80) 

Physically, equation (80) implies that increasing the pulver-
izer mill spare parts inventory at the unit would result in 
the unit producing 3.3 more full power days of energy per 
year of operation. 
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6.6 EXAMPLE 4: EFFECT ON UNIT EQUIVALENT AVAILABILITY 
•-"-.•.- - FACTOR OF IMPROVED MAINTENANCE MANPOWER 

CONTROL 
Define Improvement Project 
Several of the pulverizer mill events involved delays while 
servicing due to unavailability of . work crew; consequently, 
the improvement project evaluated in this section is to, make 
sufficient work crews available so as to ensure continuous 
maintenance of pulverizer mill events whenever they occur 
and to eliminate these delays. The AEAF of the unit predicted 
by AIM for this improvement project is illustrated in this 
section. 

Develop Assumptions of Improvement Project Effect 
on Unit Historical Data 
The following assumptions are made regarding the impact of 
continuous maintenance on the unit historical pulverizer mill 
event data in order to construct corresponding hypothetical 
data: \\ 

d 
1. All delays due to work crews unavailable in hypothetical 

events corresponding to historical pulverizer mill events 
are eliminated by the improvement project. 

2. Unit external/economic unavailability factor is not 
affected.by this improvement project. Consequently, for 
this improvement 

AEUFEE = 0% (81) . 

Construct and Format Hypothetical Unit Data Based on 
Improvement Project and Stated Assumptions 
The addition of additional work crews has the effect to reduce '• 
the outage time of those derates from pulverizer mill failures 
that were extended due to the lack of repair crews. Of the 
five pulverizer mill events described on GADS ERF's 1, 3, 4, 
7, and 8, three were extended due to lack of service crews; 
namely, event no. 1 (24 hours) , event no. 4 (14 hours) , and 
event no. 8 (21 hours). The data for these three events must 
be carefully studied in light of the above assumptions to 
determine the hypothetical unit event data; i.e., how the 
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servicing of the pulverizer mills would have occurred had an 
adequate service crew existed during the unit derating from 
pulverizer "ipill- failures,. The hypothetical data for this 
improvement project is',<tfrat historical event nos. 2, 3, 5, 6, 
7, and .9 are unaffected, while historical evc-.nt nos. 1, 4, 
and 8 are. shortened by the times of the servicing delays 
stated abort" 

) \ 

Figure 19\,,„ /'plot of the historical GAG profile developed 
in section 61"1 and the hypothetical GAG profile for this 
example constructed from the hypothetical data. The shaded 
area represents the difference between the hypothetical GAG 
profile and the historical GAG profile. 

Evaluate AEAF for Improvement Project 
To evaluate the improvement project for continuous maintenance, 
the unit pulverizer mill equivalent unavailability factor needs 
to be determined. This section describes the calculation of 
ETJPp using the hypothetical data developed above. The AEAF 
"for' the improvement project is found by combining hypothetical 
equivalent unavailability factor with the unit historical equiv 
alent unavailability factor obtained in section 6.2. 

6.6.1 EUFp Calculation 

Recalling equation (3) in section 5.1.1: 

UF = x 100 (3) 

Since the hypothetical event data has been constructed over 
the month of January, the period hours arejgiven by equation 
(42) , which is: 

PH = 744 hours (42) 

The unit service hours with continuous maintenance is similar 
to that given in the three previous examples. Consequently, 
for this improvement project, (3H is given as: 

SH = 694 hours (82) 
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The parameter em in equation (3) is found by adding equations 
.(5)" through. (7) in section 5.1.1, which was given as equation 
(65) in Example 2: 

n 

E ( U N D ) ± ( m ) i 
i=l 

em = (65) In) (GDC) 

where 
n = 5 ; number of hypothetical events for pulverizer 

mills with improved spare parts control in time 
period PH 

Table 11 gives values of (UND)i and (m)j_ for the five events 
listed. The construction of the data in Table 11 can most, 
easily be understood from Figure 18,,, and Table 7. V/ 

i) 
TABLE 11 

VALUES OF (UND)j_ AND (m)̂  FOR V PULVERIZER MILL 

< 
EVENTS FOR EXAMPLE 4 

^ Event (UND^ 
( HI ) ± 

l (MW) (Hours) 

1 100 16 
3 100 25 
.3 0 9 
4 100 5 
7 0 4 

0 8 100 10 

O 
i? 
i] 
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Event no. .1 with continuous maintenance at the unit would be 
••-reduced byl'24 hours."" In addition, it would no longer be 
• concurrent with the external/economic event no. 2. Thus, 
event no. 1 would begin at the same historical time (0800 -
172/79) but extend onlyTto 2400 1/2/79, which is a duration 
of 16 hours. The unit derating during this time period is 
not affected by the improvement project and io""a constant 
value of 100 MW. 
Event nos. 3 and 7 are not affected by the improvement project 
as there are no service delays in these events. The UNDj. and 
mi for these two events are the same as given for the histori-
cal events 3 and 7 in Table 7. 
Event no. 4 with continuous maintenance would be reduced by 
14 hours. This would~-rcduce the time duration of event no. 4 
from its historical value of 19 hours to 5 hours. Since e;vent 
no. 4 is nonconcurrent with event no. 5 and directly additive 
to event no. 3, the unit derating is shown as a constant 100 
MW during,,this event. 
Event no. 8 with continuous maintenance is reduced by 21 
hours and, consequently, is no longer concurrent with exter-
nal/economic event no. 9. This improvement, there-fore, 
results in a reduction in the time duration of hypothetical 
event no. 8 from its historical value of 31 hours to 10 hours. 
During this, time, the unit is derated at a constant 100 MW. 
Putting the values of (UND)± and (m)^ in Table 11 into equa-
tion (65), along with the value of n and the unit GMC, gives: 

o 
(100) (16) + (100) (25). + (0) (9) + (100) (5) + (0) (4) + (100) (10) em =-

(5) (400) 
= 2.8 hours (83) 

Since the pulverizer mills in the unit are repairable with the 
unit on-line, eM in equation (3) is found by using the formulas 
given in Table 3 (section 5.1.1). Since the unit has four,, 
pulverizer mills and four are required for the unit to achieve 
its GMC, Table 3 is entered with values of r = 4 and n1 = „4. 
Therefore, eM is found by formula: 

(84) 
Mi 

eM = — 4 
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The parameter M^ in equation (84) is found using equation!'. 
(14.), in section 5.1.1, which is repeated below as: 

SH M 1 . = r — ( 1 4 ) 

/ 
Putting the values of r, SH, and n into equation (14) gives: 

h 
(4) (694) M^ = = 555.2 hours (85) 

Inserting equation (85) into equation (14) gives: 
()' 

555.2 
e!M = = 138.8 hours - V(86) 

// 0 

Finally, combining equations (42), (82), ^(83), and (86) into 
equation (3) gives: 

o 
' II 

2.8 \ 694 , o EUFV = (100) =,) 4.. 88% (87) 
* " 1 (138.8) 744 « o 

0 » 
Combining EUFp in equation (87) with the' historical value, 
EUFp , obtained in equation (49) gives the! AEUFp for imple-

n o menting improvement project 4 — improyed maintenance 
manpower control: 

& AEUFp = 1.88 - 3.66 = -1.78% " ' (88) 

6.6.2 AEAF Calculation 
O 

The AEAF from the improvement project of adding improved 
maintenance manpower control is found by equation (1) as: 
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' • AEAF = — AEUFp — AEUFEE :v (1) 

Inserting- AEUFp found in equation (88) and the AEUFEE given 
in equation (81) into equation (1) gives: 

AEAF = 1.78 + 0 1.78 % (89) 

Physically, equation (89) implies that adding improved main-
tenance at the unit would result in the unit producing 6.5 
more full power days of energy per year of o'peration. 

6.7 E X A M P L E 5: EFFECT,ON UNIT E Q U I V A L E N T A V A I L A B I L I T Y 
FACTOR FOR IMPROVED PREVENTIVE M A I N T E N A N C E 
CONTROL 

Define Improvement Project 
Some of the pulverizer mill events involved failed,, pulverizer 
mill belts. Consequently,.the improvement project evaluated 
in this section is to replace the pulverizer mill belts on a 
monthly basis in order to eliminate such events. The AEAF of 
the unit predicted by the methodology for this improvement 
project is illustrated in this section. 

Deve^.po Assumptions of Improvement Project Effect 
on Unit Historical Data 

9 The following assumptions are made regarding the impact of 
monthly pulverizer mill belt replacement on the unit his-
torical pulverizer mill event data in order to construct the 
corresponding hypothetical data: 
1. All events caused solely by failure of pulverizer mill 

belts are eliminated by this improvement project. 
2. Belt replacement on a single pulverizer takes^l.6 man-

hours. All four pulverizers have their belts replaced 
consecutively in a single event at the beginning of 
each month at which time the unit is continuously 
derated to a power of 300 MW. Two-man crew size assigned 
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.. continuously to perform maintenance. Consequently, repair 
. • time "f'o-r each "pulverizer is eight hours.-. 

3. Unit external/economic unavailability factor is not 
affected by this improvement project. Consequently, for 
this improvement 

AEUFFP = 0% (90) 

Construct Hypothetical Unit Data Based on Improvement 
Project and Stated Assumptions 
This improvement project has the effect to eliminate histori-
cal pulverizer events due to belt failures by replacing them 
with a controlled preventive maintenance derate event. Of 
the five pulverizer mill events described on GADS ERF's 1, 3, 
4, 7, and 8, two were caused by belt failures; namely, event 
no. 1 (4 0 hours) and event no. 5 (25 hours). From assumption 
/I, these two events are eliminated. However, the unit is 
assumed to have its hypothetical GAG profile and energy 
produced adjusted only during those portions of events 1 and 
5 where no other concurrent derates are occurring. By assump-
tion 2, a new preventive maintenance event is added at the 
start of the month. Since the unit has four pulverizers and 
each pulverizer.has .a repair time.of eight hours, this pre-
ventive maintenance event lasts 3 2 hours. 

ri- (> 

Figure 20 is a plot of the historical GAG profile developed 
in section 6.1 and the hypothetical GAG profile for this 
example constructed from the assumptions above. The . 
shaded areas represent the difference between the hypothetical 
GAG profile and the historical GAG profile. 

Evaluate AEAF for Improvement Project 
To evaluate the improvement project of preventive maintenance 
on the mill belts, the unit pulverizer mill equivalent unavail-
ability factor needs to be determined. This section describes 
the calculation of EUFp using the unit hypothetical data. The 
AEAF for this improvement project is found by combining EUFp 
and the EUF-p obtained in section 6.2. rno 
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6.7.1 EUFp Calculation 

Recalling equation (3) in section 5.1.1, 
/ 

U F 
em \ SH — x 100 (3) eM I PH 

Since the hypothetical event data has been constructed over 
the month of January, the period hours are given by equation 
(42) which is: 

PH = 744 hours (42) 

The unit service hours are similar to that given in the four 
previous examples. Consequently, for this improvement project 
SH is given as: 

SH = 694 hours (91) 

The parameter em in equation (3) is found by equation (65), 
which is: 

n 
Z (UND)± ( m )± 

i=l em = (6 5) (n) (GMC) 

where 
n = 4 ; number of hypothetical events for pulverizer 

mills with performing preventive maintenance on 
pulverizer mill belts 

Table 12 gives values of (UND)i and (m)̂  for the five events 
listed. Table 12 can be constructed from Figure 20 or Table 
'6 and the assumptions associated with this improvement project, 
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"TABLE 12 

VALUES OF (UND)i AND (m)± FOR PULVERIZER MILL 
EVENTS FOR EXAMPLE 5 

Event (UND)± ( m )± 
i (MW) (Hours) 

1* 
1 

100 
(Eliminated) 

32 

3 
3 

100 
0 

25 
9 

4 100 19 
7 0 4 
8 (Eliminated) 

Event no. 1* in Table 12 is the preventive maintenance derate 
which extends for 32 hours (0000 1/1/79 to 0800 1/2/79). 
During this timeperiod, there are no other events occurring 
at the unit so the UND for this event is taken as 100 MW. 
Events 1 and 8 are eliminated by the improvement project and 
are not included in Table 12. Events 3, 4, and 7 are not 
affected by this improvement project. The UNDj[ and m^ shown 
in Table 12 is taken directly from the historical data for 
these events, which is listed in Table 7. 

Putting the values of (UND)± and (m)i in Table 12 into 
equation (65), along with the value of n and the unit 
GMC gives: 

em = (100) (32) + (100) (25) + (0) (9) + (100) (19) + (0) (4) 
(4) (400) 

4.75 hours JJ (92) 
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Since the pulverizer mills in the unit are repairable with 
the.unit :onrline7 eM in equation (3) is found by using the 
formula's given in Table" 3 r section 5.1.1. Since the unit 
has four pulverizer mills and four are required for the unit 
to achieve its GMC, Table 3 is entered with values of r = 4 
and n' = 4 . Therefore, eM is found by the formula: 

Mi 
e M = T (93) 

The parameter Mi in equation (93) is found using equation 
(14) in section 5.1.1, which is repeated below as: 

M
 S H 

M i = r — (14) 

Putting the values of r, SH, and n* into equation (14) 
gives: 

(4) (694) 
Mi = . = 6 94 hours (94) 

Inserting equation (94) into equation (14) gives: 

' " 694 eM = 173.5 hours (95) 

Finally, combining equations (42), (91), (92), and (95) into 
equation (3) gives: 

/ 
EUF, 4.75 

(173.5) 
694 
744 

/ 
100 = 2.55 (96) 

Combining EUFp in equation (96) with the historical value 
EUFF obtained in equation (4 9) gives the AEUFp for adding 

n o a preventive maintenance program (improvement project 
5) as: 

AEUF-p = 2.55' 3.66 = -I.II-5 (97) 
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6.7.2 AEAF Calculation „ 
The AEAF from the improvement project of performing preven-
tive maintenance on the pulverizers is found by equation (1) 
as: 

AEAF = -AEUFp — AEUFEE (1) 

Inserting AEUFp found in equation (97) and the AEUFEE in 
equation (90) into equation (1) gives: 

AEAF = 1.11 + 0 = 1.11% (98) 

Physically, equation (9 8) implies that performing preventive 
maintenance on the belts at the beginning of each month 
results in the unit producing 4.0 more full power days of 
energy per year of operation. 

6.8 SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS 

The AIM methodology was used to evaluate the following five 
improvement projects: 

0 Example 1 — Addition of a fifth pulverizer; 
° Example 2 — Use of more reliable pulverizers; 
° Example 3 — Improved logistics support and spare 

parts control; 
° Example 4 — Improved maintenance manpower control; 
° Example 5 — Improved preventive maintenance control. 

For each project, the change in the unit equivalent unavail-
ability factor due to effect of the project on plant compo-
nent events (EUFp) was calculated. These were then compared 
to the equivalent unavailability calculated for the histori-
cal operation of the plant with no improvement project imple 
mented (EUFp ) to develop the change in unit equivalent 
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unavailability (AEUFp). Table 13 summarizes these parameters 
for both -the historical operation of the plant and expected 
"plant operation after implementation of these improvement 
projects. 
Because these five improvement projects are interrelated, if 
all five were implemented, the change in equivalent avail-
ability factor would not equal the sum of the five individual 
projects. The final ranking of improvement projects should 
be determined by the economic methods shown in Appendix C 
which are based on the AEAF generated by the AIM methodology. 

TABLE 13 
SUMMARY OF UNIT EQUIVALENT UNAVAILABILITY FACTORS 

FOR FIVE EXAMPLES ILLUSTRATED IN SECTION 6.0 

• \ ' 

Unit Equivalent 
.Unavailability 
Factor Due to 
Pulverizer 

Mills 

AEUFp 
(%) 

AEUFEE 

< (%) 

AEAF 

(%) 

Additional Days of 
Power Production 

Per Year Resulting 
From Improvement 

Project 

Historical 
Plant 
Operation 

3.66 -0- -0- -0- -0-

Example 1 .69 -2.97 -0- 2. 97 10. 8 

Example 2 1.48 -2.18 -0- 2.18 7.9 

Example 3 2.76 - .90 -0- . 90 3.3 

Example 4 1.88 -1.78 -0- 1.78 6.5 

Example 5 2.55 -1.11 -0- 1.11 4.0 
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APPENDIX A 

GADS CAUSE/COMPONENT CODES 
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GADS CAUSE/COMPONENT CODES 

The codes -contained in this appendix are those established for 
the Generating Availability Data System (Reference 6). These 
codes are entered on the primary cause of event cards (ERF, 
card 02, columns 18-21) in order to provide an indentification 
for each component that potentially affects plant availability. 
The intent of the GADS cause/component codes is not to provide 
a code for all possible causes or all components, but to pro-
vide, in general terms, the cause or component that results in 
a reported event. The details concerning a more specific cause/ 
component, the type of failure, method of repair/nature of work, 
repair effort and/or combination of preceding events are to be 
included in the verbal description. 
When reporting an event, select the code which best describes 
the cause or component responsible for the event. The follow-
ing criteria are to be used in selecting a code: 

° The cause of the event is to be assigned to the major compo-
nent or system that was responsible for the event and not 
to an auxiliary component or operation that triggered the 
failure of a major component or system. 
For instance, failure of an air line to one feedwater reg-
ulating valve may cause closure of that valve, resulting 
in a boiler trip on low level. In this case, the cause 
code for the feedwater regulating valve would be reported, 
rather than the code for the service air system. The fact 
that the valve closure was triggered by an air line failure 
would be noted in the narrative description and reported 
as a contributing cause via the event contribution code. 
On the other hand, if the feedwater regulating valve 
closure had resulted from a complete loss of station air, 
the cause code for the station air system would be 
reported. In the later case, the station air system prob-/^ 
lem would result in malfunctions of numerous valves and 
instruments throughout the plant, and no one major compo-
nent or system coulft be uniquely identified as initiating 
the outage. 

° Power supplies (including motor control-centers, breakers, 
etc.) which serve a particular component are to be reported 
using the code for that component. 
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Power supply systems that serve multiple components are 
to be -reported using the code for the power supply sys-
tem. "For instance,- if a breaker failure" results in the 
loss of an FD fan, the code for the FD fan would be used. 
However, if a problem in the AC power distribution caused 
not only the loss of the FD fan but also several other 
-major components, then the code for AC power distribution 
would be used. 

Instruments/controls (such as pressure switches, pressure 
regulators, position indicators, etc.) which are part of 
a particular fan, pump, or valve are to be reported using 
the code for that component. 
Codes have been assigned to some control systems, such as 
feedwater control. All instruments, transmitters, logic 
modules, etc., associated with these systems are to be 
reported using the code for that control system. 

The codes for "External" and "Safety, Regulatory, and 
Environmental" are only to be used if no other cause/ 
component code applies. 
For instance, if stack emission limits are exceeded because 
of a fault in the flue gas scrubber, a scrubber code is to 
be used. However, if a new limit on emissions is imposed 
and is exceeded even though the scrubber is functioning 
properly, then an environmental code is to be used. 



INDEX TO CAUSE COMPONENT CODES 

Boiler 
Boiler Fuel Supply 001-04S0 
Boiler Piping System 0500-0799 
Boiler Internals and Structures 0 800—850 
Slag and Ash Removal 0860-0920 
Boiler Tube Leaks 1000-1090 
Boiler Tube1 Fireside Slagging or ,, 

Fouling 1100-1200 
Miscellaneous Boiler Tube Problems 1300-1350 
Boiler Air and Gas Systems 1400-1599 
Boiler Control Systems 1700-1799 
Boiler Overhaul and Inspections 1800-1810, 
Boiler Water Condition ' 1850 
Boiler Design Limitations 1900-1910 
Boiler Miscellaneous 1999 

Nuclear Reactor 
Core/Fuel 
Control Rods and Drives 
Reactor Vessel and Internals 
Reactor Coolant System 
Steam Generators 
Core Cooling/Safety Injection 
Electrical Safety Systems 
Containment System 
Chemical and Volume Control/ 

Reactor Water Cleanup 
Nuclear Cooling Water System 
Auxiliary Systems 
Miscellaneous Reactor Codes 

2010-
2110-
2170-
2200-
2400-
2600-
2650-
2700-

2090 
•2160 
2199 
2399 
2599 
2649 
2699 
•2799 

2810-2819 
2820-2839 
2840-2899 

2999 
Balance of Plant 

Condensing System 
Circulating Water Systems 
Condensate System 
Feedwater System 
Heater Drain Systems 
Extraction Steam 
Electrical 
Auxiliary Systems 
Miscellaneous Balance of Plant 

3110-
3210-
3310-
3410-
3501-
3520-
3600-
3810-
3950-

3199 
3299 
3399 
3499 
3509 
3529 
3659 
3899 
3999 
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Steam Turbine 
High Pressure Turbine 
Intermediate Pressure Turbine 
Low Pressure Turbine 
Valves. 
Piping 
Lube Oil and Hydraulic System 
Controls 
Miscellaneous Steam Turbine Codes 

4000-
4100-
4200-
4260-
4270-
4280-
4300-
4400-

4099 
•4199 
4250 
4269 
4279 
4299 
4309 
4499 

Generators 
Generator 
Exciter 
Cooling System 
Controls• 
Miscellaneous Generator Codes 

Gas Turbine/Jet Engine 
Inlet Air System and Compressors 
Fuel, Ignition and Combustion System 
Turbines 
Exhaust System 
Auxiliary Systems 
Miscellaneous 

Diesel Engines 
Engine 
Engine Auxiliaries 
Engine Controls 
Miscellaneous 11 

4500-4580 
4600-4609 
4610-4650 
4700-4750 
4800-4899 

5000-5030 
5040-5079 
5080-5099 
5100-5109 
5110-5190 
5200-5299 

5700-5799 
5800-5849 
5850-5870 
.5890-5999 

Combined Cycle 
Hydro Turbine 

Turbine 
Water Supply/Discharge 
Miscellaneous 

6000-6299 

7000-7099 
7100-7199 
7200-7299 

Expander Turbine 
Pollution Control Equipment 

Wet Scrubbers 
Dry Scrubbers 
Precipitators 
Miscellaneous 

7800-7960 

8000-8499 
8500-8549 
8550-8580 
8600-8699 
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External 
Catastrophe . ... 
Economic 
Fuel Quality 
Miscellaneous External Problems 

9000-9040 
9100-9150 
9200-9290 
9300-9320 

Regulatory, Safety, Environmental 
Regulatory 
Stack Emission 
Other Operating Environmental 

Limitations 
Safety 

Personnel Errors 

9500-9510 
9600-9650 
9660-9690 
9700-9720 
9900-9920 

\ ) 
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BOILER 

This set of codes contains the following-: 

Boiler 
. Boiler internals (tubes, refractory, supports, etc.) 

All the fuel handling, storage fuel preparation and burning equipment. 
The forced/induced draft air system. 
Slag and ash removal except for particulate and gas cleanup. These latter 
items are covered under pollution control equipment. 
The main steam and reheat steam systems up to but not including the turbine 
stop or isolation valves. 
The feedwater system downstream of the final valve prior to entry into the 
economizer or boiler. 
Boiler blowdown systems. 
The start up bypss system including drains up to the heaters or condenser. 
Boiler water chemistry problems not due to problems in the 
condensate/feedwater system, the chemical addition system, or the 
demineralizer/polisher system. 
The instruments and controls associated with the above equipment. 

Boiler Fuel Supply / 

Coal Handling Equipment up Through Bunkers 

0010 Thaw shed failure or fire 
0020 .Coal car. dumpers, shakers, and unloaders 
0030 Coal conveyers and feeders 
0040 Coal elevators 
0050 Coal storage fires 
0060 Coal crushers including motors 
0070 Coal samplers ,, 
0080 Stackers/reclaimers 

0090 Bunker fires 
0100 Bunker gates 
0110 Other coal fuel supply'problems up through bunkers 

Pulverizers, Primary Air Fans and Associated Ducts 

0200 Pulverizer fan (for indirect firing) 
0210 Pulverizer air heater (for indirect firing) 
0220 Pulverizer system cyclone separator 
0230 Pulverizer bag filter 
0240 Pulverized coal bin 
0250 Pulverizer feeders 
0260 Primary air fan/exhauster 
0270 Primary air ducts and dampers 
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Pulverizers, Primary Air Fans and Associated DuSts, Cont. 

•0280 • Pulverizer fires • . M 
0290 Pulverizer reduced capacity due to wear 
0300 Pulverizer motors and drives 
0310 Pulverizer mills 
0320 Foreign object in mill 
0330 Pulverizer coal leak 
0340 Other pulverizer problems 
0350 Pulverized fuel and air piping (from pulverizer to wind box) 

Burners 

0360 Burners 
0370 Burner instruments and controls (except light-off) 
0380 Light-off systems (including fuel supply) 
0390 Burner wind boxes and dampers 
0400 Burner wind box fires 
0410 Other burner problems 

Cyclone 

0420 Cyclone crusher 
0430 Cyclone furnace 

Oil and Gas Systems (except light-off) 

0440 ' Fuel oil pumps 
0450 Fuel oil heaters 
0460 Fuel oil atomizers 
0470 Oil and gas fires 
0480 Other oil and gas fuel supply problems (Note-use codes 0360-0410 for 

burner problems) 

Boiler Piping System 

Main Steam I 

0500 Main steam piping up to turbine stop valves 
0510 Main steam relief/safety valves 
0520 Other main steam valves (including veijt and drain valves but not including 

the turbine stop valves) 
0530 Other main steam system problems 

Cold and Hot Reheat Steam 

0540 Reheat steam piping up to turbine stop valves 
0550 Reheat steam relief/safety valves 
0560 Other reheat steam valves (not including turbine stop or intercept valves) 
0570 Other reheat steam problems 
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Desuperheaters/Attemperatures 

0580 ' "Desuperheater/attemperator piping 
0590 Desuperheater/attemperator valves 
0600 . Desuperheater/attemperator spray nozzles 
0610 Desuperheater/attemperator drums 
0620 Other desuperheater/attemperator problems 

Startup Bypass 

0630 Startup bypass system piping (including drain lines up to heaters or 
condenser) 

0640 Startup bypass system valves 
0650 Startup bypass tanks or flash tanks 
0660 Other startup bypass system problems 

Feedwater and Blowdown 

0670 Feedwater piping downstream of feedwater regulating valve 
0680 Feedwater valves (not feedwater regulating valve) 
0690 Other feedwater problems downstream of feedwater regulating valve (See 

BOP Codes 3410 to 3490 for remainder of feedwater system) 

0700 Blowdown system valves 
0710 Blowdown system piping 
0720 Blowdown system controls 
0730 Other blowdown system problems 

Boiler Recirculation 

0740 Boiler recirculation pumps 
0750 Boiler recirculation piping 
0760 Boiler recirculation valves 
0770 Other boiler recirculation problems 

. Miscellaneous Piping 

0780 Headers between tube bundles 
0799 Other piping system problems 

Boiler Internals and Structures 

0800 Drums and drum internals 
0810 Boiler supports and structures (except tube supports - see Code 1320) 
0820 Casing 
0830 Doors 
0840 Refractory and insulation 
0850 Other internal or structural.problems 



Slag and Ash Removal 

" 0860 • Soot blowers air 
0870 Soot blowers steam 
0880 .Fly ash handling (not precipitators, scrubbers, mechanical collectors, or 

baghouses) 
0890 Bottom ash systems (wet or dry) 
0900 Slag-tap (cyclone furnace) 
0910 Slag-tap (other than cyclone furnace) 
0920 Other slag and ash removal problems 

Boiler Tube Leaks 

1000 Furnace wall 
1010 Cyclone furnace (in cyclone area only) 
1020 Convection pass wall 
1030 Boiler screen, wing wall or slag screen (water tubes only) 
1040 First superheater 
1050 Second superheater 
1060 First reheater 
1070 Second reheater 
1080 Economizer 
1090 Other tubes 

Boiler Tube Fireside 
Slagging or Fouling -

"1100 ' Furnace wall-

1110 Cyclone furnace (in cyclone area only) 
1120 Convection pass wall 
1130 Boiler screen, wing wall, or slag screen (water tubes only) 
1140 First superheater 
1150 Second superheater 
1160 First reheater 
1170 Second reheater 
1180 Economizer 
1190 Other tubes 

For fouling or slagging due to unavailability of soot blowers or their air or 
steam supply, see codes 0860 and 0870. 

1200 Operation at reduced power to avoid slagging or fouling (report power 
reductions for slag accumulation or slag removal using codes 1100 to 
1190). 

Miscellaneous Boiler Tube Problems 

1300 Water side fouling 
1310 Water side cleaning 
1320 Tube supports/attachments 
1330 Slag fall damage 
1340 Tube modifications (including addition and removal of tubes) 
1350 Other tube problems 
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Boiler Air and Gas Systems* 

Air Supply 

1400 Forced draft fans 
1410 Forced draft fan motors 
1420" Other forced draft fan problems 
1430 Air supply ducts 
1440 Air supply dampers 
1450 Other air supply problems 

// 

<! Flue Gas 

1460 Induced draft fan fouling 
1470 Induced draft fan motors and drives 
1480 Other induced draft fan problems 
1490 Air preheater fouling 
1500 Other air preheater problems 
1510 Flue gas ducts (except recirculation) 
1520 Flue gas dampers (except recirculation) 
1530 Other flue gas problems 

Recirculation 

1540 Recirculation fan fouling 
1550 Recirculation fan motors 
1-560 .Other recirculation fan problems 
1570 Recirculation ducts 
1580 Recirculation dampers 
1590 Stacks (Use Code 8430 for stack problems due to pollution control 

equipment) 

Miscellaneous 

1599 Other air and gas handling problems u 

Boiler Control Systems (including instruments which input to the controls) 

17,00 Feedwater controls (report local controls—feedwater pump, feedwater 
regulator valve, etc.,—with component or system) 

1710 Combustion/steam condition controls (report local controls—burners, 
pulverizers, etc.,—with component or system) 

1720 Desuperheater/attemperator controls 
1730 Boiler explosion or implosion 
1740 Gage glasses 
1799 Other control problems 

•f> _ 
Does not include burner pipes, wind boxes, primary air or pulverizer exhausters. 
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Boiler Overhaul' and Inspections 

1800 Boiler overhaul (use only for general overhaul items only, see General 
- Information Page B-l) 

1810 Boiler inspections 

Boiler Water Condition 

1850 Boiler water condition (not feedwater water quality) 

Boiler Design Limitations 

1900 Improper balance between tube sections not due to fouling or plugging 
1910 Inadequate air not due to equipment problems 

Boiler Miscellaneous 

1999 Boiler, miscellaneous (use more specific code—other slagging and fouling 
problems, other control problems—whenever possible. All problems must 
be described in narrative.) 

f\ u 
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NUCLEAR REACTOR 

This set of codes contains the following: 

. The reactor 
The containment system 
The reactor coolant system including chemical, volume, and pressure control 
system 
Safety systems, both electrical and mechanical 
Residual heat removal systems 
Closed loop cooling water for reactor systems 
Service water for closed loop cooling and other reactor systems 
Steam generators 
Main steam systems up to the outboard containment isolation valve 
Feedwater systems from the reactor or steam generator up to the outboard 
containment isolation valve 
Blowdown systems 
Radioactive waste and off gas systems 

Core/Fuel 

2010 Fuel failure including high activity in RCS or offgas 

2020 Control rod pattern changes and control rod repatch. (Preconditioning 
following a pattern change is to be reported in Code 2031.) 

•2021 Power limited .by rod pattern. (If rod pattern is limited by fuel limits, use 
appropriate code below.) 

2030 Fuel limits - peaking factors 
2031 Fuel preconditioning 
2032 Fuel limits - MCPR 
2033 Fuel limits MAPLHGR 
2034 Core tilt restrictions 
2035 Core xenon restrictions 
2036 End-of-life scram reactivity/rod worth restrictions 
2037 Other fuel limits. (For core coast down, conservation or stretch see Codes 

9110 and 9120.) 

2040 Core physics tests 

2050 Burnable poison problems including poison curtains 

2060 Excore nuclear instrumentation 
2061 Incore nuclear instrumentation 
2062 Other fuel/core related instrumentation problems 
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Core/Fuel, Cont. 

' 2070 • Nbrmal refueling 
2071 Refueling equipment problems 

i 
2090 Other core/fuel problems 

Control Rods and Drives 

2110 Control rod drive motors ''' 2111 Control rod magnetic jack drives 

2112 Control rod hydraulic drives 

2120 Control rod scram mechanisms 

2130 Control rod assemblies other than drive and scram mechanisms 

2140 Control rod drive cooling 

2150 Control rod instrumentation 2151 Control rod drive controls 
2152 Control rod drive power supplies 

2160 Other control rod drive problems 

Reactor Vessel and Internals 

2170 Reactor vessel-flanges and seals 
2171 Reactor vessel nozzles 
2172 Feedwater spargers 
2173 Jet pumps 
2174 Core support 
2175 Specimen holders 
2176 Control rod guides (not in fuel) 
2199 Other reactor vessel problems 

Reactor Coolant System 

Pumps 

2200 Reactor coolant/recirculating pumps 
2210 Reactor coolant/recirculating pump motors . 
2220 Reactor coolant recirculating pump MG sets 

Piping 

2230 Reactor coolant system piping 
2240 Reactor coolant system pipe supports 
2250 Reactor coolant system filters and strainers 
2260 Reactor coolant flanges, fittings and manways. 
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Valves 

.2270 .Power operated relief and safety/relief valves 
2280 - Nonpower operated safety valves 
2290 Pressurizer spray valves 
2300 Recirculation loop flow control valves 
2320 Other reactor coolant valves (including RCS boundry valves in connected 

systems) 

Instruments and Controls 

2330 Pressurizer level instruments and controls 
2340 Pressurizer pressure instruments and controls 
2350 BWR feedwater controls 
2360 BWR pressure controls 
2370 Reactor trip system including sensors, logic and actuators (includes 

spurious trips but not valid trips) 
2380 Reactor control system/integrated control system problems 
2390 Other reactor coolant system instruments and controls 

Miscellaneous 

2399 Other reactor coolant system problems 

Steam Generators and Steam System 

2400 Steam generator tube leaks 
2411 Steam generator tube inspections 

-2412 St^am generator tube supports 

2420 Steam generator moisture separators and dryers 
2421 Steam generator feedwater nozzles 
2422 Other steam generator internals problems 

2430 Steam generator shell 
2431 Steam generator flanges, manways, and fittings 
2432 Steam generator supports and snubbers 

l> 
2440 Steam generator chemistry (excluding feedwater chemistry) 
2441 Steam generator tube lancing 
2442 Steam generator chemical cleaning 
2443 Steam generator modifications 

2450 Blowdown system piping 
2460 Blowdown system valves 
2470 Blowdown system instruments and controls 
2480 Other blowdown system problems 

2500 Steam piping (up to turbine stop valves and bypass valves) 
2510 Main steam isolation valves (BWR and PWR) 
2520 Main steam safety/relief valves (except BWR) 
2530 Atmospheric or condenser dump valves (not SRVs) 
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Steam Generators and Steam-System, Cont. 
* 

2540 Other steam valves 
2550 -Steam generator instruments (including piping and valves), (No RPS or SAS 

inputs.) 
2560 Steam generator controls 
2599 Other steam generator problems 

Core Cooling/Safety Injection* 
/ / 

2600 High pressure safety injection core injection or core spray pumps (including 
RC1C) 

2601 Motors for high pressure pumps 
2602 Steam turbine drives for high pressure pumps (including RCIC) 
2603 High pressure piping 
2604 High pressure valves 
2609 Other high pressure injection problems 

2620 Low pressure safety injection core spray or decay heat pumps 
' 2621 Motors for low pressure pumps 

2622 Low pressure piping 
2623 Low pressure valves 
2624 Low pressure heat exchangers 
2625 Accumulators (up to and including check valves) 
2629 Other low pressure problems 

2630 Safeguard ̂ actuation system (including sensors, logic, activators, and 
sequensersX) 

2649 other emergency core cooling/residual heat removal system problems. 

Electrical Safety Systems 

2650 Emergency diesel generators (including actuating systems) 
2651 Emergency dies el generator output breakers 
2660 Safeguards buses and associated equipment (transformers, breakers, etc.) 
2670 DC safety system power supplies 
2680 120V AC safety system power supplies (including inverters) 
2699 Other electrical safety system power supplies. (For nonsafety electrical 

systems, see Codes 3600 to 3659.) 

Where portions of these systems also serve in the makeup system, report problems on 
those portions of the system with the CVCS. 
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Containment System 

• 2700 - Containment structure 
2701 Containment liner 
2702 Containment hatches , 
2703 Containment penetrations 

2720 Containment isolation valves and dampers 
2730 Containment isolation actuation 
2740 Containment penetration pressurization system 
2750 Containment hydrogen control system (vents, recombiners, etc.) 
2760 Containment spray system (including actuation) 
2770 Containment cooler/filter systems 

2780 Containment testing 
n 

2799 Other containment system problems 

Chemical and Volume Control/Reactor Water Cleanup 

2810 Makeup pumps 
2811 Boric acid transfer pumps 
2812 Tanks 
2813 Demineralizers 
2814 Filters 
2815 Heat exchangers 
2816 Valves and piping 
2817 Instruments and controls 
2819 Other CVCS and RWC problems 

Nuclear Cooling Water Systems 

2820 Nuclear closed cooling water pumps 
2821 Nuclear closed cooling water piping 
2822 Nuclear closed cooling water valves 
2823 Nuclear closed cooling heat exchanger 
2829 Other closed cooling water system problems 

2830 Nuclear service water pumps 
2831 Nuclear service water piping 
2832 Nuclear service water valves 
2833 L' Nuclear service water heat exchangers 
2839 Other service water problems 

Auxiliary Systems 

2840 Auxiliary feedwater pumps 
2841 Auxiliary feedwater pump motors 
2842 Auxiliary feedwatercpump steam turbines (including steam control valves) 
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Auxiliary Systems, Cont. 

2843 ' Auxiliary feedwater piping 
2844 Auxiliary feedwater valves 
2849 Other auxiliary feedwater problems 

2870 Radioactive liquid waste system problems 

2880 Radioactive gas and waste system problems 
2890 Condenser offgas system problems 

See Codes 3000 to 3999 for other auxiliary systems. 

Miscellaneous Reactor Codes 

2999 Other nuclear reactor problems 

0 

I 
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BALANCE OF PLANT 

The electrical -codes in this set apply to all units. The remainder of the codes in this set 
apply primarily to steam generating units and encompass those equipment items not 
included in the Boiler or Nuclear Reactor groups with the exception of the steam turbine 
and the generator. 

Condensing System 

Condenser Tubes 

3110 Condenser tube leaks 
3111 Condenser tube fouling shell side 
3112 Condenser tube fouling tube side 
3113 Condenser tube and water box cleaning (including circulating water flow 

reversal) 
3119 Other condenser tube problems 

Condenser Casing or Shell and Internals 

3120 Tube sheets 
3121 Expansion joint 
3122 Gaskets and seals 
3123 Hot weH 
-3129 Other condenser casing or shell and internal problems 

Vacuum Equipment 

3130 Air Ejectors 
3131 Air ejector piping and valves 
3132 Inter and after condensers ? 
3133 Vacuum pumps | 
3134 Vacuum pump piping and valves 

3149 Loss of vacuum not attributable to a particular component such as air 
ejectors or valves. Also high back pressure not attributable to high 
circulating water temperature or vacuum losses from a known cause. 

Condenser Controls 

3150 Hot well level controls 
3151 Vacuum pump and air ejector controls 
3159 . Other condensing system controls and instruments 

< 

Miscellaneous 

3170 Condenser inspection. (Report looking for tube leaks in Code 3110.) 

3199 Other condensing system problems 
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Circulating Water Systems 

3210 Circulating water pumps and motors 
(I 

3220 Circulating water piping 

3230 Circulating water valves 9 

3240 Cooling tower fans 
3241 Cooling tower efficiency below design 
3242 Cooling tower fill damage 
3243 Cooling tower icing 
3244 Cooling tower fires 
3245 Other cooling tower problems 

3250 Circulating water system instruments and controls 

3260 Traveling screens 

3270 Intake system problems other than traveling screens 

32S0 High circulating water temperature. (Not seasonal, not tower efficiency 
below design and not some other listed equipment problem.) 

3285 Circulating water chemistry 

- 3299 Other circulating water system problems 

Condensate System 

Pumps, Piping, and Valves ^ 

3310 Condensate/hotwell pumps ^ 
3311 Condensate/hotweU pump motor ,, „ 
3312 Booster pumps 
3313 Booster pump motors 

3320 Condensate piping 

3330 Condensate valves v, 

Low/Intermediate Pressure Heater and Deaerators 

, 3340 LP heater tube leaks 
3341 LP heater other 
3342 IP heater tube leaks 
3343 IP heater other 
3344 Deaerator (including level control) J 

o 
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Polishers/Chemical Addition 

3350 Condensate polishing and filtering systems 
.- .3351 . Chemical addition systems 

3352 Feedwater chemistry (not specific to condenser, polishers, or chemical 
addition) 

Miscellaneous 

3360 Condensate makeup and return (including storage tanks) 

3370 Condensate system controls and instrumentation (no hotwell level, heater 
level, or deaerator level controls) 

3380 Condensate Coolers 

3399 Other condensate system problems 

Feedwater System (Does not include extraction or drain systems) 

3410 Feedwater pump 
3411 Feedwater pump motor 
3412 Feedwater pump steam turbine 
3413 Feedwater pump coupling ana drive shaft 
3414 Feedwater pump local controls 
3415 Feedwater pump/drive lube oil system 
3416 Other feedwater pump problems 

3420 Feedwater piping 

3430 Feedwater regulating (boiler level control) valve 
3431 Other feedwater valves 

3440 High pressure heater tube leaks 
3441 Other high pressure heater problems (see condensate system for LP and IP 

heater codes) 

3499 Other feedwater system problems 

Heater Drain Systems 

3501 Heater drain pumps 

3502 Heater level control 

3503 Heater drain piping 

3504 Heater drain valves 

3509 Other heater drain system problems 

'j 
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Extraction Steam 

... . 3520 "Extraction steam piping 

3521 Extraction steam valves 

3522 Extraction steam instruments and controls 

3529 Other extraction steam system problems | 

Electrical (Does not include nuclear safety (Class IE) systems) 

3600 Switchyard transformers and associated cooling systems 
3611 Switchyard circuit breakers 
3612 Switchyard system protection devices 
3619 Other switchyard equipment 

3620 Main transformer 
3621 Station service transformer 
3622 Startup transformer 
3623 Auxiliary generators (except nuclear emergency generators) 
3629 Other switchyard or high voltage system problems 

3630 480-volt transformers 3660 Use 3670 Use 
3631 480-volt circuit breakers 3661 These 3671 These 
3632 480-volt conductors and buses 3662 Codes 3672 Codes 
3633 480-volt insulators 3663 for 3673 for 
3634 .480-volt.protection devices 3664 4160v 3674 12KV 
3639 Other 480-volt problems 3669 System 3679 System 

3640 AC instrument power transformers 
3641 Circuit breakers 
3642 Conductors and buses 
3643 Inverters 
3644 Protection devices 
3649 Other AC instrument power problems 

3650 DC instrument power battery chargers 
3651 DC circuit breakers 
3652 DC conductors and buses 
3653 DC protection devices 

3659 Other DC power problems <> 

Auxiliary Systems (Not including nuclear safety grade auxiliaries) 

Service Water 

3810 Service water pumps and motors 
3811 Service water piping 
3812 Service water valves 
3813 Service water heat exchangers 
3819 Other service water problems -139-



Closed Cooling Water Systems 

3820 Closed cooling water pumps 
.3821 . Closed cooling water piping 
3822 n Closed cooling water valves 
3823 Closed cooling water heat exchangers 
3829 Other closed cooling water system problems 

Auxiliary Steam 

3830 Auxiliary boiler 
3831 Auxiliary steam piping 
3832 Auxiliary steam valves ' 1 

3833 Auxiliary steam controls and instruments 
3839 Other auxiliary steam problems. (See also extraction steam Codes 3520 to 

3529; startup bypass system Codes 0630 to 0660; and soot blower steam 
Code 0870.) . 

Service Air 

3840 Service air compressors 
3841 Service air piping 
3842 Service air valves 
3843 Service air dryers 
3849 Other service air problems. (See soot blower air Code 0860.) 

Instrument Air 

3850 Instrument air compressors 
3851 Instrument air piping 
3852 Instrument air valves 
3853 Instrument air dryers 

3854 N 2 backup to instrument air 
3859 Other instrument air problems 

Fire Protection System . 

3860 Fire protection system pumps 
3861 Fire protection system piping 
3862 Fire protection system valves 

3869 Other fire protection system problems 

Miscellaneous 

3899 Other auxiliary system problems 

Miscellaneous Balance of Plant 

3950 Process computer 
3960 Thermal derating (thermal efficiency losses in balance of plant when 

specific cause(s) unknown) 
3999 Other balance of plant problems 
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STEAM TURBINE 

Besides the turbine, this set includes the steam stop/control valves, the turbine control 
system and the turbine auxiliaries. Note that the extraction steam codes are contained 
in the Balance of Plant set of codes. 

High Pressure Turbine 

4000 Outer casing 
4001 Inner casing 

4010 Nozzles, nozzle blacks, and bolting 
4011 Diaphrams 
4012 Blades 
4013 Diaphrams unit and shroud type 

4020 Shaft seals 
4021 Dummy rings 
4022 Gland rings 

4030 Rotor shaft 

4040 Bearings 

4099 Other high pressure turbine problems 

Intermediate Pressure,Turbine 

4100 Outer casing 
4101 Inner casing 

4110 Nozzles, nozzle blocks and bolting 
4111 Diaphrams 
4112 Blades 

4120 Shaft seals 
4121 Dummy rings 

4122 Gland rings 

4130 Rotor shaft 

4140 Bearings 

4199 Other intermediate pressure turbine problems 

Low Pressure Turbine 
4200 Outer easing 
4201 Inner casing 
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Low Pressure Turbine, Cont. 

"4210 " Nozzles, nozzle blocks and bolting 
4211 Diaphrams 
4212 Blades 

4220 Shaft seals 
4221 Dummy rings 

4222 Gland rings 

4230 Rotor shaft 

4240 Bearings 

4250 Other low pressure turbine problems 
Valves 

4260 Main stop valves 
4261 Control valves 
4262 Intercept valves 
4263 Reheat stop valves 
4264 Combined intercept valves 
4265 Miscellaneous drain and vent valves 

4269 Other turbine valves 

Piping ^ 

4270 Crossover or under piping <; 
4279 Miscellaneous turbine piping 

Lube Oil and Hydraulic System (Do not include bearing failures due to lube oil) 

4280 Lube oil pumps 
4281 Lube oil coolers 
4282 Lube oil conditioners 
4283 Lube oil system valves and piping 
4289 Other lube oil system problems 

4290 Hydraulic system pumps 
4291 Hydraulic system coolers 
4292 Hydraulic system filters 
4293 Hydraulic system pipes and valves 
4299 Other hydraulic system problems 

Controls 

4300 Turbine supervisory system. (Use Codes 4290 to 4299 for hydraulic oil.) 
4301 Turbine governing system 
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Controls, cont,i-

4302 Turbine trip devices (including instruments) 
4303 "Exhaust hood and spray controls 
4309 Other turbine instrument and control problems 

Miscellaneous Steam Turbine Codes 

4400 Major turbine overhaul. (General overhaul items only; see General 
Information, page B-l.) 

4401 Inspection 

4410 Turning gear and motor 

4420 Vibration of the turbine generator unit that cannot be attributed to a 
specific cause such as bearings or blades (including balance moves) 

4430 Gland seal system 

4440 Moisture seperator/reheater (nuclear including MSR drains controls, etc.) 

4450 Water induction 

4460 Turbine overspeed trip test 

4499 Other steam turbine problems 

0 
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GENERATORS 

This set of codes contains the generator, exciter, the generator cooling systems, and 
generator controls. Note that the main leads up to and including the generator output 
breaker are included in this set of codes. 

Generator 

4500 Rotor windings 
4510 Rotor collector rings 

4520 Stator windings, bushes, and terminals 
4530 Stator core iron 
4540 Brushes and brush rigging 

4550 Generator bearings and lube oil system 
4560 Generator vibration (not including vibration due to failed bearing and other 

components) 
4570 Generator casing 
4580 Generator end bells and bolting 

Exciter 

4600 Exciter motor 
4601 Exciter field rheostat 

. 4602 Exciter commutator and brushes 
4609 Other exciter "problems 

Cooling System (Report failures caused by water leaks into generator as Codes 4500, 
4510, etc.) 

4610 Hydrogen cooling system piping and valves 
4611 Hydrogen coolers 
4612 Hydrogen storage system 
4613 Hydrogen seals 
4619 Other hydrogen system problems 

4620 Air cooling system 

4630 Liquid cooling system 

4640 J3eal oil system and seals 
4650 Other cooling system problems 

o 
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.Controls 

4700 Generator voltage control 
4710 - Generator metering devices 
4720 Generator synchronization equipment 
4730 Generator current and potential transformers 
4740 Emergency generator trip devices 
4750 Other generator controls and metering problems 

Miscellaneous Generator Codes 

4800 Generator main leads 
4810 Generator output breaker 

4830 Major overhaul. (General overhaul items only; see General Information, 
page B-l.) 

4840 Inspection 

4899 Other generator problems 

(r 
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GAS TURBINE/JET ENGINE 

In addition to the codes in this set, gas turbine/jet engine units are to use the Generator 
and Balance of Plant electrical codes to report equipment problems. 

Inlet Air System and Compressors (use HP compressor if only one) 

Ducts and Filters 

5000 Inlet air ducts 
5001 Inlet air vanes 
5002 Inlet air filters 
5003 Inlet cone 
5009 Other inlet air problems 

Compressors 

5010 High pressure shaft 
5011 High pressure bearings 
5012 High pressure blades/buckets 
5019 Other high pressure problems 

5020 Low pressure shaft 
5021 Low pressure bearings 
5022 Low pressure blades/buckets 

•5029 Other low pressure problems 

5030 Super charging fans 

Fuel. Ignition, and Combustion Systems 

5040 Fuel tanks 
5041 Fuel piping and valves 
5042 Fuel nozzles 
5049 Other fuel system problems 

5050 Ignition system 

5060 Atomizing air system 

5070 Combustor casing 
5071 Combustor liner 
5072 Combustor caps 
5079 Other combustor problems 

Turbines (use HP if only one) 
>/ 

5080 High pressure shaft 
5081 High pressure bearings 
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Turbines, Cont-. 

5082 High pressure blades/buckets 
5083 .High pressure nozzles 
5084 High pressure casing/expansion joints 
5085 Interstage gas passages 
5086 High pressure shaft seals 
5089 Other high pressure problems 

5090 Low pressure shaft 
5091 Low pressure bearings 
5092 Low pressure blades/buckets 
5093 Low pressure nozzles 
5094 Low pressure casing/expansion joints 
5095 Interstage gas passages 
5096 Low pressure shaft seals 
5097 Other low pressure problems 
5099 HP to LP coupling 

Exhaust Svstem 

5100 Chamber 
5101 Hoods 
5102 Vanes 
5103 Silencer 
5104 Cones 
5109 ' Other ' exhaust problems (including high exhaust temperature not 

attributable to a specific problem) o 
Auxiliary Systems 

5110 Lube oil 

5120 Hydraulic oil 

5130 Starting system 

5140 Battery and charger 

5150 Turning gear and motor 

5160 Cooling and seal air 

5170 Cooling water 

5180 Anti-icing system 

5190 Other auxiliary system problems 
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Miscellaneous . . . 

5200 Reduction gear 

5201 Load shaft and bearings 

5210 Intercoolers 

5220 Regenerators 

5230 . Heat shields 

5240 Fire detection and extinction. 5241 Fire in unit 

5250 Controls and instruments 

5260 Major overhaul. (General overhaul items only; see General Information, 
page B-l . ) 

5261 Engine cleaning 
5262 Engine exchange 

5270 Inspection 

5280 Vibration in unit not attributable to bearings or other components 

5299 Other combustion turbine/jet engine problems 
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DIESEL ENGINES 

In addition to the codes in this set , diesel engine units are to use the Generator and 
Balance of Plant electrical codes to report equipment problems. 

Engine 

5700 Drive shaft and bearings 

5710 Cylinders 
5711 Cylinder heads 
5712 Hydraulic lock (water in cylinders) 
5720 Pistons 

5730 Intake valves 
5731 Exhaust valves 

5740 Turbo Charger 

5790 Vibration 

5799 Other engine problems 

Engine Auxiliaries 

5800 Lube oil system 
5805 Cooling system 
5810 Heater elements 
5815 Fuel system 
5820 Start system 
5825 Battery and battery charger system 
5830 Air filter system 
5849 Other engine auxiliary problems 

Engine Controls 

5850 Governor 

5855 >f Engine control system' 

5860 Control power transformer 

5865 Synchronization system 

5870 Other engine control problems 
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Miscellaneous.. • 

5890 Major overhaul. (General overhaul items only; see General Information, 
-page B-l .) (/ 

5895 Inspection 

5999 Other diesel engine problems 

c\ 
VJ, 
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COMBINED CYCLE 

Gas Turbine 

. See Codes 5000 to 5290 for gas turbine 

Heat Recovery Steam Generator 

BO00 Heat recovery steam generator to gas turbine connecting equipment. See 
Codes 0010 to 1999 for Boiler codes. 

Steam Turbine 

" 6100 Steam turbine to gas turbine coupling. See Codes 4000 to 4499 for steam 
turbine codes. 

Generator 

See Codes 4500 to 4899 for generator codes. If separate steam and gas 
turbine generators exist, note in the narrative which generator is affected. 

Balance of Plant 

See Codes 3000 to 3999 for Balance of Plant systems (condensate, 
feedwater, etc.) 

Instruments and Controls ' " ^ -

6200 Combined cycle instruments and controls. (Instruments and controls 
specific to the gas turbine, steam turbine, boiler, generator, or balance of 
plant are to be reported using the codes for the appropriate piece of 
equipment.) 

When problems in one component cause deratings of another component, as when the 
loss of a gas turbine derates a heat recovery boiler,' the ,total derating of the unit is to be 
reported as due to the one problem. 

Miscellaneous 

6299 Other combined cycle problems, (Use other gas turbine, problem codes, 
other steam turbine codes, etc., whenever appropriate.) 
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HYDRO TURBINE 

In aiddition'to the codes contained in this set , hydro and pumped storage units are to use 
the Generator and Balance of Plant electrical codes to report equipment problems. 

Turbine 

7000 Shaft 
7001 Shaft packing 
7002 Oil lubricated bearings 
7003 Lube oil system. (Report bearing failures due to lube oil problems in Code 

7D02.) 
7004 Water lubricated bearings 

7010 Runner cavitation damage 
7011 Other runner problems 
7012 Casing, wear ring or liner cavitation damage 
7020 Nozzle assembly 

7030 Vibration. (Only for unbalance, report bearing failure-; etc. , in appropriate 
category.) 

7040 Turbine overhaul 

7050 Turbine governor hydraulic 
7051 Turbine governor electrohydraulic 
7052 Other turbine controls. (Report specific wicket gate controls, etc., using 

the code for the appropriate equipment item.) 

7099 Other turbine problems 

Water Supply/Pis charge 

7100 Upper reservoir dams and dikes 
7101 Lower reservoir dams and dikes 
7102 Auxiliary reservoir dams and dikes 

7110 Intake channel or flume (including trash racks) 
7111 Intake tunnel 

7120 Headgates 
7121 Butterfly shutoff valves 
7122 Spherical shutoff valves 
7123 Spherical shutoff valve bypass line and valve 
7124 Penstock 

7130 Spiral case 

7140 Wicket gate assembly 
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Water Supply/Discharge, Coril. 

7141 Wicket gate operating mechanism or positioner 

7150 Stay vanes 

7160 Pressure regulating valve 
7161 Pressure regulating valve operator or positioner 
7162 Relief valve and vacuum breakers 

7170 Draft tube 

7180 Tail race 
7181 Tail water depressing equipment 

7190 Dewatering and rewatering equipment 
7191 Equalizing line 
7199 Other water supply/discharge problems 

V, 
Miscellaneous 

7200 Major overhaul. (General overhaul items only; see General Information, 
page B-l) 

7201 Inspection 

• 7210 • Canals (including siphons, radial gates, and spills) 

7220 Unit out of service due to common penstock with unit under repair 

7299 Other hydro problems. (Use Generator codes and Balance of Plant 
electrical and auxiliary codes as appropriate.) 
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7800 

7810 

7820 

7830 

7840 

7850 

7860 

7870 

7880 

7890 

7900 

7910 

7920 

7930 

7940 

7950 

7960 

EXPANDER TURBINE 

Couplings 

Shaft 

Bearings 

Blades 

Discs 

Spacers 

Nozzles 

Heat shields 

Exhaust diffusers 

Seal oil system and seals 

Inn^r casing 

Outer exhaust casing 

Lube oil system 

Control and instrumentation 

Evactor 

Major overhaul 

Other expander turbine problems 
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POLLUTION CONTROL EQUIPMENT* 

This set of codes is to be used to report problems with flue gas desulphurization 
equipment and stack gas particulate removal equipment. If stack emission limits cause 
outages or deratings due to reasons other than equipment problems, use the Regulatory, 
Safety, Environmental stack emission codes. 

Wet Scrubbers 

Chemical supply 

8000 Chemical feed storage, mill feeders and conveyors 
8010 Crushers/mills 
8020 Mill slurry tanks including agitators 
8030 Classifiers 
8040 Slurry transfer pumps 
8050 Chemical unavailability 
8099 Other chemical supply problems 

Scrubber 

8100 Scrubber/absorber tower 
8110 Spray nozzles 
8120 Spray pumps 
8130 Recirculation tanks including agitators 
8140 Reaction tanks including agitators 
•8150 Tubes 
8160 Mist eliminators/demisters and washdown 
8199 Other scrubber problems 

Piping, Ducting, Dampers, and Fans 

8200 Piping 
8210 Valves 
8220 Strainers or filters 
8230 Ducting 
8240 Bypass dampers 
8250 Dampers other than bypass 
8260 ID fans specific to the scrubber 
8270 FD fans specific to the scrubber 
8299 Other piping, ducting, damper, and fan problems 

Use Code 9510 for outages or deratings required to install pollution control equipment. 
Use Codes 9600 to 9650 only if no pollution control equipment problems are responsible 
for exceeding emission limits. 
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Waste Disposal and Recovery 

8300 ' Waste disposal/recovery tanks 
8310 Waste disposal/recovery pumps 
8320 Waste disposal ponds 
8330 Dewatering equipment (thickener, centrifuge, etc.) 
8349 Other waste disposal and recovery problems j 

Miscellaneous 

8400 Scrubber gas discharge reheaters 

8410 Scrubber instruments and controls 
8420 Heat tracer 

8430 Stack damage related to scrubber system 
8440 Major overhaul 
8450 Inspection 
8460 Testing 

8499 Other wet scrubber problems 

Dry Scrubbers 

8500 Solution feed tanks 
8510 Solution mixers 
8520 Solution feed pumps 
8530 Spray towers 
8540 Waste disposal 
8549 Other dry scrubber problems 

Precipitators ' 

8550 Electrostatic precipitator fouling NOTE: Additional 
8560 Electrostatic precipitator problems Precipitator Codes 
8570 Mechanical precipitator fouling to £>e Added 
8580 Mechanical collecting systems problems 

Miscellaneous 

8600 Flue gas additives (furnace injection) 
8650 Bag house systems 
8670 Emission monitors 
8699 Other pollution control problems 
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EXTERNAL 

This set of codes is to be used for outages or deratings caused by external factors (flood, 
lightning, etc); economic factors (lack of fuel, labor strikes, etc.); operator training; and 
transmission system problems external to the plant. 

Catastrophe 

9000 
9010 
9020 
9030 
9040 

Economic 

Flood 
Fire, not related to a specific component 
Lightning 
Earthquake 
Other catastrophe 

9110 
9120 
9130 
9140 
9150 
9160 

Fuel Quality" 

9200 
9210 
9220 
9230 
9240 
9250 
9260 
9270 
9280 
9290 

Core coastdown (nuclear) 
Core conservation (nuclear) 
Lack of fuel 
Plant modifications to burn different fuel that are not regulatory mandate 
Labor strikes 
Other Economic problems 

High ash' content 
Low grinaability 
High sulfur content 
High vanadium content 
High sodium content 
Low BTU coal 
Low BTU oil 
Wet coal 
Frozen coal 
Other fuel quality problems 

Miscellaneous External Problems 

9300 Transmission system problems other than catastrophies. (Do not include 
switchyard problems in this category; see Codes 3600 to 3629.) 

9310 Operator training (> 
9320 Other external problems 

Use Codes 9600 to 9650 if the fuel quality results in exceeding stack emissions through 
no fault in the pollution control equipment. Fouling and slagging are to be reported using 
the appropriate equipment codes. 
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REGULATORY, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENTAL* 

This Set of codes'is to be used solely for nonequipment related outages and deratings. 
Regulatory required inspections are to be reported using the appropriate equipment 
codes, and the / a c t that it was a regulatory requirement is to be noted in the narrative. 

Regulatory ^ 

9500 Regulatory proceedings and hearings 

9510 Plant modifications strictly for compliance with new or changed 
regulatory requirements (scrubbers, cooling towers, etc.) 

9590 Miscellaneous Regulatory (this code is primarily intended for use with 
event Contribution Code 2 to indicate that a regulatory related factor 
contributed to the primary cause of the event.) 

Stack Emission (Include exhaust emissions) 

9600 S 0 2 stack emissions 
9610 NOx stack emissions 
9620 Particulate stack emissions L/ 
9630 Opacity 

9650 Other stack or exhaust emissions 

Other Operating Environmental Limitations 

9660 Thermal discharge limits 9670 Noise limits (not for personnel safety) 
9680 Fish kill 

9690 Other miscellaneous operational environmental limits 

Safety 
9700 OSHA 

9710 Nuclear Safety problems 

9720 Other safety problems 

o 
+Use these codes only for outages or deratings not directly attributable to equipment 
failures. 
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PERSONNEL ERRORS 

9900 Operator error 
9910 Maintenance error 
9920 Contractor error 

H 

o 
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APPENDIX B 

ESTABLISHING THE ROOT CAUSE FOR LOSSES 
IN PLANT OR EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY 

o 
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APPENDIX B 

ESTABLISHING THE ROOT CAUSE FOR LOSSES IN PLANT OR 
EQUIPMENT. AVAILABILITY 

This Appendix briefly describes a method for establishing 
the "root cause" of problems that result in losses in plant 
or equipment availability. It describes one of several 
methods that can be used for organizing an investigation to 
pinpoint the cause of equipment failures. Without detailed 
analysis of plant incidents that result in equipment out-
ages and/or lost, productivity, a data base cannot be accu-
rately established. Lack of an adequate data base or input 
of incorrect information into the data base makes it impos-
sible to perform meaningful evaluations of improvement projects. 

DEFINITIONS USED IN ROOT CAUSE DEVELOPMENT 
Cause of Failure Diagram - A graphic illustration used to track 

a loss of function to its root cause area; i.e., a 
road map for conducting an investigation. 

Root Cause - The most fundamental cause of a problem without 
which loss of availability would not have occurred; 
once eliminated, the loss of availability will not 
reoccur iri subsequent plant operation. 

Root Cause Areas - Functional areas in which the root causes 
are found; namely, design, manufacturing, installa-
tion, etc. 

Logic Tree Diagram - A series of questions representing the 
details of the functional areas to be investigated 
in establishing the root cause. 

o 
CONDUCTING A "ROOT CAUSE" INVESTIGATION u 

Because of the complex nature of power plants, the identifi-
cation of real versus apparent causes of losses in availability 
and/or equipment failures are often difficult to establish. In 
order to establish a factual data base, it is necessary to 
identify "root causes" for plant events that result in lost 
availability. In order to expedite this type of analysis, an 
investigative format is needed. Such a format serves several 
purposes, such as: , ~ 
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Providing- a method for organizing outage information; 
° Providing a visual checklist to ensure that all per-

tinent areas are thoroughly studied; 
° Providing a standardized approach for conducting such 

a problem investigation; 
° Preventing preconceived notions and bias from influ-

encing the outcome of the study. 
To conduct an investigation; using this approach, two differ-
ent tools have been developed: 

° The cause of failure diagram, and 
° The logic tree diagram. 

Each helps to streamline an investigation and establish the 
root cause of the plant event that resulted in lost avail-
ability . 

THE CAUSE OF FAILURE DIAGRAM 
The cause of failure diagram is a graphic representation of 
the loss of"function — apparent cause of failure relation-
ship, tracing a plant or equipment problem to its root cause. 
Although developed in this presentation for equipment failures 
the same general procedures can be used for losses in plant 
availability resulting from human errors, regulatory restric-
tions, or restrictive operating procedures. For an equip-
ment failure, the cause of failure diagram is developed to 
identify the loss of function, determine the failed systems, 
define the major system components, and establish the appar-
ent cause 'of the failure. The identification of the root 
cause problem is an extension of this diagram using logic 
trees to direct the root cause investigation. 

CONSTRUCTION OF THE CAUSE OF FAILURE DIAGRAM 
As shown in Figure 21, the cause of failure diagram consists 
of two major portions: 

° Identification of the failed component or part 
causing the equipment outage; c. 

? Establishing the root cause of the failure. 
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"The first -six steps of the procedure are aimed at correctly 
identifying the single part or combination faf parts that 
caused i:the outage. The remaining four steps,, detail the 
cause of "failure so that actions can be -ta-Jcsn to prevent the 
problem from reoccurring. C/./.r. 

•" ''v 
• STEP 1 (Identify Loss of''' Function), 

, V'i ^ 
The first step in the development".of^the cause of 
failure diagram is to correctly 'id&ritrojfy -the loss of ( 
function that results from the prot>iem under study. 
This might be, for example, the loss of ability to 
supply fuel oil to a boiler at a sufficient rate to 
meet steam demand. Such a loss would most likely 
result in a reduced firing rate of the boiler,and 
less than full load output from the plant. For all 
plant outages or other problems, it is important as 
a first step in this procedure to correctly identify 
which of the various plant functions have been inter-
rupted by the problem. 

• STEP 2 (Determine Failed System) 
Having identified the function that has been inter-
rupted, the next step is to correcily identify the 
system causing the problem. This might be, for the 
example given in this presentation, the £uel delivery 
sy stem. 

• STEP 3 (Identify Major Components of the Failed System) 
All the important components of the failed system should 
be identified and listed as suspect of causing the loss 
of function. 0 

• STEP 4 (Define Loss of Function Characteristics for 
Major Components) 

Having identified the major components of the failed 
system in Step 3, each component's loss of function on 
the operation of the system should be studied. Design 
and operation information should show tl/i effect of 
losing a single pump in a parallel pumping array; i.e., 
reduction of flow, loss of pressure, etc. Knowing the 
effect of each component on the system's operation should 
allow for identification of the failed component. 
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STEP-.5 (Identify Failed Component) 
Performing Steps 1-4 as well as examining any physical 
evidence, if present, should allow for identification 
of the failed component. 
STEP 6 (Identify Failed Part) 
While equipment and its major components fail function-
ally, it is the component's paf;ts that usually exhibit 
the evidence of failure. This evidence can usually be 
confirmed in the plant by examination of the various 
parts; i.e., warped pump shaft, cracked seal, etc. Often 
visual examination is enough to determine the part that 
is responsible for the loss of function. This does not 
imply that only one part is solely the cause of failure. 
Related, and in some instances even unrelated, parts 
should be suspect. In any case, all the parts of the 
failed component should be carefully examined for abnor-
malities that might be related to the failure. 
STEP 7 (Establish Mode of Failure) 
The modes of failure of the part or parts identified 
in Step 6 should be determined; i.e., bending, cracking, 
buckling, spalding, etc. The failure mode can usually-
be determined by visual inspection and physical measure-
ments of the failed part. Sometimes a laboratory study 
is needed to correctly establish this parameter. 

o • 
STEP 8 (Establish Mechanism of Failure^ 
To identify the mechanism that caused the failure (stress 
concentration, thermal loading, corrosion, impact, etc.), 
a laboratory analysis is often needed. Sometimes, how-
ever, experienced maintenance personnel are able to see 
physical evidence, such as a shaft discoloration, that 
quickly leads to establishing the mechanism that caused 
the part to fail. 

i. VJ 

STEP 9 (Establish the Apparent Cause of Failure) 
Laboratory analysis and physical evidence seen upon 
component disassembly usually indicates the apparent 
cause of failure — lack of cooling, lack of lubrication, 
inadequate supporting, etc. Sometimes more than one 
apparent cause is found. They should all be listed for 
further study. , . ' , . * 

\t '' 
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• STEP..10 .(Establish Root Cause of Failure) 
After, completing Step 9 - establishing the apparent 
cause of failure, many investigators stop, feeling 
that correcting the apparent cause will prevent further 
losses of component availability. For some problems, 
this is true; but for others, more study is needed. 
For the example discussed here, one should be aware 
that although lack of lubrication may be an apparent 
cause of the problem, it is not the root cause. If 
one were to put a new shaft in the pump and lubricate 
it, it might still fail in future operation. What must „ 
be found is why the pump was without lubrication. Was 
the pump without lubrication because: 

° No grease fittings were provided? 
° Improper maintenance procedures were being followed? 

" ° Improper servicing of the pump resulted from lack 
of training of maintenance personnel? 

These are potential root causes, and it is corrective 
actions at this level that will solve the problem on 
a long-term basis. 

The last step in. conducting this investigation is establishing 
the root cause of the apparent problem. Figure ~22 shows nine 
areas that contain the root cause for nearly all problems that 
are encountered in the operation of power plant equipment. 
Each area must be sequentially investigated until such time 
it becomes obvious that the root cause is not present within 
the area under consideration. 

LOGIC TREE APPROACH TO ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS % 
- > 

To conduct an investigation of the nine root cause areas, 
the logic tree approach is recommended. This method consists 
of using a series of question trees which diagrammatica.lly 
represent the functional areas to, be investigated. « Using 
information developed in establishing the apparent cause of 
the failure (Step 9:) , the number of functional areas to be ^ 
investigated can usually"1 be minimized. Only those areas per-
tinent to the specific problem being analyzed heed to be 
explored in detail. However, until such time as the investigator 
can definitely rule out one of the nine root cause areas, he 
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F U N D A M E N T A L R O O T C A U S E A R E A S 
Figure 22 



should proceed to study it as a potential candidate for con-
taining- the'root cause.. While this process increases the 
amount of detail involved in conducting a root cause investi-
gation, it minimizes the possibility of overlooking less 
obvious contributing causes that are important if reoccurrence 
of the problem is to be prevented. 
The logic trees consist of a series of charts representing 
functional areas to be studied in performing the root cause 
analysis. The charts are general in nature and are designed 
to guide the investigation — preventing it from being hap-
hazard and subject of guesses and bias. In some cases their 
detail is too extensive; while for other investigations, added 
detail will be needed as the study proceeds. Not every per-
tinent item to be considered can be listed in a chart of this 
type. The listings serve only as a guide or outline to be 
simplified or expanded as the specific needs of the study war-
rant. 
It is not practical to show in this handbook the details of 
the logic trees that have been developed for the various func-
tional areas. It is, however, worthwhile to examine one area 
in at least limited detail to illustrate the development of 
the logic trees and the types of questions they contain. Con-
sidering the design area, the following major subdivisions 
are used: 

° Origin; 
° User's inputs prior to design; 
° Equipment specifications; 
° Constraints on design; 
° Design analysis. 

Each area is expanded into a logic tree chart illustrating 
functional areas to be explored with qualified personnel famil-
iar with the design of the equipment under study. As an 
example, Figure 23 shows the questioning process associated 
with establishing the details of the origin of the design. In 
investigating the previously given pump problem, one should 
explore with the manufacturer the history of the pump design. 
If this design is not a first-of-a-kind and is being used suc-
cessfully in similar applications at other locations, it is not 
necessary to conduct this area of the investigation to great . 
depth. If the general history of the design can be eliminated 
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Was the design by the — 
utility to meet 
requirements? 

—Was the design by 
a manufacturer to 
meet future antici-
pated business? 

What was the 
origin of 
the design.?. 

— d ^ c g n by a • 
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t—What were the 
special requirements? 
-Were the requirements 
standard for equipment 
of this type? 

—Was the design a 
logical evolution of 
vendor's business? 
_Was it designed for a 
small but potentially 
profitable market? 

r 

-Was the design not ex- — 
pected to be profitable 
but would allow entry 
into profitable market? 

Wa'ii the design special 
foxrplant under study? 

-Was-the design expected -
-to .be: standard for 
follow-on contracts? 

I—Was the design hoped to 
be industry standard? 

r—How did consultant learn 
of need for design? ̂  

-Why was consultant 
needed? 

-Were these special to utility? 
-Special for application? 
-Special for industry? 

-Was design expected to become 
an off-the-shelf item? 
-Was it never expected to ' 
market as other than'custom' 
item? '.'' 

-Is manufacturer well-known ' 
in the utility? 

-Is manufacturer relatively . 
unknown in the power business? 

-Was design part of standard 
plant concept? 

.Was it to be used on other plants 
even if basic plant design varied? 

""From utility? 
Manufacturer? 

—Contractor or A/E? 

-Did consultant have pre-
viously demonstrated 
ability? 

-Did he have a design 
readily available? 

-In the design of 
this equipment? 
-In the design of 
related equip-
ment? 

-Was design beyond capability of 
utility, manufacturer, or contractor? 

D I A G R A M F O R D E S I G N O R I G I N 
Figure 23 



as having'any bearing-on cause, the investigation can be 
shifted to other questionable areas. In a contrasting sit-
uation, if the equipment .under study is the biggest, fastest, 
or most sophisticated ever built by the manufacturer, the 
root cause to the problem might well be a design deficiency. 
For this case, questions concerning design fundamentals, 
analysis, etc., should be pursued with the equipment designer 
as possible root causes of the problem. 
While conducting the investigation, new areas are explored 
as information is acquired and assessed. New questions are 
developed and areas of the investigation are deleted or 
expanded as results warrant. 0 

For any study, the results are only as good as the people per-
forming it. No method is foolproof, and it is only luck to 
have the correct "answer "fall out of the sky." One of the 
most difficult aspects of problem solving is assembling the 
correct team of people to review available inputs and develop 
new information. If knowledgeable people cannot be brought 
together; or if their answers to questions are incorrect or 
misleading, then the success of the investigation is jeopar-
dized. 

SUMMARY 
Until such time that the root cause of a power plant problem 
is discovered and corrected, future equipment failures and 
plant outages may be encountered. By developing a cause of 
failure diagram to determine the apparent cause of a plant 
problem and logic trees to discover the root cause of the 
problem, the investigator is able to solve plant problems 
and provide corrective actions that prevent their future 
reoccurrence. 

n 
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... . APPENDIX C 

FINANCIAL AND BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS 

The preliminary procedure for ranking prospective improvement 
projects is by the gain in"equivalent availability factor (AEAF) 
determined by the methods presented in this handbook. The 
feasibility of improvement projects, however, must be deter-
mined on the basis of capital cost, operating and maintenance 
expenses, improvements in plant heat rate, and.purchase power 
cost associated with such projects. Based on these costs and 
the dollar worth of changes in plant availability, a benefit/ 
cost ratio can be developed and used for further ranking 
prospective improvement projects. 

COST ANALYSIS METHOD 
There are several available methods for performing an economic 
assessment of a power plant improvement project. If a reli-
ability engineer has available such financial data as debt to 
equity ratio, depreciation schedules, deferred taxes, and 
insurance payments, then a very detailed financial analysis 
can be performed for prospective improvement projects. How-
ever, this kind of information is often considered by a util-
ity as sensitive and is not generally made known outside the 
comptrollerLs office. Sometimes in-house financial computer 
programs and system planning analysis are available to the 
reliability engineer interested in evaluating alternatives. 
If available,' such programs should be used to develop the 
cost and benefits of specific improvement projects. 

For this handbook, a fixed charge rate method of evaluating 
the cost of a utility1 s expense to make an improvement is 
developed. This method produces the present cost of an expen-
diture of money. Benefits are evaluated by a similar means — 
a present worth of future benefits method. Both methods are 
'simple and easily workable by a utility engineer interested 
in developing benefit/cost ratios for ranking prospective 
improvement projects developed from the AIM methodology. 

The fixed charge,approach for assessing improvement costs 
corrects a capital expenditure into â  series of leveliz'ed 
annual payments known as future revenue requirements. The 
levelized annual payments (including such noncapital expenses 
as operating and maintenance costs) are then converted to a 
present value in order to determine the expected cost of an 
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improvement project in terms of a single sum of current 
"dollars-. "This is compared with the present "value of the 
benefits of the project (&AF improvement, heat rate reduc-
tion, etc.) to determine a benefit/cost ratio that indicates 
the relative merits of the project compared to other pos-
sible plant improvements. 
Present Cost of a Capital Improvement Project 
The fixed charge rate for capital equipment purchased for a 
particular power plant consists of the following items: 

° Return on investment (cost of money)> 
° Depreciation, 
° Federal Income Tax, 
° Property Tax, 
° Insurance, 
° Miscellaneous. 

The sum of these items yields the leveTized fixed charge rate 
(FCR) for the purchase of plant equipment. The levelized 
annual cost.(LAC) for a specific capital improvement project 
is found by: 

J 

LAC =^/ C E x F C R (C.l) 
where i\ u 

CE is the capital expense in present day dollars of 
the improvement project. 

to ^ 

The present value revenue requirement (PVRR) f.or making such 
a capital improvement is given by: 

PVRR = LAC x PWFu .(C.2) 
where 

PWFu is the present worth factor of a uniform series 
of payments and is found from: 

(1 + j)nl -1 PWFu = — (C.3) 
j (l+j)nl 
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where -
j is the discount rate or cost of money to' a utility 

is the useful lifetime of the capital equipment 
being purchased in years. 

Present Value of Operating and Maintenance Expenses 
Calculation of the present value revenue requirement (PVRR) 
determines the cost of a non-rrecurrent (one-time-only) capital 
purchase of equipment. Improvement projects in a plant can 
involve more than the one-time cost to purchase and install 
equipment. Two other costs are normally associated with plant 
improvement projects: 

° Nonrecurrent (one-time only operating and maintenance 
(O&M) expenses; and 

° Yearly O&M costs. 
The present value of a future one-time, nonrecurrent O&M 
expenditure (PVNR) is determined from: 

PVNR = Ci fiii) .(C. 4) 
Vl+j/ 

where -• - -
C^ is the cost of the nonrecurrent expenditure in present 

day dollars 
.i is the escalation rate 
j is the discount rate 

n 2 is the number of years until the expense will 
be incurred 

The other type of expense to be evaluated is a recurrent O&M 
cost, such as a yearly cost resulting from an improvement 
project. In this analysis, this cost is assumed to be of 
equal annual' amounts prior to inflation. If C2 is the present 
day cost of the recurrent expense and n3is the number of years 
of payment, then0 the present value of such a recurrent expense 
(PVRC) is found from: 
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_ PVRC--= C2 j j1 t l] 

where 
i and j are as above and 

( 

n3 is the lifetime over which this expense will be 
incurred, usually equal to nĵ  

Using the above three factors — present value revenue require-
ment, present value nonrecurrent expense, and the present value 
recurrent expense — a reliability engineer is able to accu-
rately assess the total present cost (PC) of a proposed improve-
ment project as follows: 

PC = PVRR + PVNR + PVRC (C.6) 

1 - ( H i P (C.5) 

Example of the Present Value Cost of an Improvement Project 
To illustrate this calculation, consider the following example. 
A proposed modification evaluated in section 6 of this hand-
book involves purchasing a fifth pulverizer to increase unit 
availability. The new pulverizer will require minor yearly 
servicing consisting of some materials (seals, etc.) and some 
labor. Additionally,- a major overhaul of the pulverizer 
(replace bearings, etc.) will be required every five years. 
The plant economic data is found to be'i the following: 

Return on investment 10.8% 
Depreciation 2.4 
Federal Income Tax 3.2 
Property Tax I 
Insurance > 1.8 
Miscellaneous I M Levelized Fixed Charge Rate (FCR)18.2% 

Discount Rate (j) = 11.0% 
Escalation Rate (i) = 8.0%" 
Useful Pulverizer 

Lifetime = 20 years 
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The three factors -- present value revenue requirement 
(PVRR)/ present value nonrecurrent expense (PVNR), and 
present value recurrent expense (PVRC) — are calculated 
from equations ic.2)/ 1C.4), and (c.5; and plant cost data 
as follows: 

Present Value Revenue Requirement 
i. 

1980 Dollars 
Cost of pulverizer $750,000 
Labor to install pulverizer 60,000 

Subtotal $810,000 
Contingencies (5%) 40,500 
Interest during construction 

(8.5% for 2 months) 12,050 
Total Capital Expense (CE).... $862,550 

Levelized Annual Cost (LAC)=CExFCR =$862,550 x .182 
= $156 ,984 . G 

Present Value Revenue Requirement (PVRR) =LAC x PWFu 

- 5 1 5 6 , 9 8 4 ( 1 1 * - 1 1 > 2 ° - 1 

\ .11 (1 + .11)20 J 
= $1,250,113 

Present Value Nonrecurrent O&M Expense 

Cost to replace major parts every 5th year: 
Materials $7,500 
Labor 2,200 

Subtotal $3,700 
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Present Value 5th Year (PVNR/Sth) 
(1 + .08 

" 9 ' 7 0 0 l ~ 0 

* $ 8,458 
1 + . 0 8 \ 1 0 / 1 + .08 \ Present Value 10th Year (PVNR/lOth) = 9,700 1 I 

* 1 + .110 1 

= $ 7,3 75 

( 1 + .08 U 5 Present Value 15th Year (PVNR/15th) = 9,700 \ 1 + 110/ 

= $ 6,431 

Total.Present Value Nonrecurrent " 
O&M (PVNR) = $22,264 

Present Value Recurrent Q&M Expense 
Yearly repairs pulverizer 

Materials $2,700 
o " ' Labor. 800 

Subtotal....$3,500 

Present Value Recurrent O&M (PVRC) = 

3500 ( 1 + .110\ ! J 1 + ' 0 B 

\.iio- .08) \ 1 + . 1 1 0 ; = $54 ,633 

Total Present Value of•Pulverizer 
Addition Project PVRR $1,250,113 

PVNR 22,264 
PVRC 54,633 

, $1,327,010 
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This cost (Si,327,010) in th<- prcnent value of the !. f <-1: 
coat IPC) expressed in 1980 dollars needed tc rwifcc this 
addition of a t t i pulveriser and service* it over its 20-
ycAr 1 i fet . it r.\i«t b<- nff;set by benefits (.'.KAr, :r.r rov«-d 
plnnt he a t rate, etc.) to »akc iiuch an expense worthwhile. 

BENEFIT ANALYSIS MKTHOD 

The benefits of an improvement project arc determined by cal-
culating the effect of the project on future plant perform-
ance; namely, an improvement in equivalent availability factor 
(AEAF), a possible heat rate improvement, possible reductions 
in O&M expenses, and a possible increase in the unit's gross 
maximum capacity. The fourth measure, increased gross maximum 
capacity, is not treated in this analysis but should be 
included for improvement projects that are capable of increas-
ing a plant's electrical output by even a small amount. 

The change in plant equivalent availability is determined by 
the methods of this handbook. Heat rate improvements associated 
with component changes can be obtained from heat balance calcu-
lations and/or computer codes, operating curves supplied by 
equipment manufacturers or, in so^e cases, can be estimated by 
an experienced power plant engineer. Heat rate improvements 
translate directly into fuel savings and can have a sizeable 
worth in today's high cost fuel situation. O&M costs are deter-
mined for improvements by estimating the servicing requirements, 
materials, and labor needed to maintain the new equipment. 

Once the improved equivalent availability factor, heat rate 
change, and O&M costs are accurately determined, each is con-
verted into a present dollar value for comparison with the 
cost of performing the improvement project; i.e., purchase new 
equipment, change procedures, etc. For the discussion pre-
sented in this workbook, it is assumed that only the first seven 
(7) years of the improvement are examined when calculating the 
benefit of the project. This is due to uncertainties in the 
unit's future loading schedule. It is well understood in the 
utility industry that as units become older, they are usually 
loaded on a reduced schedule. With a future reduction in a 
unit's service hours, the dollar benefits of a AEAF improve-
ment is reduced. This effect may be more than offset by 
increased power replacement costs, but the uncertainty of 
these future effects leads one to believe that the dollar 

0 
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benefit, of an Improvement Proii-ct in .'cap 

A .'.KAF increase rcsulvs in a y <• a r 1 y gain m t o V a \ plant out-
put, thereby reducing the need to purchase rop 1 acement power 
when the plant is off-line or in a derated condition. The 
GADS data methods used in determining .'F.AF in this method-
ology do not record the cost of power repl acenient for each 
outage or derate event. Power replacement cost:; are usually 
available from load dispatch records for v.irir;,:-, event time 
periods. One can easily determine an average replacement 
power cost (ARPC) for an event that takes place on several 
occasions by averaging this data using the following formula: 

n 
(S/KWhr) . >: t i 

ARPC (S/KWhr) -- issl 1 (C. 7) 
n 
•-1 ^ where 1 

t^ is the time period of an outage or derate event i 
($/KWhr)is the replacement power cost determined at 

*the time of event i from load dispatch 
records. 

If, for some reason, the power replacement cost is not avail-
able for various event time periods, the average yearly replace 
ment power cost for a plant can be used without introducing 
much error in the calculation. 

'71 

Knowing the cost of replacement power ($/KWhr), the yearly 
savings in replacement power cost (RP) of a AEAF improvement 
project is determined frbm: 

RP " = AEAF x GMC x SIK x ARPC x 10 = $/yr (C.8) 
..... 
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where 
* AEAF iff'the change in unit equivalent" availability factor in % 

GMC is the unit's gross maximum capacity in MW 
SH is the unit's service hours per year in hours 

ARPC is the average replacement power cost in $/KWhr. 

Additional Benefits of the Improvement Project 

In addition to an increase in AEAF resulting from an improve-
ment project, another benefit" of a plant improvement project 
might be a reduction in the plant heat rate (i.e., an effi-
ciency improvement resulting in a fuel savings). 
The yearly benefitv of a heat rate reduction (HR) can be 
determined from the following expression: 

HR = AHR x GMC x FC x SH x J ^ q q = $/yr (C.9) 
where 

a 

- AHR is the change in the heat.rate in BTU/KWhr 
FC is the fuel cost in $ per million BTU's 
GMC and SH are as above, 

A third possible benefit of a plant improvement project might 
be 

a reduction in an O&M expense (ROM)i. An assessment of the 
yearly benefit of such a reduction in servicing the equipment 
compared to the present equipment can be made by plant 
engineers and equipment suppliers. 

Total Benefits from an Improvement Project $ 

The total y.early benefit (TYB) resulting from an improvement 
project equals jthe sum of the yearly replacement power cost 
(RP), the yearly heat rate savings (HR), and the yearly 
reduced O&M expense (ROM). 

TYB = RP + HR + ROM (C.10) 
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Assuming that TYB is the same each year, the present worth of 
the yearly7-benefits' .(PB) can be found from: 

/ / 

PB 

where 

TYB ill j-1 1 -I 1+i 
1+j 

n 4 
(C.ll) 

j is the discount rate 
i is the escalation rate 

n4 is the number of years over which the improvement 
is evaluated (as explained previously, not more 
than 7 years due to future uncertainties in the 
plant operating schedule). 

Example of the Present Value Benefits of an 
Improvement Project 

Consider the same example as discussed previously; i.e., addi-
tion of a fifth pulverizer (Example 1). Assume the improvement 
results in the following changes: 

Change in equivalent availability (AEAF) = 2.97% 
Change in heat rate (AHR) = 0 
Reduction in O&M expense (ROM) = 0 

The plant data from Example 1 is as follows: 
Gross maximum capacity (GMC) = 4 00 MW 
Service hours per year (SH) = 8328 hrs. 
Average power replacement cost (APRC) 

found from load dispatch records and 
calculated by equation (C.7) = 0 . 0 3 0 $/KWhr 

The yearly saving in replacement power cost is found from 
equation (C.8) as follows: 

0 
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RP .= . AEAF x GMC x SH x ARPC x 10 

= 2.97 x 400 x 8327 x .030 x 10 = $2,967,743 

The yearly benefit from a heat rate improvement is found from 
equation (C.9), and for this improvement project is found to 
be zero. The O&M cost reduction is also determined as zero. 
In fact, in this example as previously described, the new 
pulverizer results in additional servicing, a cost not a 
benefit. ^ 
The total yearly benefit (TYB) is: 

Yearly saving in replacement power cost (RP) = $2,967,743 
Yearly saving from heat rate reduction (HR) = -0-
Yearly saving in O&M cost = -0-

TOTAL (TYB) $2,967,743 

The present value of this yearly benefit over a seven-year 
period (i.e., the reason for selecting this period compared 
to the -plant- or equipment life is discussed previously) .'is 
calculated as follows from equation (C.ll) assuming: 

Evaluation period (n) 
Discount rate (j) 
Escalation rate (i) 

7 years 
11.0% 
8% 

\\ 

Present value of benefits of improvement project is: 

PB = $2,967,743 .1 + .11 
.11 - .08 

1 - 1 + . 08 
1 + 

PB = $19,162,025 
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Benefit/Cost Ratio 

The benefit/cost ratio is formed for each improvement project 
by dividing the seven-year benefit of the project (reduced 
equivalent unavailability, heat rate improvement, and O&M 
reduction) by the lifetime cost to perform the improvement 
(capital and O&M). The larger the benefit/cost ratio, the 
more cost-effective the project. In the example given, the 
benefit/cost ratio is: 

$19,162,025 
Benefit/Cost = $ i/327,010 = 1 4- 4 

Projects should be ranked by their benefit/cost ratios and 
decisions concerning investments in plant improvement should 
be determined on the basis of this ratio. 

•j 
As described in this analysis, benefit/cost ratios greater 
than one are cost effective; i.e., the seven-year benefit 
realized from improved plant performance more than offsets 
the cost., of the improvement project. Obviously, the analysis 
developed in this presentation is elementary. Sensitivity 
(analysis should be considered to determine ranges of benefit/ rfaost ratios considering the various changes in operating 
schedules, fuel cost, etc., that might be encountered in 
future plant operation. The seven-year period for calculat-
ing the present value of the project benefits should be 
scrutinized in light of projected plant operating schedules, 
inflation rates, and cost of future money. AEAF itself is 
apt to be a variable changing as plant equipment becomes 
older and more prone to failure. 
Although only approximate and subject to the inaccuracies 
discussed above, the benefit/cost approach for ranking 
improvement projects is considered to be the best avail-
able method for scheduling future plant improvements. 
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